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PREFACE

THE magnitude of the Cotton Spinning and Manufac-

turing industry of Great Britain, in which it is estimated

that something like 100,000,000 of capital is invested,

and which employs a vast army of skilled workpeople, is

colossal. Few industries have brought forth such a

bountiful wealth of inventive genius expediting and

perfecting production by intricate mechanical processes,

and penetrating the secrets of chemistry, bringing forth

from her hidden treasuries the art hand-maidens of the

textile craft. Cotton goods, in myriad styles and quali-

ties, are found in our Home Markets, and are carried

over the seas and oceans to clothe the races of the world.

Obviously, a knowledge of the true sequence of the pro-
cesses in this great industry is of importance. In this

work I have sought to give an intelligent, technical

explanation not too technical, I hope of the Spinning
and Manufacturing Systems in their very latest forms.

This description is prefaced by a short historical sketch

of the more primitive method of cloth production.
Particulars are given as to the growth of cotton, and
the adaptability of the various staples for different

counts of yarn, and this is followed by a chapter on the

foundation and development up to the present time of

the British Cotton Growing Association, a national

movement of vast importance for our textile trade.

The description of cloth production leads on to a short

account of the system of merchandise. The great trade

organisations of the workpeople and the Conferences

between masters and men which have resulted in

Treaties of Peace and the establishment of methods of

202046



VI PREFACE

friendly adjustment of differences naturally command
attention. The remarkable accomplishments of the

International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners'
and Manufacturers' Associations, which has brought
into one great confederation the Cotton Forces of the

World, substantially promoting the friendship of

nations, are presented in a close summary record. To
Mr. Billington, demonstrator of Cotton Spinning at the

Victoria Technical Schools, Preston, and to Mr. Mellor,

cotton manufacturer and teacher of Weaving at the

same schools, I wish to express my obligations for the

great help they have given me in my description of the

Cotton Spinning and Manufacturing processes. Finally,

I owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. C. W. Macara, President

of the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations

and President of the International Federation of Master

Cotton Spinners' and Manufacturers' Associations, for

much valuable information on the subject of

organisation.

R. J. PEAKE.
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COTTON

CHAPTER I

FOUNDATION OF ENGLISH COTTON TRADE

THE stupendous importance of the Cotton Trade of this

Kingdom is seen in the vast amount of capital invested

in the textile arts, the immense number of people

employed in the sheds, factories, and works connected

with the production and finishing of cloth step by step

right away up from the raw material
;

the thousands

engaged in the distribution of the finished goods in all

the markets of the world, and the countless blessings

conferred both on this Kingdom and on the nations of

the earth by the useful and artistic productions which

pour out in infinite variety from the looms of Britain.

The arts of Spinning and Weaving are among the oldest

in the world. Long before the days of concrete history

people were vestured in woven cloths. In the Scriptures
is found abundant proof that 1,700 years before Christ

linen cloths were in common use. Joseph arrayed him-

self in vestures of fine linen. When the Tabernacle

was constructed in the wilderness, two centuries later, by
Moses,

" The women that were wise-hearted did spin
with their hands, and brought that which they had spun,
both of blue and of purple, and of scarlet, and of fine

linen." Almost five centuries before the Christian

Era, we are told that the ordinary wear of the Indians

was cotton cloths. Strabo speaks of their flowered

1
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cottons or chintzes, and of the lustre and vivid quality
of the dyes with which they figured their cloths. All

over the East cloth fabrication was among the oldest

of all arts, and in America it is said that the arts of

Spinning and Weaving were carried on by the earliest

settlers, who found the cotton and indigo plants indi-

genous. The first record of cotton cloths in the realms

of merchandise among the rich sea-laden argosies of the

East is in The Circumnavigation of the Erythrcean Sea,
in which Arrian, an Egyptian Greek, refers to the

Arab traders bringing Indian cottons to Aduli, a port
on the Red Sea. Ports beyond the Red Sea had an
established trade in calicoes, muslins, and other cottons,
both plain and bearing floral ornamentation. It does

seem remarkable, as Mr. Baines points out, that a branch

of industry so apt to propagate itself should have lingered
thirteen hundred years on the coast of the Mediterranean

before it crossed that sea to Greece or Italy, for the

costly silks of China had long before been quite eagerly

sought by the ladies of Rome and Constantinople. From
the East the textile arts gradually spread to Europe.
In Greece, in the tenth century, silks, woollens, and linens

were made, and silks were made on a large scale in

Southern Italy in the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth

centuries. There were big woollen manufactories at

the same period in Flanders, Tuscany, etc., but it was
left to Mohammedan Spain to cultivate cotton and to

manufacture cloths from it as early as the tenth century,
as well as to copy the artistic fabrications of seats of

Mohammedan luxury in the East. Venice exported a

variety of cottons in 1560, and Milan sent out fustians

and dimities of many sorts. The first record of cotton

being part of English trade is contained in a work
written towards the close of the fifteenth century by
Hakluyt, who says that the ships of Genoa brought from
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England, among other commodities, cotton. In 1601

it is recorded that cotton was brought to England by the

Antwerpians from Sicily, the Levant, and Lisbon. When
the refugees from the Low Countries in the second half

of the sixteenth century, fleeing from persecution,
settled in England, they are said to have pursued the

manufacturing arts they had practised at home. There,

however, is no positive proof that the Flemish weavers,
who settled in the neighbourhood of Manchester, did

actually begin our English cotton manufacture. It is

practically certain that many of the woven goods called
"
cottons

"
in 1552 were really woollen stuffs. As a

matter of fact, for over 100 years after Roberts wrote

his book on Traffic in 1641, India kept far in front of

Europe in cotton manufactured goods, the East trading

companies gaining great wealth by the monopoly. In

1775 a patriotic association was formed at Edinburgh
to discourage ladies from wearing the cotton robes of

India in preference to the calicoes and lawns of Glasgow
and Paisley.

However, by the year 1727 the cotton industry had
so far developed as to enable Defoe, writing on Man-

chester, to say
"
the grand manufacture which has so

much raised this town is that of cotton in ah
1

its varieties."

In less than fifty years afterwards there were in and
about Manchester over 30,000 people engaged in the

cotton industry, and the woollen and linen industries

were also pursued on an extensive scale, not only here

but in other parts of Lancashire. There then was laid

the foundation of that industry which has built up the

great wealth and industrial pre-eminence of Lancashire.

In Dr. Aikin's Forty Miles Round Manchester, published
in 1795, he says, speaking of the recently introduced

cotton industry,
"
that in the middle of the previous

century the Manchester traders went regularly to buy
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fustians (a coarse cloth) of the weaver, each weaver then

producing yarn or cotton as he could." Then he goes
on to say that three-quarters of a century afterwards
"
the Manchester merchants began to give out warps

and raw cotton to the weavers, receiving them back

in cloth, and paying for the carding, roving, spinning,
and weaving." Next there arose

"
second-rate mer-

chants called, fustian-masters, who gave out a warp
and raw cotton to the weaver, and received them back

in cloth, paying the weaver for the weaving and spinning,
and these attended the weekly market at Manchester,

and the middleman sold his pieces in the grey to the

merchant, who afterwards dyed and finished it." The

system was primitive, but it gradually spread over the

hills, dales, and plains of Lancashire, and in other places.

Very many of the farmhouses and cottages had their

weaving shops, and the cellars of many labouring people
in the towns and villages contained hand-looms. The
cotton wool was, at the outset of the system, picked

by the young children, and it was then carded and spun
on the jennies by the elder girls or the good wife, the

yarn being woven by the father or the sons. The women
of the district were sometimes engaged by the hand-loom

weavers, for one efficient industrious weaver could keep
three women busy turning weft off the spinning wheels.

It was often difficult to get weft, and the weaver was

frequently unable to deliver his cloths to the

manufacturers within the time he had contracted.

Postlethwaite, in his Dictionary of Trade and Commerce,
in 1766, estimated that at Manchester, Bolton, and the

neighbourhood they made over 600,000 worth of cotton

goods annually. Fustians, cottons, tapes, etc., were

sent on pack-horses to London, Liverpool, and Bristol

for exportation. Manchester men travelled to different

parts of the Kingdom to sell cloths to the tradesmen
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for home consumption. Baines tells us that "up to

the year 1760 the machines used in the cotton manufac-

ture in England were nearly as simple as those of In'dia,

though the loom was more strongly and perfectly con-

structed and cards for counting the cotton had been

adopted from the woollen manufacture." It was clear

that means would have to be taken to multiply the yarn

supply, or the expanding trade was in danger of being
lost. The genius of inventors was first spent in the

development of the domestic spinning wheel. In 1764

James Hargreaves, of Stanhill, near Blackburn, invented

his spinning jenny, which was driven by a fly-wheel,

and held a number of spindles slightly inclined from the

perpendicular, a movable frame receding from the

spindles during the extension of the threads and ap-

proaching them in its winding on. The alarm of

neighbours lest it should destroy hand labour led them
to break into the house and destroy the jenny. He left

the district and went to Nottingham in 1768, where

a joiner named Thomas James entered into partnership
with him to erect a spinning mill on the jenny plan.

Before patenting the jenny he found his machine had
been extensively pirated in Lancashire. He died in

1778. Crompton, the inventor of the mule, learned to

spin on one of these jennies in 1769. It was in that

year Arkwright, the Preston barber, secured his patent
for a system of spinning by rollers, not a new idea, it is

true, for a patent for a system of this sort had been taken

out in 1738 by Lewis Paul, but the imperfection in

mechanism prevented its general adoption. Arkwright s

mechanism was much more perfect, and he and partners

began a little factory at Nottingham. Arkwright's

system was widely adopted and used for spinning warp
and hosiery yarns of a hard and compact fabric, of any
grist up to seventy or even eighty hanks in the pound.
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Hargreaves' system spun soft weft yarn of rather inferior

numbers, and these two independent systems for many
years produced the cotton yarn of the country. The

jenny gave way to the wonderfully clever invention of

Samuel Crompton, of Bolton the spinning mule. Ure

says : "In the place of Arkwright's bobbins and flyers

Mr. Crompton used the spindle carriage of Hargreaves'

jenny to receive, attenuate, twist and wind on the

threads, after their emergence from the drawing rollers."

The adoption of this mule, as improved by Henry Stones,

a clever mechanic residing near Bolton, was followed by
developments immensely increasing the volume of

production and the fineness of the yarn. About this

time there was invented the billy, a union of jenny
and mule, by a Stockport man. The widely adopted
mule was from time to time improved by various devices.

For some time roving was a distinct business in the hands

of those using Arkwright's carding and roving machines.

They disposed of the rove to the hand mule spinners.

These inventors gave a great impetus to the factory

system.
In 1771 Arkwright built a mill at Cromford, and

speedily the expansion of spinning began on his prin-

ciple, in various parts of Lancashire especially. Inven-

tions to expedite cloth production began at an earlier

date. In 1738 John Kay, of Bolton, invented the fly

shuttle, a picking stick driving the shuttle instead of the

old method of hand throwing. In 1760 Robert Kay,
the son of John, invented the drop box to accommodate
shuttles holding threads of various colours. In 1760 the

swivel loom, adopted from the Dutch, and weaving a

number of narrow pieces (tapes, etc.) at the same time was

introduced. Then came the invention of the harness-

loom for figured goods, and this was subsequently super-

seded by the Jacquard loom, with it elaborate system of
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perforated cards. The commencement of the factory

system began with master weavers who employed
children, apprentices and journeymen. Some employers
had looms on their premises and engaged weavers.

From the ranks of these rugged, strong men, with the

northern grit and grand spirit of self-reliance, there

emerged in time some of the richest cotton lords of

Lancashire and the far North ; for Scotland, the land of

education, progress, and lusty men, had taken up
the cotton manufacture in several places at an early

period. For a time the domestic system prevailed in

manufacturing.
The inventions to increase the output of yarn succeeded

so well that loom improvements became an absolute

necessity. In 1787 the Rev. Edmund Cartwright
invented the power loom, which produced more uniform

cloth with far greater rapidity, but it was only adopted

slowly. Glasgow made the first use of this loom at the

end of the eighteenth century. In 1820 only about

14,000 power looms were in use in the United Kingdom,
whilst the number of hand-looms approximated a quarter
of a million. Subsequent to 1836 the power loom
became rapidly adopted, and this was largely due to the

economical advantage of the invention of Radcliffe and
others to enable the warp to be dressed before it went
to the loom, instead of the loom having to be stopped to

dress the warp. The loom, too, was improved by the

cloth being taken up mechanically instead of having to

be pulled forward by the weaver. Other improvements,
which will be dealt with later, perfected the loom to that

high degree of automatic mechanism which we see in

the power looms of to-day.

Following the erection in 1770 at Nottingham of

Arkwright & Partners' horse-driven mill, there was in

1771, built at Cromford, in Derbyshire, Arkwright's

2-(l4 l6)
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larger mill, driven by water-wheel (which gave to

Arkwright's invention the common title
"
water frame ").

Between 1776 and 1778 half a dozen mills were built in

Oldham, three worked by horses and three by water-

power. Then the mills spread over Lancashire, being
often placed in the valleys to get the advantage of the

water-power from the rivers and their tributaries, which
transformed peaceful vales into busy and well-to-do

communities. Then came the invention of Watt's steam

engine, applied first in 1785 to a cotton mill at Pepple-
wick. It was adopted in Bolton and Glasgow, and
next in Oldham. Water-power was gradually substi-

tuted by the steam engine, and there was seen more and
more the concentration of factories and weaving sheds

in towns and valleys. Hand-loom weaving gradually

declined, the putting-out shops and the weaving rooms
were closed one by one, and the stalwart, self-reliant

weavers came into the towns and villages, and lived the

busy life of the operative, whilst the farmers' sole

business became attention to the agricultural arts and
stock breeding, whereas formerly it was divided between

weaving cloth and cultivating the land. It was a

peaceful revolution, fruitful in blessings and prosperity.
Our trade expanded in all directions, and the Exchange
at Manchester became the great emporium of the world

for the distribution of cotton goods, both fancy and

plain. One cannot attempt to encompass in an epitome
all the inventions in the mechanical arts bearing upon
cotton trade evolution and expansion. We in this

kingdom got the start of the world, and our home

market, our colonies and possessions beyond the seas

became our bountiful patrons. Production multiplied

apace. Lancashire especially grew abundantly in riches

and power under the textile system. Swift rail and sea

transport all came in as auxiliaries of trade development,
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and the huge mercantile system brought out some
of the ablest, most enterprising, and most honourable

men of the nation. The trade has had its periods of

prosperity and depression, of strikes and lock-outs, which
can only be thus generalised. It has had to face a yearly

growing competition from Continental nations, and
from both the Northern and Southern States of America,
and even the Far East in lesser measure. The wide

adoption in England of the co-operative principle has

largely transformed mill ownership and stimulated

industrial development. Legislation has improved the

lot of the worker from time to time. Consolidation,

centralisation, and specialisation are more and more

yielding economical and commercial advantages. There

has been a gradual co-ordination of forces. The opera-
tives began their unions in the early days of the factory

system. Then Masters' Associations were formed.

Now the workpeople in the spinning, cardroom and

weaving and other branches, have their separate organ-
isations, all very powerful, and for certain objects
federated. The employers have had to lengthen their

cords and strengthen their stakes. They have great
district Associations and a Federation, the most power-
ful in the world, of the Master Cotton Spinners' Associa-

tions, presided over by Mr. C. W. Macara, one of the

shrewdest and most capable administrators in Europe's
industrial life. The operatives spread their organised
work to international proportions, bringing into line for

common objects Continental operatives of all nations

with themselves. The employers have followed their

example, and have under the lead of Mr. C. W. Macara
founded the greatest combination the world has known

the International Federation of Master Cotton

Spinners' and Manufacturers' Associations, whose great
historical work will be specially referred to.
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The following facts illustrate the enormous magnitude
of the cotton industry to-day. The total estimated

number of spindles in work is as follows :

Spindles
.. 53,311,630

. . 10,162,908

. . 7,000,000

. . 7,800,000

.. 4,351,910

. . 4,000,000

. . 1,900,000

1,731,587

1,496,698

1,231,165

450,696

424,773

450,000

75,844

77,558
. . 27,783,000

Great Britain

Germany
France

Russia

Austria

Italy

Spain

Japan
Switzerland

Belgium . .

Portugal . .

Holland ..

Sweden . .

Norway . .

Denmark
U.S. America

India

Canada . .

Mexico,
|

Brazil, and
other Countries)

5,800,000

855,293

2,600,000

131,503,062

The total estimated number of looms in the United

Kingdom and Ireland is about 740,000. It is very
difficult to estimate the number of looms abroad, on

account of the large number of hand-looms still in use

in some parts of the world.

Mr. C. W. Macara in 1908 illustrated the magnitude of

the capital represented by the cotton trade in a speech,
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acknowledging the reception of the International

Committee of Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers by
M. Fallieres, President of the French Republic. He said :

"
To-day we have the supreme pleasure of finding

that you graciously range yourself with your illus-

trious compeers by receiving the delegated representa-
tives of the world-wide cotton industry, an industry
which manipulates raw material in one year of the

value at present prices of over 200,000,000, or five

thousand million francs, and which distributes

throughout the markets of the world manufactured

goods of the value of 450,000,000, or eleven thousand

two hundred and fifty million francs."

In his admirable address to the Cotton Spinners and

Manufacturers of England and the Continent, in 1904,

on a proposed International Congress, Mr. C. W. Macara,
President of the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners'

Associations, said :

"
It is difficult for any but those who have closely

studied the statistics showing the growth of cotton

spinning and manufacturing throughout the world

during the last thirty years to realise the enormous

development of this industry.
"
In the early seventies England occupied such a

preponderating position that the control of the raw
material was practically in her hands ; this, however,
has entirely changed.

"
It is estimated that the spinning spindles of the

world now reach the vast total of 104,000,000 ; there

are also about 5,000,000 doubling spindles and

dependent machinery, such as looms, calico printing,

bleaching dyeing, etc., machinery. Of these, in

round figures, 44,000,000 spinning spindles, 4,000,000

doubling spindles, and dependent machinery are in
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Great Britain. (Doubling is a second process in

cotton spinning, and in published statistics the

number of doubling spindles is usually included in the

total of spindles. This method creates an erroneous

impression as regards the consumption of cotton and

production of yarn.) The largest proportion of these

spindles is engaged in spinning the usual types of

American cotton, but Egyptian and Sea Island cotton

employ an increasing number of spindles every year,

and, so far as these growths of cotton are concerned,

England still holds the foremost position.
"

It is estimated there are 60,000,000 cotton

spinning spindles, 1,000,000 doubling spindles, and

dependent machinery outside Great Britain.
"
In addition there is still a considerable amount of

hand spinning and weaving in various parts of the

world.
" The published statistics regarding the cotton

machinery running in England are slightly misleading,

and doubtless this also applies to those in connection

with the rest of the world ;
allowance not being fully

made for the breaking up of worn-out and obsolete

machinery which is constantly going on, but this has

been taken into consideration in the figures given.
"
There is little doubt that the expansion of cotton

machinery throughout the world has been so great

that for four successive years the supply of the raw

material has been insufficient to run the cotton

spindles of the world.
"
There is no industry in Great Britain, excepting

agriculture, which affords so much employment,

directly and indirectly, for the masses of the people

as the manipulation of cotton, or which is of more

importance to the whole mercantile and industrial

system of England.
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"
Estimating the raw cotton at an average price of

5d. per pound, 40,000,000 worth is imported annually,
an average of about 5,000,000 worth is re-exported
in the raw state, leaving the balance of 35,000,000
worth of cotton to run the spindles and looms.

"
This cotton, after being converted into yarn or

cloth, and after undergoing one or more of the further

processes of finishing, bleaching, dyeing, printing,

making up into pieces, or being converted into ready-
made garments, is finally packed and disposed of by
the distributors at home and exporters at an estimated

value, on the same basis, of over 90,000,000, leaving,
as will be seen, a balance of over 55,000,000 to pay
imperial and local taxation, profit on capital invested,

depreciation on buildings and machinery, coal, mill

stores, etc., and wages, this last item representing by
far the largest proportion of the 55,000,000. The
raw material is largely brought to England by British

ships. When landed at the ports it forms an im-

portant part of the mercantile transactions of these

ports, and the warehousing and handling of it employ
a large amount of labour. The carrying of this raw
material to the cotton spinning mills forms a substan-

tial source of revenue to some of the most important

railway companies and to the Manchester Ship Canal.

In the further carrying of the yarn to mills engaged
in the weaving branch of the cotton industry another

large source of revenue accrues to the railway

companies and other carriers.
"
Owing to the great variety of cotton goods pro-

duced in England, the majority of manufacturers

have to supply their requirements from numerous

spinners, there being comparatively few mills that

combine both processes of spinning and weaving.
"
Again, the grey cloth has to be carried to the
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warehouses of the distributors or to the works of the

finishers, dyers, printers, bleachers, and ready-made

clothing manufacturers ;
these further processes

involving another rate for the railway companies
before the goods reach the warehouses of the distri-

butors, who finally are responsible for their distribu-

tion to the home and foreign markets ; this again

bringing in further revenue to the railway companies,

shipowners, and other carriers. Like the handling
of the raw material, the distribution of the manu-
factured products of the spindles and looms forms

another important part of the commercial transactions

of the nation, more especially as regards Lancashire.
" From the standpoint of employment, a study of

the position is even more impressive. As already

stated, the handling and warehousing of the raw

material at the ports find employment for a large

number of people. The repeated carrying in connec-

tion with the various processes of manufacture gives

employment to a much larger section of the

population.
" The cotton operatives engaged in spinning and

weaving number, in round figures, 500,000. The
number employed in the subsidiary industries and

employments connected with cotton, already enu-

merated, is more difficult to estimate, but it will

amount to another 500,000. Allowing two dependents

only to each worker (there being a large number of

young people employed) a population of no less than

3,000,000 is represented.
"
There are further the dependent industries, such

as the great machine-making and engineering estab-

lishments, which are largely employed with repairs,

renewals, and extensions in the British cotton and

subsidiary industries, also a portion of the mining
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and chemical industries
;

all of which represent a

further section of the population. The provision
trade is obviously mainly dependent on the masses

of the people. In any dislocation of the cotton

industry its serious effects on employment generally
would be widespread. But it would not end here

;

the retail, mercantile, banking, professional, and

leisured classes would all suffer severely ;
and so

would the landowners, property owners, and the

agricultural classes, who find their largest markets

in the great mercantile and industrial centres of the

North of England."



CHAPTER II

THE RAW MATERIAL COTTON GROWING

THE foundation of the textile industry of Lancashire,
and other districts in which the arts of cloth fabrication

have been established, is cotton, the filamentous down
which invests the seeds of the gossypium, a plant of the

natural order malvacece or mallows. The word cotton

may be traced to the language of Arabia, a country where
the plant is indigenous. Cotton was doubtless used

for clothing in the very early days of human history.
It was introduced into Western Europe at the era of

the Mohammedan conquest. As a matter of fact it

was in Mohammedan Spain that the cotton manufacture
first began in Europe. Cotton is usually white, of

various shades of purity ;
but it is sometimes cream

coloured, and, in cases, iron-yellow or tawny. In

recent years cotton has made great strides towards

supplanting linen, and to a certain extent furnishes with

mercerised yarns substitutes for wool and silk. To
the uncivilised races of the world, whose needs are

simpler, cotton is again most important, and all kinds

of native garments, ranging from the simple loin cloth

of primitive people to the elaborately decorated robes

of other races^ are made entirely of cotton.

Cotton was well known and in common use in India

long before the Christian era, for in an old book written

about 800 B.C. the plant is referred to frequently, and
in such a way as to show that it was quite familiar.

Nearchus, the admiral of Alexander the Great, who
took part of his army along the shores of the Arabian

16
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and Persian Gulf about 327 B.C., says :

"
There are

in India trees bearing as it were bunches of wool. The
natives made linen garments of it, wearing a shirt which
reached to the middle of the leg, a sheet folded about
the shoulders, and a turban rolled round the head, and
the linen made by them from this substance was fine and
whiter than any other." Our word "

calico
"

was

originally given to this familiar material because it

came from the Indian port of Calicut. From India

cotton plants were probably sent to China and other

neighbouring countries.

Later explorers found cotton in other regions. For

example, in 1492, Columbus noted that it grew abund-

antly in the West Indies and on the neighbouring coasts

of America, and that the natives had considerable

skill in making it up into cloth. In Mexico, Peru,
and Brazil, cotton was well known and in Mexico was
the chief article of clothing. In parts of tropical Africa

cotton grows wild, and is used by the natives to make
cloths.

The cotton plant is closely related to the ordinary
wild mallows and to the hollyhocks of our gardens.
Most of the species are shrubs or small trees, and in

warm countries are perennial. A winter, however,
kills the plants, and in the United States new plants
have to be raised from seed every year. This practice
is also carried out when cotton is cultivated in countries

which have no winter, as it frequently gives better

results than when the plants are allowed to grow for

several years.

Cotton plants have large yellow, white, or red flowers,

not unlike rather small hollyhock flowers, and each

flower forms a capsule or
"

boll." When fully ripe the

boll splits into three pieces, and displays the white

cottony mass, consisting of a number of seeds, each
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having firmly attached to it a dense covering of fine

hairs, which are the raw cotton of commerce.

Cotton is distinctly a warm-climate crop, and a glance
at the map of the cotton-growing regions of the world

shows us that it is grown in almost every part of the

earth between about 40 N. and 30 S. of the Equator.
In America the principal regions are the south-eastern

part of the United States, Central America, the West

Indies, Brazil, Mexico, and Peru. In Europe small cotton

areas are found scattered around the Mediterranean,

in Spain, Italy, Turkey, and Greece. India, China,

Japan, Persia, and Asia Minor are in their order the

chief cotton-producing countries of Asia. In Aus-

tralia cotton is only grown to a very small extent,

chiefly in Queensland, South Australia, and New
South Wales. Africa is an important contributor to

the world's cotton supply owing to the great amount

grown in Egypt ;
on the west coast Lagos has a con-

siderable export, and efforts are being made to extend

cotton cultivation in Nigeria and elsewhere. Rhodesia,

East Africa, and Madagascar also either produce cotton

or are likely to do so in the near future. Although
cotton is grown in so many places, most of the world's

commercial supply is obtained from three countries

the United States, India, and Egypt. The United

States produce about six-tenths of the world's supply,

India about two-tenths, Egypt one-tenth, and all the

rest of the world together only the remaining tenth.

The different varieties of cotton demand to some

degree different methods of cultivation. ,In some

regions primitive labour and appliances alone are

available ;
in others, such as the United States, the

highest scientific and technical skill are employed. All

these reasons necessarily entail differences in the mode
of procedure.
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CULTIVATION

The cotton seed is sown and the young plants thinned

out to the distance apart best suited to local conditions.

In about six months' time they flower, and the pods
or bolls follow in due course. When ripe the bolls burst,

often displaying their white cottony contents. Picking
is done by hand, care being taken to harvest the cotton

with as little as possible of such extraneous material

as pieces of pods, twigs, dry leaves, etc.

The crop gathered is
"
seed-cotton," consisting of

the seeds with the fibre or lint firmly attached. In

primitive countries the lint is pulled off by hand.

Usually, however, a gin is employed. One type of gin
has rollers between which the lint passes, whilst the

seeds remain behind. There are also the saw gins,

in which the lint is pulled off the seeds by a rapidly

rotating toothed disc or
"
saw." As the result of ginning,

lint is separated from the seed. The latter may be

used on the estate or as a source of oil. The lint is

made up into bales, compressed, and is then ready for

shipment, and packed up into the huge bales so familiar

to all who pass along the extensive docks of Liverpool,
the great cotton receiving port of England.

It is important in dealing with the raw material to

note the qualities and characteristics of the various

kinds of cotton which are used to produce fabrics.

The names applied to American cotton are taken

from the States in which it is grown, with the exception
of Uplands, Peelers, Benders, and Allenseeds.

The grade and price of cotton are regulated by the

following characteristics length of staple, fineness,

strength, colour, cohesiveness, and regularity in all its

features
;

also by the amount of leaf, sand, seed, neps,

shell, and immatured fibres contained in the sample.
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The average cotton crop of the Southern States of North
America during the last ten years has been about Hi
million bales of 500 Ib. each.

CHARACTER OF COTTON

Sea Island is the longest and finest cotton grown. It

has a light, creamy tinge, and is lustrous. It is grown

Photo by Newton & Co.

COTTON BOLLS

from small black seeds (like coffee seeds) in the Islands

off the Coasts of Georgia and Florida, and to some

extent on the mainland of these two States. It is used

principally in making lace, gauze, imitation silk, etc.,

and is spun to 200's counts and upwards both twist

and weft, length of staple 1'75 in. mean.
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Peruvian Sea Island is somewhat whiter and shorter

than the above, the mean length of staple being If in.

It contains a large percentage of short fibres, and will

spin up to 130's twist or weft.

The Sea Island Cotton from Queensland, Australia,

is similar to Peruvian but is very little grown.

Fiji Sea Island is similar to Queensland. A pecu-

liarity of this cotton is that it requires fresh seeds from

another country owing to the deterioration of its own
seed production. The new seeds are planted every
three or four years.

There are three varieties of Egyptian cotton, brown,

white, and gallini. Egyptian cotton as a rule has a

large percentage of short fibres, especially if the River

Nile is late in overflowing its banks.

White Egyptian is rather harsh, hard in staple,

length 1| in. and is used principally for Bolton counts

80's to 90's. It is grown in the Delta of the Nile, and

is supposed to have been cultivated originally from Sea

Island Seeds. This cotton is used principally for sewing

thread, lace, muslins, and doubled yarns.

Brown Egyptian or
" Mako "

Cotton, as it is called

on the Continent, is soft and silky, and brown in colour,

as its name implies. Length of fibres 1J in., spun into

counts up to ISO's. It is used for sewing threads,

and is generally bleached. It is also used in the silk

handkerchief trade.

Gallini Cotton is grown from Sea Island Seed, which

was introduced in Egypt about 1840, by a Frenchman,
named Jumel, and is known on the European Continent

by the name of this planter. Length of staple 1| in.,

light golden colour, and is grown on the banks of the

River Nile. It spins up to 200's, and is used for much
the same purposes as Brown Egyptian.
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Gallini Cotton is now very little grown. A growth
named Mit-Ann is taking its place. This cotton ripens

earlier, and is similar to Gallini in all its features.

In Egypt there are large irrigation works, consisting
of reservoirs, pumping stations, and canals running

through the cotton growing districts. The materials

used for fertilisers are phosphate of lime, cotton

seed meal, bone dust, etc.

In the Southern States of North America the cotton

growing land is prepared in January and February.
The seed is sown in March, April, and May, and the

cotton is picked from the latter end of August to

December.

In India the time for harvesting varies very much in

different districts. Cotton is being picked all the year
round.

In Egypt the land is prepared in February. The
seed is sown in March and April, and the cotton is

picked from September to December.

In Brazil the time of planting varies. Picking takes

place from July to February. In Pernambuco the cotton

is being picked all the year round.

The average yield per acre of lint cotton is in

America 200 lb., India 90 lb., Egypt 340 Ib.

South American or Brazilian Cotton is of a harsh,

wiry nature, and on this account is seldom spun alone.

It mixes fairly well with American Cotton, and it is

occasionally mixed with Egyptian. Rough Peruvian

is often mixed with wool.

PERNAMS Cotton is fairly clean, a light golden colour

and harsh, the mean length If in.

MARANHAMS is a dull golden colour, weaker than

Pernams and harsh
;

the mean length 1J in.

CEARAS is a dull white colour, strong, harsh, wiry, the

mean length 1J in.
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MACEIO is similar to CEARAS.

Rough PERUVIAN is a light creamy colour, harsh,

wiry, fairly clean, mean length 1 J in.

Smooth PERUVIAN is soft, smooth, flexible in com-

parison to Rough Peruvian.

SANTOS grown from Sea Island Seeds is white, harsh,

wiry and dirty, length 1 in.

BRAZILIAN Cotton produces an oozy yarn that will

carry a large percentage of size.

AMERICAN COTTON

ORLEANS, mean length of fibre 1 in. The most

regular cotton grown, from pearly white to creamy
in colour. It is bright, and principally spun into 30's

to 40's twist, or 40's to 50's weft for the manufacture

of velveteens, fustians, printers, shirtings, and domestics.

TEXAS, 1 in. length of fibre, light brown colour, rather

lustrous, somewhat softer than Orleans, and hence is

more suitable for weft. Used for Velveteens, Domestics.

UPLANDS, soft, pliable fibre, rather shorter than

TEXAS, used only for weft.

BOWEEDS, similar to UPLANDS.

MOBILE, white, soft, pliable, used -for weft, mixed
sometimes with Surat. Length of staple f in.

BENDERS cotton is grown on the bends of the Mis-

sissippi river. Length of staple 1J in. Bright, silky

cotton, highly esteemed for Velveteens.

ALLANSEED cotton, length of staple 1-3 in., rather good
quality.

EGYPTIAN COTTON

The ordinary Brown Egyptian Cotton is not so silky
and long in staple as Sea Island. It has an average

length of staple of 1J in. and is Brown in colour, as its
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name implies. It will spin up to about 120's twist or

weft. It is used largely in the doubling trade for sewing
threads, and also forms the foundation for silk goods.
WHITE EGYPTIAN COTTON (or ABASSI cotton) is

longer and stronger in staple than most of the ordinary
Brown Egyptian, and is rather harsh and wiry. It is

sometimes mixed with the Brown to give the yarn extra

strength, but it also makes the yarn lighter in colour.

Joannovich Cotton is lighter in colour than the Brown
;

it is also rather longer and stronger in staple and is

spun into higher counts.

GALLINI is the best Egyptian Cotton ;
it is a creamy

colour, long stapled cotton grown from Sea Island

seeds. There is very little of this cotton grown at the

present day. Upper Egypt cotton is soft and weak,

only suitable for doubling and weft yarns.

DEFECTS IN COTTON

It is extremely important in proceeding with the

manufacture of cotton cloths that a thorough knowledge
should be gained of defects found in cotton. The

following are some of the principal : Variation in length
of staple ;

variation in diameter of fibre
;
weak fibres

;

rough, harsh intractable staple ;
bad colour

;
insufficient

lustre or bloom; large percentage of sand, dirt, leaf,

shell, seeds, small pieces of broken seeds with fibre

attached to them, called Bearded Motes, neps, dead and

unripe fibres, also fibres with few helical twistings owing
to the cotton being grown under bad conditions. All

the above defects have a deteriorating effect upon the

value of cotton.

The longer the staple, providing the fibres are regular
in length, the finer the fibre with the least percentage
of the above defects, and the higher the price of the

cotton.
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Boll stained or tinged cotton, sun-dried cotton, also

staples which have been damaged by frost, insects,

etc., have a lower value.

The strength of individual fibres varies considerably ;

some fibres have a breaking strain of 46 grains only,
whilst others will bear 212 grains before breaking.
From this statement it will be seen that only a small

percentage of the actual strength of the fibres in any
cross section of yarn is utilised in offering the resistance

to breakage, so that much depends upon the twisting

together of the fibres so as to prevent actual sliding of

fibres over each other when a thread breaks.

The testing of cotton fibres is often done by pulling
the staple by the fingers, which gives a simple means of

arriving at the commercial value of any sample of

cotton.

Microscopical tests are useful in comparing the

relative spinning qualities of cotton, as it can then be

seen whether the fibre possesses many helical twistings
or not, and whether the fibres are dead, undeveloped,
or unripe, owing to being grown under unfavourable

conditions.

Other tests, such as burning the fibres and threads, are

sometimes used to ascertain if yarns contain cotton,

wool, or silk. The difference in the smell of these fibres

when burning is easily distinguishable. Owing to

cotton being a vegetable and wool an animal fibre, it

is possible to dissolve the cotton fibres from any woollen

yarn or fabric.

The following is the average weight and density of

cotton bales :

Egyptian about 700 Ibs. Density 34 Ibs. per cub. ft.

American ,, 500 ,, ,, 24 ,,

East India 400 30

Brazilian 250 ,, 20 ,,
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PREPARING COTTON FOR THE MARKET

The preparing of cotton for the market is a work of

growing importance. In 1906 there was appointed in

Lancashire a Private Investigation Commission to

visit the cotton growing area of the United States of

America, to ascertain on the spot the cost of growing
cotton and the economic conditions under which it is

produced in the cotton belt. The Commission was
also charged with the investigation of the methods of

ginning, baling, handling, marketing, and transport of

the product. After a close scrutiny a perfect knowledge
was obtained of the economic conditions surrounding
the growth of cotton. It was found that it was not so

much on increase of acreage, important as that is, that

the potentialities of the States lie, as on seed selection,

fertilisation and crop cultivation. As a result of the

visit of this Commission a great improvement in baling

the cotton is noticeable. Compressed, well-wrapped
bales yield a great economical advantage over the old

loose and wasteful system of baling, and in the cost of

handling and transport, there is a great saving effected.

The cotton from the various belts and fields of the

world is shipped to the great ports adjacent to the

textile industries. In this kingdom, Liverpool is the

great market. The members of the firm, or manager

responsible for the spinning, goes to Liverpool and buys
on the spot the exact character of cotton he requires.

If he finds that a recent purchase was not quite suitable

in grade or staple he is able to select cotton of a higher or

lower grade, as the case may require. The Spot Market

enables a Lancashire mill manager to buy cotton

exactly to his needs. In America there is no Spot
Market. The treasurer of the mill buys the cotton

from merchant's samples in large quantities, which are

then warehoused at the mill. The value of a Spot
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Market in this kingdom enables the spinner to do

without carrying a large stock and to buy exactly what

he wants from time to time.

DEVELOPMENT OF BRITISH COTTON GROWING

The United States control the cotton market and any
diminution in the supply from this source, due to a

short crop, or to the artificial manipulation by specula-

tors, entails grave consequences to the vast cotton

industry of Lancashire. Such a shortage was brought
about by the American Civil War in 1864, when cotton

reached a very high figure and much distress was

caused in England. Again in 1902 there was another

shortage in the supply from America, which was made
worse by the action of speculators endeavouring to

form a
"
corner

"
in cotton. Later still there was

great industrial loss and dislocation by the perils of

shortage and great speculations, and it became impera-
tive that Great Britain should try and protect herself

from these calamities by founding and developing cotton

fields in her own Dominions and Dependencies.
The movement for developing the cultivation of

cotton in British Territories originated at the annual

dinner of the Oldham Chamber of Commerce, held in

January 1901, when a discussion took place on' the

necessity of securing increased supplies of cotton for

Lancashire spinners, and at a subsequent meeting a

Special Committee was appointed to make enquiries

into the possibilities of cotton growing in different

parts of the British Empire. In the report of this

Committee, which was presented to the Oldham Chamber

on November 18th, 1901, it was pointed out that

suitable cotton for the Lancashire trade could be

grown in various parts of the British Empire. The

other Chambers of Commerce were then approached
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with a view to supporting the movement, and a meeting
was held at the Manchester Chamber on February 18th,

1902, when an influential committee was appointed.
In the meantime, the late Sir Alfred L. Jones, K.C.M.G.

(the head of Messrs. Elder, Dempster & Co.), had
been working in the same direction by sending out a

supply of American seed to West Africa, and impressing

upon the Governors of the West African Colonies

the necessity of endeavouring to extend the growth
of cotton. A meeting took place in Manchester on

June 12th, 1902, when the British Growing Association

was formally inaugurated, and an Executive Committee

appointed, and it was decided to raise a guarantee fund

of 50,000.

In November 1903, it was decided to increase this

guarantee fund from 50,000 to 100,000, and in

January, 1904, the situation became so much more

serious, owing to the operations of Mr. Solly, and others,

that it was resolved to increase the fund to 500,000, so

as to enable the work to be more rapidly developed
in those Colonies where substantial results could be

obtained. It was then decided to have the Association

legally constituted, and the Royal Charter was finally

sealed on August 27th, 1904.

The authorised capital of the Association is 500,000,

of which rather more than 261,000 had been subscribed

up to 1909, but in 1910, by a special effort a large part
of the authorised capital had been raised.

PROGRESS OF THE WORK
WEST AFRICA. In the Colony of Lagos good progress

has been steadily maintained from the outset, with the

exception of the year 1908, which showed a decrease

in the production owing to a serious drought during the

growing period of the crop.
The following statistics will show the steady increase
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in the production of cotton in Lagos during the past
few years :

1904 1905 1906 1907 1908

2,157 3,196 6,740 10,224 5,410 bales

During 1909 the production up to the present time

amounts to nearly 12,000 bales.

In Northern Nigeria the rate of progress has not been

so rapid as could be wished, but the extension of the

railway to Kano will open up new agricultural districts,

which are well populated, and between Zaria and Kano
it is stated that 50,000 to 80,000 bales of cotton are

already being produced each year and used locally.

The quality of the cotton from Northern Nigeria is

excellent, and it commands a ready sale in Liverpool,
at prices well over Middling American.

UGANDA. The development in this Protectorate

has been most encouraging, and it will be seen that the

natives have taken up cotton growing seriously when
the estimates of the crop during the past three years are

considered, viz. :

1906 1907 1908

500 bales 2,000 bales 5,000 bales

The Right Honourable Winston S. Churchill, M.P.,

reported, on his return from East Africa last year, that

in Uganda alone there were over 20,000 square miles

(12,800,000 acres) suitable for cotton cultivation, and
that there were more than one million farmers

there.

NYASALAND. Notwithstanding the losses which were

sustained in the initial stages of the industry in Nyasa-
land, and which were caused in a great measure by
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lack of knowledge on the part of the planters, cotton

growing has made great headway, and it has been

established that cotton of a superior Upland type
can be successfully grown in the highlands. Those

planters who have continued the cultivation of cotton

are among the ablest and most successful men in the

Colony. Every encouragement is being given to the

natives to cultivate cotton, and with some degree of

success.

WEST INDIES. The cultivation of Sea Island Cotton

is now an established industry throughout the Islands.

The finest quality of cotton is grown in St. Vincent,

where the soil, climate, and general conditions are more

favourable for the production of the finest qualities of

cotton than in any of the other Islands.

The following is a statement showing the quantity
and value of raw cotton exported from the different

Islands in each of the years ending December 31st, 1904,

to 1907 :

Total .. 1,938 2,998 4,157 6,551

(a) For the twelve months ending March 31st
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St. Lucia

Bahamas

Jamaica (a)

St. Vincent (a)

Barbados . .

Grenada

Leeward Islands

Trinidad and Tobago (a)

1906

40

274

952

18,169

26,006

6,702

31,276
286

1907

234

320

30,787

83,362

6,352

76,783
280

Total ..28,029 54,251 83,705 198,118

(a) For the twelve months ending March 31st



CHAPTER III

THE SPINNING MILL

IN most of the spinning mills of this Kingdom cotton is

spun for sale as yarn ; in others, owned by manufac-

turers, twist and weft are produced for consumption in

the weaving sheds, the surplus yarn being sold or the

deficiency made up by purchase. Good management is

indispensable to success. The sequence of processes
down to the minutest details must be perfectly familiar

to the manager, who has to be able to so co-ordinate the

productive system that the greatest weight of yarn is

got off within the hours of running, at the least cost,

quality of staple, of course, being a dominating factor.

The managers and overlookers of the present day are

technologically trained in the institutes and textile

schools, which have become part of our educational

system. The erection of a spinning mill is an expensive

undertaking, and may be roughly computed to cost

about 25s. per mule spindle. The wages of the operatives
in the cleaning, carding and spinning departments are

in most cases arranged between the masters' and the

workpeople's organisations, and the British cotton

operatives are absolutely unrivalled for manual dexterity,

intelligence and efficiency. Localisation of particular
industries is among the phenomenal of British industrial

life. For instance, the Manchester and Bolton districts

hold the predominance in fine spinning, though the

production of fine counts of yarn has somewhat rapidly

proceeded of late years in other towns Oldham,

Preston, etc. The Oldham and South-east Lancashire

cotton towns are the greatest industrial areas of England

34
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in which American cotton, from which medium counts

are spun, is consumed. Like good fruits, yarns improve
with a certain amount of keeping.
Yarn kept for some days in a damp cellar or condi-

tioning room improves in strength and working qualities

generally. The natural tendency to snarl is taken out

of the yarn, and it is thus rendered easier to handle at

the next process. The natural moisture extracted

during the opening operations is also returned to the

fibres in the conditioning room. In yarn, strength,

evenness, elasticity, and good colour, are essential.

The following cotton mixing table for first-class

qualities of yarn will be of value :

Under 12's Twist Bengal Sind broken up cop bottoms,

Fly and strips from card.

,, 15's ,, 1 Bengal, 1 Smyrna and 1 Chinese,
either separate or mixed together.

,, 20's ,, 1 Dharwar, 1 Dhollerah or Oomra or

Tinnevelly, or lower grades of

American.

,, 30's ,, Better grades of Indian with the

strong low classes of American.

,, 40's ,, The Middling grades or Texas mixed
with Rough Peruvian or any Brazilian

cotton in small proportions, never

more than one-third.

,, 50's ,, Good Fair Brown Egyptian or higher

grades of American cotton, mixed
with not more than one-third Maran-

hams, Santos, Pernams. .

,, 60's ,, Fully good fair brown Egyptian.
,, 80's ,, Good brown Egyptian alone or mixed

with Joannovich or very good Abassi.

Brown Egyptian is often spun alone
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owing to its colour. When mixed
with other cotton there is a danger of

producing pinrowed, striped or streaky

yarn.
Under 90 's Twist Combed Brown Egyptian, Joannovich

or Abassi mixed.

,, 100's ,, and Upwards, Combed Sea Island.

Weft Counts would be spun one-

fourth finer than twist from same

mixing.

When it is intended to bleach the goods in which the

yarn is used, the colour of cotton is of no moment.
Yarns made from waste are always used for weft.

To test the quality of a mixing, one may take a vertical

section of the stack so as to get an even lot. Pass it

through every spinning machine in the mill, then test

the yarn and compare it with the standard quality

generally kept in stock to see that it is up to the required

strength, colour, cleanliness, counts, etc.

To test cotton and yarn for moisture, it is usual to

weigh about 100 Ib. and dry at about 100 F. This is

generally done in the boiler or engine house for one or

two days. Afterwards it is put in a room for a day at

about 75 F. to regain its natural moisture. Then it

is weighed again. If it is then found to have lost more
than 3 Ib. or 3 % it is evident that moisture has been

artificially added.

A special oven is now used for drying yarn and cotton

when testing for moisture.

We will assume that cotton has been bought at

Liverpool to suit the needs of the spinner, and that the

bales are duly delivered at the mill.

Let us proceed to the first treatment of the raw
cotton. After it is delivered to the spinning mill, the
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bales are weighed and a few of them opened and exam-

ined to see if they are right in quality, according to the

sample from which they have been bought. The mixing

together of different varieties and staples of cotton is

essential in order to get the average quality of the cotton

used. Mixing, too, brings about more uniformity in the

quality of the yarn. Cotton of long, strong, and cohesive

staples is best adapted for twist, and cotton possessing
these spinning qualities in a less degree, is used for weft.

A twist yarn forms the foundation of the cloth and

has to stand the strain put upon it in winding, warping,

sizing, and weaving, and on this account it has to be a

strong, smooth, cohesive yarn. A weft yarn forms the

covering or
"
feeling

"
for the cloth and requires to have

a soft, silky, oozy feel and appearance. It is not neces-

sary for the weft to be as strong as the twist yarn
because the former is taken direct to the loom and is

subjected to very little strain.

There are two ways of mixing : (1) by the hand, or

(2) by machine. In the latter case a certain amount
of cleaning is secured by the action of the machine.

In the former there is no cleaning. The advantage of

hand-mixing is that you get the cotton better blended,

and thereby secure more uniformity in the quality
of the yarn, but the cost of production is increased

thereby.

BALE BREAKER OR MIXING MACHINE

If the cotton is mixed by machine it will be done
either by the Roller Bale Breaker or Hopper Bale

Breaker. The latter machine has largely superseded
the former, as it opens and cleans the cotton better

and more cheaply. The Hopper addition to mixing
and scutching room machinery is the greatest
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improvement made in recent years. The Hopper Bale

Breaker is very strongly built, and consists of a Hopper
box into which the feed lattice drops the cotton. Or

large armfuls may be thrown direct into the Hopper
box, at the bottom of which is a short floor lattice which

delivers the cotton to an inclined spiked lattice moving
upwards at about an angle of 35 from a vertical line.

The spikes of this lattice take hold of the cotton and

carry it upward. Near the top of this lattice is an

evenning roller, which combs out any large pieces.

At the rear of the spiked lattice is a stripping roller

which clears the lattice, the cotton falling on a short

lattice near the bottom of the machine. This carries

the cotton to a pair of inclined or vertical lattices

which presses the cotton between them. These lattices

carry it upwards and drop it on another lattice, from

which, by other lattices and a reversible arrangement,
it can be distributed to any part of the mixing room.

There may be as many as six mixings in the room.

COTTON OPENING

The mixed cotton is taken from the stack, in vertical

sections, so as to get mixed in every armful a small

portion of cotton from each bale. This is with the

object of securing uniformity in the yarn. A mixing
that will last a week is preferred to one that will last a

day, and whilst one mixing is being used another is in

process of making. This gives time for the evaporation
of any dampness that may be in the cotton. The cotton

from the mixing is generally placed upon a travelling

floor lattice of sufficient length to suit local conditions.

This carries the cotton forward into a Hopper feeder

box. The object of this feeder is to pull the cotton

finer and to clean it a little, but principally to deliver
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it upon the Porcupine Opener feed lattice in an even

sheet. The feed lattice carries the cotton to a pair of

feed rollers, from which it is struck by a Porcupine

cylinder about 36 inches diameter and 45 inches wide,

and run at about 500 revolutions per minute. The force

of the blow given to the cotton by the beater drives it

against dirt bars, set in a circular position underneath

the beater. Whilst dirt is driven out the cotton is

carried forward by the strong air current through dust

trunks. If damp cotton is placed in the opening
machines it causes them to choke up, and also tends

to string, and nep the cotton, whilst the dirt does not

come away as when the cotton is in a dry state.

The dust trunks are about four feet long, 12 inches

wide, and C shaped. As the cotton passes through,
the dirt falls down between thin plates. At the base

of the trunks there are hinged air-tight doors which are

opened once or twice a day to remove the accumulations.

There are generally about half a dozen of these dust

trunks or dirt boxes in the range between the Hopper
and Opener, the number varying according to the space
available. From the trunks the cotton enters into

another beater chamber, where another beating and

cleaning process goes on. Then it is collected by a pair

of dust cages, drums made of perforated sheet metal, on

fine meshed wire netting. The ends of the cages are

open to a dust flue, down which a fan forces a strong
air current. This produces a partial vacuum inside the

cages, causing the cotton to fly on the outside of the

cages, whilst the fine dust and impurities pass through
the perforations -into the dust flue below. It is

important that the construction of the flues offers no

obstruction to the passage of the air. The dust cages

pass the cotton on to pairs of cage rollers, and then on

to one or two pairs of feed rollers, from which it is struck
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by a two or three-bladed beater revolving at a rapid
rate. A two-bladed beater revolves at about 1,300

revolutions, and a three-bladed beater at about 900

revolutions per minute. These beaters are very care-

fully made, well finished, strong, and perfectly balanced.

The edges of the striking blades are bevelled to a point,

so as to open and clean the cotton better. After these

beaters have been working a number of years the bevel

edge gets worn off and has to be resharpened or replaced.

For the finer and better qualities of cottons some prefer

the three-bladed beater for the reason that you get the

same number of blows given to the cotton per minute

as you do with a two-bladed beater, and the force

is therefore less. This is an advantage for finer

cotton.

The beater strikes the cotton against the dirt bars.

The dirt, being heavier than cotton, takes up a greater

percentage of the energy of the blow given by the beater

and is consequently driven out. The cotton is carried

forward by the air current rushing through the spaces
in the dirt bars and delivered upon a second pair of dust

cages, which collect the cotton into sheet form. Then

it is passed on to the cage rollers and calender rollers

consolidating the sheet so that the liability of
"
licking

"

at the next process will be less. From the calender

roller the cotton sheet is delivered to the lap rollers,

which wind it up into lap form and by means of

a lap-compression motion, which consists of a rack,

train of wheels and brake-pulley, the lap is wound up

very tightly and is easy to handle at the next process.

The production of a Hopper Bale Breaker is very

great.

The production of a Hopper Feeder is the capacity

of the opener to take the feed and amounts to about

30,000 Ib. per week of fifty hours.
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THE SCUTCHER

The object of the scutcher is to further clean and open
the cotton, and also to improve the regularity of the

opener laps. It used to be a common practice to have

an intermediate scutcher for American cotton, but since

the introduction of the Hopper Feeder, the intermediate

scutcher is not considered necessary. The less you can

beat and work cotton, so long as you get it clean and

sufficiently opened for the card, the stronger yarn

you get.

The Opener lap, which generally weighs about 40 lb.,

and is about 45 yards long, is put upon the feed lattice

of the scutcher. Generally four laps are doubled. This

helps to make the finished lap more uniform in weight

yard per yard. The doubled laps are fed to two pairs
of feed rollers, or one pair of feed rollers and another

roller with pedal levers under the roller which forms

part of the piano-feed motion. From these rollers or

pedal nose the cotton is struck by a heavy revolving
beater. Dashed against the dirt bars, the impurities in

the cotton fall through. The cotton collected by a

pair of dust cages, passes to a pair of conducting rollers,

and four lines of calender rollers, which compress the

sheet of cotton, after which it is wound up in lap form

ready for the carding engine.
There are several motions about a modern scutcher

which require dealing with separately, such as the

piano-feed motion, knocking-off or measuring motion,
the arrangement for weighting the calender rollers, and
the driving of the different parts of the machine.

PIANO-FEED MOTION

The object of this motion is to regulate the speed of

the feed rollers to compensate for any variation there

may be in the thickness of the opener laps. The motion
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consists of a feed roller, under which are placed a number
of pedal levers. The nose of the pedal is specially

shaped (if the cotton is struck from it) to suit the length
of the fibre, so as not to damage the cotton. If the

cotton is not struck from the pedal nose, but from a pair
of feed rollers, then the regulating pedal is placed behind

the feed rollers and does not need to be specially shaped
at the nose. Whichever may be the case, the pedal
lever is fulcrumed several inches from the nose. The
tail end of the lever, of which there are about sixteen,

is hooked, so as to hold a vertically hung pendant lever,

the lower end of which is wedge-shaped A. These

wedge-shaped parts hang between antifriction bowls.

The end pendant is slotted and to it is connected a lever

which, through a connection of levers, acts and moves
a leather belt which drives the feed roller through a

train of wheel and cone drums. If a thick place in the

lap comes under the feed roller it depresses the pedal

lever, swivels round the fulcrum, lifts up the tail end,

which also raises the pendant lever, and through the bowl

box to the last lever in the series and onwards, to the

cone drum belt, thus moving the position of the belt

on the cones to drive the feed roller slower and com-

pensate for the extra thickness going through. If a

thin piece is going under the feed rollers the opposite
effect is obtained. The feed roller is speeded up to

neutralise the thin place.

The greatest defect in connection with the piano-feed
motion is the trouble of having to clean the bowl box

out every few weeks, also the bowls sticking and flat

places wearing on them. If the bowl box is not kept
clean and the bowls in good condition, there is neutralised

the object of the motion. Many different arrangements
of bowls have been tried with a view to reducing friction

in the bowl box, and a few years ago one important
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machine-making firm introduced an arrangement to

discard the bowls and bowl-box altogether, and substitute

a tripod arrangement of levers and links. This method
has had a very wide adoption and is giving satisfactory
results.

In some of the old scutchers there were two calender

rollers, but in all modern machines (unless specially

ordered) there are four calender rollers. The four

calender rollered machines give better consolidation to

the laps. The calender rollers are also made with a

slightly different surface speed so as to polish and smooth
the consolidated sheet of cotton. It is important that

all lap rods used for laps should be exactly the same

weight. If they are not, one is led astray in weighing
the full laps.

On most openers there is a knocking-off motion, but

this is not used when there is a pressure for laps,

thus increasing the production of the machines. The
finished laps at the scutcher weigh about 30 Ib. each, and

any lap weighing 4 oz. lighter or heavier than this

standard weight should be rejected for irregularity. In

some cases these bad laps are sent back to the mixing
room, or a heavy and light lap may be put on the creel

of the scutcher lattice again and made into a fresh lap.

It is not absolutely certain because the total weights
of the laps are equal that they are good laps. Generally

speaking, this would be so. At the same time, it is

possible the total weight of the lap is right, but the

lap yard per yard very irregular. Owing to this

being possible, there are wooden gauges for measuring
off two-yard lengths. The whole lap is sometimes

measured in two yards and re-weighed. If the lengths
then weigh equal it is proof that the machine is working
well.

In both scutchers and openers it is important that all
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parts should be kept well oiled and cleaned. If this

is not properly attended to there is the liability to fires,

irregular laps, lap-licking or splitting, and bad selvedges.
All parts of the machine with which the cotton comes

into contact should be periodically black-leaded, to

make them smooth, so that the cotton may not

adhere.

CARDING

The object of the carding engine is (1) to remove all

impurities either natural or foreign in the cotton which

have escaped the preceding processes ; (2) the extracting
of all short, immatured, broken or nepped fibres, the

retention of which would weaken or otherwise reduce

the quality of the yarn ; (3) to disentangle the confused

mass of fibres and lay them approximately in parallel

order
; (4) to attenuate or draw out the heavy sheet

of lap into a thin fleece or film and contract it into

a ribbon of cotton or sliver, fitted for the next

process.

The impurities are husks, shell, seeds, bearded motes,

leaf, neps, and dead or unripe cotton. The whole, or

most of these impurities, are forced into the card wire,

and periodically stripped out by a comb, working in

connection with the flats. A brush strips the impurities
from the cylinder and doffer. The short fibres not

being of sufficient length to be held by the card teeth

are thrown off, in the flat-teeth, or through the

undercasing of the licker-in, or cylinder.
The drafting and the collecting of the fibres from the

doffer, and guiding them through a funnel, and calender

rollers, constitutes the making of the web into a sliver.

Bearded motes, neps and leaf are the impurities most
difficult to extract in the card. Bearded motes are

unginned broken seeds, and broken seeds which have
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short hairs on them after ginning. The short hairs

on the outside of the broken seeds stick to the cotton

and are difficult to extract.

Neps are a small number of fibres rolled together,

forming a ball about the size of a pin-head. These neps

may be caused by bad ginning, overheating at the

scutchers, or bad carding, and they adhere to the cotton

tenaciously.
Leaf is very light, breaks up into fine pieces, and is

very difficult to get rid of. It is only by subjecting the

cotton to the process of combing that perfectly clean

yarn is obtained.

Many years ago there used to be a system of double

carding. This is now obsolete and has been superseded

by the Revolving Flat Card and the Comber. The

Revolving Flat Card gives double the production to

that of a Roller and Clearer Card, with a better carded

sliver, more cheaply produced.
Let us now see how the cotton lap is further opened

and cleared in passing through a Revolving Flat

Card.

The scutcher lap is placed upon a fluted lap roller.

The end of the lap is guided under a feed roller about
2 inches in diameter. Under the feed roller is a dish-

feed plate, the nose of which is curved to suit the curva-

ture of the feed roller, and the length of the nose is

made to suit the length of the fibre being carded. Whilst

the cotton is held by the feed roller and dish-feed plate,

the cotton is combed out by the teeth of the licker-in,

the points of which are set to about ToW of an mcn
from the nose of the dish-feed. At this point the

material is attenuated or drafted out about 2,000 times,

so that the lap sheet is converted into a very thin fleece,

Underneath the licker-in are two mote knives for

clearing off the fragments of seeds on the surface of the
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fleece of cotton being carried round. On the points of

the teeth of the licker-in, there are also dirt bars, where

fine impurities and short fibres pass through into the

dirt chamber below. The cylinder has about double

the surface speed to the licker-in, and its wire teeth are

bent forward in the direction of motion, and set to about

ToW of an inch from the licker-in teeth. The cylinder

strips the licker-in of its fibres and carries them on to

the flats. Generally there are about 110 flats on a card,

and forty-four of these are always carding, when the

card is working. The flats wire has what is called a heel

and toe, when carding. The wire where the cotton enters

is about -Vth of an inch from the cylinder wire and is

called the toe. The heel is where the cotton leaves the

flat and is set to about TJ^th of an inch from the cylinder
wire. The object of this heel and toe in the flat wire is

to allow the cotton to enter under the flat easily without

rolling and forming neps, and the heel being nearer the

cylinder wire gives the fibres a progressive carding. The
flats are the main carding part of a carding engine.
As the cylinder carries the fibres under the flats they tend,

through centrifugal force, to fly out, and in doing so

come in contact with the flat teeth which combs and
cleans the fibres from many of their impurities. After

the cotton has passed under the forty-four flats it comes
to a stripping plate, which separates the fibres as they
leave the flats. Very much depends upon the setting
of this plate whether there are heavy or light strips.

The nearer this plate point is set to the cylinder wire,

the lighter the strips will be. The cylinder carries the

cotton onward to the doffer, which has about thirty
times less surface speed than the cylinders. It runs in

the opposite direction to the cylinder, and its wire teeth

are set in an opposite direction to its motion. It is set

to about youths of an inch from the cylinder wire and
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collecting the fine web from the cylinder, carries it

underneath to the front, where it is stripped by an

oscillating comb*set close to the wire teeth. It is next

guided to a trumpet mouth, which condenses the web
into a cotton sliver. Then it passes through a pair
of calender rollers and coiler rollers, down the tube

wheel, and is wound spirally into the sliver can which

runs in the opposite direction to the coiler and at a

much slower speed. The variation in speed and the

setting of the can-plate in relation to the coiler winds

the material into the can, in a very beautiful manner.

The object of winding it in, after this fashion, is to

get a greater quantity of sliver into the can, and to enable

it to be pulled out at the next process without

entanglement and breakage.
The filleting for the card is made in lengths so that one

length will cover the doffer or cylinder. The foundation

of the filleting for doffer and cylinder is generally made

up of one layer of woollen sandwiched by two outside

layers of cotton cloth of very good quality. These

layers are securely cemented together by india-rubber

cement and finished off with a top layer of pure india-

rubber. The object aimed at is to get a firm foundation

for the wire and at the same time to have a little elasticity

in it. For the flats there is used the same foundation

but without the layer of india-rubber at the top. It

would not do to use the india-rubber for flat foundation,

because the flat has no protection from the rays of the

sun. The cylinder and doffer are more protected and
cased-in than the flats.

SECTION OF CARD WIRE

Many different sections of card wire have been tried

for card clothing, viz., round, plough ground, flat, side

ground, convex, etc. All the sections, except round
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and plough ground, have been discarded because of their

weakness and working loose in the foundation. The

object of these different sections is to supply a wire that

will keep sharp at the point without having to be ground
frequently, and also to provide more space between the

wires for the accumulation of dirt, and thus reduce the

need for frequently stripping out. Experience has proved
that plough-ground wire (that is, wire of a round

section, but ground down, the tooth almost to the knee)
is all that is desired, though some people using the better

qualities of cotton prefer the surface ground that is,

wire of a round section with the sides close to the face

of the wires ground to a point.
The counts of card wire are based on the number of

points in one inch length, and four inches width of the

filleting. If you divide the number of crowns per square
inch by 2J it equals the counts of wire.

Counts X 2J equals Crowns per sq. inch

,, X 5 ,, points ,, ,,

so that if the counts of card clothing are 100's we should

have 500 per sq. inch.

The counts of wire used for different cottons are :

The licker-in is generally covered with metallic saw
tooth covering, and has about eight teeth per inch in

width and four teeth per inch circumferentially.

GRINDING OF CARDS

To ensure good work from carding engines the card-

wire must be kept sharp. This is done by grinding the
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card-wire with revolving rollers covered with emery
cloth. The rollers are made to have a lateral traverse,

so as to grind the side as well as the top of the wire.

Grinding each card once per fortnight for several hours

should keep the wire in good condition.

STRIPPING-OUT OF CARDS

If the yarn has to be clean, the dirt collected by the

cylinder and doffer should be periodically stripped out.

The number of times depends upon the kind of cotton

used and the quality of yarn desired. Generally speak-

ing, for American cotton they strip out twice per day
and for Egyptian cotton three or four times per day.
The stripping-out is done by placing a wire brush in

bearings close to the cylinder and doffer, so that the

long slender wire of the brush enters the cylinder and

doffer wire about J inch deep. The brush is revolved

at a high speed by a rope and pulley, and it clears all

the impurities from the wire. The brush is afterwards

stripped out by hand.

There are many other details as to carding, on the

efficiency of which the success or non-success of a mill

may depend so far as yarn production is concerned, but

those described are the principal and illustrate fully the

carding system.

DRAWING FRAME

The slivers from the card are now taken to the Drawing
Frames, the object being to minimise the irregularities in

the sliver by doubling a number of slivers together, and

drawing them down to the same weight per yard as

any individual sliver coming from the card. The action

of the draft rollers, too, has the effect of making parallel

and polishing the fibres in the sliver. This gives a very
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bright appearance to the sliver at the finished head of

the draw frame. There are several reasons for the

irregularity of the slivers. For instance, laps from the

scutcher, fed to the cards, are far from being perfectly
even. Then there is bad piecing of the lap at the

back of the card, and it is generally known that after

stripping-out the sliver runs fine for some time. To
minimise the latter irregularity, the card is allowed to

run a short time after stripping out, before piecing the

sliver up.
There are two different arrangements of Drawing

Frames, viz., the zig-zag and tandem. The former is

very seldom used except in narrow mills. The latter

is the generally accepted type because it is more con-

venient and is easy to work. The slivers at the draw

frame, proceed through them, or form passages, accord-

ing to the amount of doubling the cotton will bear,

and the yarn requires. American cotton is generally

put through three passages, with six slivers doubled

together at each passage. This means 216 of a doubling.

Egyptian and Sea Island cotton are generally put

through four passages with six ends up. This would

give 1,296 of a doubling. Some people double eight ends

up for the finer cottons instead of six, at the draw frame,

but six ends up and four passages is the most common

practice for good cotton.

Let us now see the passage of the sliver through the

Drawing Frame. One end of the sliver is lifted out of

the can, passed through a sliver-guide to prevent the

doubled part of the sliver passing forward, then over

a spoon lever, which forms part of a stop motion ; then

over a sliver traverse guide, and through four lines of

top and bottom draft rollers, which draw the slivers

about six times finer. The draft in the four lines of

rollers is differentiated. The first pair of draft rollers
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the cotton comes to has the smallest draft and each

succeeding pair increases in draft. These draft rollers,

both top and bottom, have clearers to
vkeep the rollers

clean. From the front draft roller it passes down to

the funnel and calender rollers and drops down the

inclined tube wheel into the can, which coils the sliver

in the same manner as was described when dealing with

the card.

STOP MOTIONS

On all Draw Frames it is absolutely essential to have

a good stop motion. In case any one of the six slivers

at the back breaks, or a can runs empty, it is necessary
that the frame should automatically stop or there

would be five ends running instead of six, which would

destroy the purpose of the machine. When a sliver

breaks between the front draft rollers, and calender

rollers, the machine must stop, or there would be a

very large percentage of waste. Also when a can gets
full the machine must stop or the coiler brackets may
be broken. There are two different types of stop

motions, one mechanical, the other electric. Both
these stop motions provide for stopping the frame

automatically, and both are largely used.

WEIGHTING OF ROLLERS

In order to get proper drawing it is necessary to

weight the Draw Frame rollers. There are several

different methods of weighting
It is necessary, if good work is desired, to have good

top and bottom clearers. More experiments have been

made in regard to clearers on the Drawing Frame than

on any other machine. The clearer mostly adopted at

the present day is the
"
Hermon," which consists of an

endless piece of cloth stretched over two rollers made to

5 (1461)
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revolve on the top of the leather rollers. An oscillating

comb with very fine teeth rests upon the cloth and

receiving a reciprocating motion from the rocking shaft,

the comb keeps the clearer clean and the accumulated

dirt is picked off by the tenter.

There are also clearers under the bottom rollers to keep
the fluted roller clean. These clearers are also picked

by hand several times a day.

DRAWINGS

Some years ago there were introduced metallic top-

drawing rollers for Draw Frames and Fly Frames.

These rollers have had a fairly wide adoption for the

Draw Frames in many of the mills that have been

built recently, but very few have been put to work on the

Fly Frames. The object of these metallic top drawing
rollers is to save the cost and labour in putting cloths

and leather upon these top-rollers. These rollers need

much lighter weights than leather-covered rollers.

The production for the same diameter and speed of

front roller as a leather-covered roller is much greater,

owing to the extra length got by the meshing of the

flutes.

FLY FRAMES

The Slubbing, Intermediate, Roving and Jack Frames

are known by the names of Fly Frames or Speed Frames.

All depends upon the degree of coarseness or fineness

required as to how many of these frames the cotton is

passed through. For very coarse hanks there would

only be the slubbing and roving. For medium hanks

there would be slubbing, intermediate and roving ;
and

for very fine hanks, slubbing, intermediate, roving and

jack. The object of all these machines is the same; that
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is, to draw the material finer, twist it just sufficiently

to unwind at the next process without breaking, and

wind the material in bobbin form so as to make it

convenient for handling at the next process. The

only difference in these frames is that the slubbing,

being supplied with sliver cans from the draw frame,

needs no creel, and, as the hanks go finer, the gauge of

the spindle rollers and lift and other parts of the machines

need not be so great. These machines are driven by a

belt from the line shaft, driving what is called the twist

shaft. From this twist shaft every other part of the

frame receives its motion. A wheel fast on this shaft

drives the spindle shaft by a large carrier wheel, and
fastened on the spindle shaft are skew bevel wheels

driving the spindles. The twist wheel also screwed fast

to this shaft drives the top cone drum shaft and front

draft roller. The second and third draft rollers are

driven from the front by gearing. The bottom cone

drum which gives the excess speed to the bobbin and
drives the lifter rail gets its motion from the top cone

drum by a belt. The gearing of the driving to the

spindles and bobbins is such that when the bottom
cone drum is stopped the spindles and bobbins run at

the same speed. It is this arrangement of speeds that

enables the ends to run slack for doffing purposes. The
variable excess speed required for the bobbin to wind
the material on is given to it by the revolution of the

bottom cone drum. Variable speed is given to the

bobbin rail, which is necessary to keep the coils of

rovings equally laid.

DOUBLINGS AT THE FLY FRAME

There is never doubling of ends at the Slubbing Frame
because of the great difficulty in dealing with double the

number of cans at the back of the machine. At the
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Intermediate, Roving, and Jack Frames, two bobbins

are doubled to one end, to minimise the irregularity

at the slubbing. We have the creels arranged at the

next processes, so that it makes it very convenient to

double. There are always single boss rollers at the

Slubbing, but there may be single or double boss rollers

at the Intermediate Roving and Jack Frames. Single

boss rollers tend to better work. The advantage in

using the double boss is that there is only required
one half the number of rollers, weights and weight

hooks, and consequently less work in scouring and

cleaning.

STANDARD TWIST PUT IN THE MATERIAL AT THESE
FRAMES

It is impossible to give arbitrary rules for twisting
the material at the Fly Frames, because the twist has

to be varied to suit the character of the cotton and the

working condition of the frame. Although the hank

being made may be the same, what is done in these

frames is to put as little twist in as possible, so long as

the sliver pulls the bobbin round at the next process
without breaking. If more twist is put in than is re-

quired the production of the frame will be reduced, the

leather top roller will wear out sooner, and the drawing
will be more irregular. That part of the Fly Frame
which supports and carries the bobbin is called the

collar. There are two different kinds used long and
short. There are two systems of winding the rove

on the bobbins at these Fly Frames, namely, Bobbin-

to-lead and Flyer-to-lead. The latter system is now
almost obsolete

; the former is becoming general. The
cone drums on the Fly Frames, as well as the Scutchers,
have to be concave and convex in form to give correct

winding and feeding.
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SPINNING MACHINES

There are three different types of spinning machines,

viz., the Flyer Throstle, Ring Frame, and Mule. The

object of all three is the same to reduce the rovings to

the required fineness or counts, to give them an amount
of twist, which depends upon the kind of yarn being

made, and the purpose for which it is intended
;

also

to wind the yarn upon a double-flanged bobbin on the

Throstle frame, and on a bobbin without flanges if spun
on a Ring frame, and on the bare spindle on short thin

paper tubes if spun on the Mules. All these machines

have three lines of top and bottom rollers, the bottom

line steel-fluted and the front top line covered with cloth

and leather, whilst the middle and top back rollers are

generally highly polished, self-weighted rollers, without

leather covering. Spinning machines generally have

about 1-2 of a draft between the back and middle lines

of rollers and from five to eight of a draft between the

front and middle line. The latter is the break draft,

and depends upon the counts and quality of yarn

required.

FLYER THROSTLE FRAME

The Flyer Throstle Frame is used exclusively for twist

yarns up to about 40's. Yarn spun on this machine is

known and sold as
"
water twist

" from the fact that the

first machine was driven by a water-wheel. To spin

yarn on the Flyer Throstle Frame a good class of cotton

is required for the counts being spun, with plenty of

twist, in order to pull the bobbin round in the spinning

process. The method of winding the yarn on, in this

machine, is the same as in the Flyer-to-lead principle in

Fly Frames, with the exception that when an end breaks

the bobbin stops, whereas in a Fly Frame it keeps on

running. Yarn spun on these machines has a good
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reputation ; in fact, it is impossible to spin a poor, soft,

weak yarn on these frames. Every inch of yarn is tested

in strength on these machines by the yarn having to

pull the bobbin round at about 5,000 revolutions per
minute.

The Flyer Throstle Frame consists of a creel, some-

times a flat table creel and sometimes a vertical one,

in which the roving bobbins are placed. The rovings
are passed over guide rods and then through traverse

guides and onwards to three lines of top and bottom

drawing rollers to draw the material to the required
fineness. When it emerges from the front draft roller

it is passed down to a flyer which is screwed upon a

spindle. The flyer twists the yarn and winds it on the

bobbin.

RING FRAMES

Comparing the three different systems of spinning,
it may be said that the spindle speed in a Flyer Throstle

Frame is only about 5,000 revolutions per minute. It

takes more power for the same number of spindles, and

there are fewer spindles in the same space as compared
with a ring frame. It takes more time for domng and

more oil per spindle. The Ring Frame spindle revolves

in a bath of oil that will last without re-oiling for a

number of weeks.

The Ring Frame spindles run at from 8,000 to 10,000

revolutions per minute, thereby giving a much greater

production than the Flyer Throstle. The Ring Frame
is a continuous spinner, the twisting and the winding

go on simultaneously. The Mule is an intermittent

spinner. It draws the roving and twists the yarn
as the carriage comes out, but the winding on is

done when the Mule is running in to the roller beam.

The Ring Frame is a much simpler machine than a Mule.
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The Mule can spin a softer yarn than the Ring Frame,
and upon the bare spindle.

The Ring Frame has made very rapid progress of

recent years, both in this country and on the Continent,

for the spinning of twist yarn up to about 60's and weft

up to about 30's. The great defect in this machine is

that the yarn has to be spun on a small bobbin or long
thick paper tube. This prevents the yarn being used

except on the premises where the yarn is spun, because

it is too costly in carriage on broken bobbins, if the

bobbins are returned. New mills that have part Mule

and part Ring Frames have a reeling, winding and warp-

ing department, so that the yarns may be sent away in

bundles or on back beams. In some cases manufacturers

have thrown out their winding and warping frames

and filled up this space with new looms, having found

it to be more profitable to buy the yarn in back

beam form and so increase their production by more
looms.

The Ring Frame may be driven by a belt or rope from

the line shaft. This drives the tin roller which in turn

drives the spindles by a spindle band. Fixed upon the

tin roller shaft is a compound wheel which drives

through a train of wheels the cam which gives motion

to the ring rail and shapes the yarn wound on the

bobbin, and it also drives the middle and back draft

rollers. The cam is so made as to cause the downward
movement to be accomplished in one half the time

of the upward movement of the bobbin rail. This is

designed to give a binding thread to the body of the

yarn, which causes the yarn to come off more freely

when unwinding.
The traveller of the Ring Frame which varies in weight

according to the counts of yarn being spun, clips the

ring and revolves one revolution every time the spindles
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make a revolution minus the retardation necessary
for winding the yarn on the bobbin. The ring also

varies in diameter according to the counts being spun.
The finer the counts the less the diameter of the ring.

The lift is also less for finer counts. The traveller puts
the twist in the yarn as well as winding it on the bobbin

by running slightly slower than the spindle. The yarn
is wound on the bobbin after the style of building a

cop at the Mule. On the rings' rail of the Ring Frame
there are small pieces of wire with sharp edges set close

to the path of the traveller when revolving round the

ring. The object is to clean off the fibres and fluff that

accumulate on the traveller and thereby improve the

spinning.
SEPARATORS

The object of Separators, or pieces of plate projecting
between the bobbins, is to reduce the amount of balloon-

ing in the yarn caused by the revolution of the bobbin

and traveller giving a centrifugal force to the yarn.
The great defect in a Ring Spinning Frame and the one

which has prevented its superseding the Mule to any
large extent, is the fact that this machine cannot spin

yarn commercially upon the bare spindle. Many
experiments "are now being made to secure this.

THE MULE

The object of the Mule is to draw the rovings into the

required fineness, to twist the yarn to give it strength,
and to wind on a short paper tube or on the bare spindle
as may be required. In this machine there can be spun
a softer yarn, from a worse class of cotton than the

Throstle or Ring Frame because the machine handles

the yarn more gently. Another feature of some import-
ance is that in the Throstle or Ring Frame the yarn is

wound on as it leaves the front draft rollers, but on
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the Mule the yarn can be made more level after it has

left the front draft roller.

The modern Mule is much longer than Mules put in

forty years ago, when a Twist Mule was about 750

spindles long and a Weft Mule 900 spindles long. To-day
Twist Mules are made to contain about 1,100 spindles
with a gauge of If inch, and Weft Mules have now about

1,300 spindles of 1J inch gauge. A full-size twist cop

spinning 60 's twist would be about 1\ inches long and
1 J inches diameter. A weft cop would be 4| inches long
and f inch diameter spinning 80's. The finer the counts

spun the shorter and less diameter will be the cop.

The stretch of a Mule (that is, the distance the spindle

point moves outwards each draw) varies according to

the counts spun. The finer the counts, the less the

stretch. For about 30's to 60's there is a 64 inches

stretch and for finer counts as low as a 58 inches

stretch. The larger the stretch the more is reduced the

piecing capacity of the spinner, besides getting worse

spinning. As large a stretch as is consistent with good

spinning and management must be secured or the pro-
duction is reduced. In many mills the draft rollers

revolve during the time the carriage is running in, with a

view to increasing the length of yarn delivered per draw

by about 3 inches. This is equal to having a 3 inches

longer stretch so far as production is concerned but

without the disadvantage of a long stretch. The spindles
in a mule carriage do not stand up vertically but the

points are inclined towards the roller beam. This is

what is called bevel. In finer counts there is required
more bevel than coarse counts. It is advisable to have

as much bevel in the spindle as possible, so long as the

yarn does not slip off the spindle blade during spinning,

causing snarls. Snarls are loops in the thread and are

very objectionable to the manufacturer.
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j^ There are many causes of bad spinning at the Mule,

such as cotton not .being good enough for the counts

spun, slattered or uneven bobbins, or want of twist

in roving, too big a draft in Mule rollers, too much

gain and drag, knocking out too tightly, etc. There

are quite a number of extra motions about a modern

spinning Mule, especially if it is intended for fine counts.

The temperature and humidity of the spinning require
to be nicely adjusted if the best spinning is to be got
from the cotton used. About the best temperature
for a Mule room spinning American cotton is 78, with

the wet bulb standing at 66. This is equal to six grains
of water to a cubic foot of air. The high temperature
softens the waxy coating of the fibres, which, when in a

cold state, are hard and congealed, interfering with

good spinning. All new mills are fitted with humidify-

ing and ventilating appliances. Not only do these

appliances humidify the air, but they purify it from

soot, thus keeping the cops clean. They also improve
the health conditions of the workpeople.

In spinning the finer and better qualities of yarn
there are several extra processes. The sliver in this

case would be taken from the card, passed through one

passage of the Draw Frames, to level the sliver up
somewhat. The slivers are next taken to a sliver lap

machine, which doubles a number of the slivers together
and makes a lap about 10J inches wide. The laps are

taken to a ribbon lap machine, which draws them, then

doubles them at the front of the machine, and makes a

lap ready for the combs. The object of both these

machines is to make a lap uniform and homogeneous
yard per yard, so that the comber can perform its duties

better. These ribbon laps are taken to the comber,
which remove all fibres below a certain length, and cleans

the cotton from the very fine impurities which cannot

be got out in carding.
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It is now becoming the practice to comb card strips.

The old style of comber could only satisfactorily comb

long fibre, but of recent years combers suitable for

combing short-stapled cottons have been invented.

These combers have encouraged many people to comb
their card cylinder and flat strips, with very satisfactory

results.





CHAPTER IV

WINDING, WARPING, AND WEAVING

THE cotton manufacturing industry of this kingdom,

producing plain and artistic cloths in many varieties

for all the Home Markets and Distributing Centres

abroad, constitutes one of the great factors in our

industrial and commercial greatness. Were we to seek

for evidences of wonderful natural gifts and great genius,

we can find them in an eminent degree in the evolution

of the productive arts. One has only to compare the

perfection of the system of cloth production in the

present day with the primitive forms of olden times,

to realise how wonderfully mind has conquered matter,

and how cleverly it has brought scientific exactitude

and artistic merit to bear in all the minutiae of textile

work. The Weaving Districts of England are princi-

pally centred in North and North-east Lancashire,

where the humid climate is an advantage of inestimable

value to cloth production. There is also weaving in

the Bolton, Manchester, Ashton-under-Lyne, Stockport
and other South Lancashire Districts, principally

attached in the latter places to the spinning mills.

In towns like Preston, Blackburn and Darwen, too, many
firms both spin and manufacture. In Yorkshire there

is cotton weaving in the district of Todmorden ;
and

in the Scotch counties of Ayr, Renfrew, and Lanark

weaving has in recent years increased in substantial

measure. From the domestic production of spinning
and weaving, there emerged the factory system. In

describing the process of cotton manufacture we begin

70
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with the yarn as purchased from the cotton spinner and
delivered at the weaving sheds.

The manufacturing processes, pursued in the weaving
sheds, consist (1) of winding from the cop to the bobbin,

(2) of warping or beaming, (3) of sizing, (4) of looming,
and (5) of weaving. The yarn, as it comes from the

spinning mills, is of two distinct series of threads twist

and weft. The twist forms the thread which runs

from end to end of the cloth, and is called the warp.
The weft threads, called

"
picks

"
of weft, traverse

from side to side to the selvedges (self edges) of the

cloth, and are sometimes called
"
woof

"
or

"
filling."

Twist yarn having to bear a greater strain in the course

of manufacturing, is stronger than the weft. The
first process, after spinning, is that of winding. The

object of this is to place a suitable length of yarn on the

spool or bobbin. This bobbin is usually made of wood
about one inch in diameter with a flange at each end of

about 4 inches diameter, the distance between the

flanges being about 4J inches. The weight of yarn
which can be placed on one of these bobbins is approxi-

mately three-quarters of a pound. In yarn of average
or medium thickness, the length would be about 27,000

yards. The operation of winding is simple, and has

little or no effect upon the material which is being
used. The work of the winder is light and is quickly
learned by girls or women, who earn on the average
about 16s. a week. The usual cop winding machine
will have about 360 spindles with one bobbin upon each

spindle and about 30 of these spindles constitute the

work of one winder. The work of the winder consists

in replenishing the yarn and piecing up broken threads.

It is essential that in piecing the thread the knot should

be neatly made and the ends broken off short. A
very ingenious apparatus, called the Barber Knotter,

6 (1461)
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has been devised by an American inventor. This is a

small machine strapped on to the hand of the winder.

The broken threads are placed in position for the

repair ;
a lever is moved by the thumb and the knot

is instantly made and the ends clipped quite close. It

is claimed that this enables the operative to attend to

more spindles, and that the knot is neater and better

made, which is a great advantage in the subsequent

processes.

WARPING

The second process is warping or beaming, and here

we have three distinct methods which are made use of

according to the kind of cloth which the manufacturer

is about to make. The methods are termed Beam, Mill,

and Section Warping. In beam warping a number of

the bobbins which have been filled on the winding
frame are placed in a creel or frame, the usual number

ranging from 500 to 600. The threads from the bobbins

are taken separately, passed through the machine and
made fast to the warper's beam. This beam is of solid

wood about 5 inches in diameter and 60 inches long
with an iron flange upon each end of a diameter of 21

inches, or thereabouts. This beam rests upon a revolv-

ing cylinder of wood which imparts the motive power
to the beam, and gradually draws round it the threads

from the bobbins. The amount of yarn which one of

these beams will hold is about 300 Ib. and a common
length in medium counts would be 500 threads each

20,000 yards long. The principal device in this machine
is the automatic stop motion, bringing the machine to

a stand the instant a thread breaks. The operation is

simple. A piece of bent wire about 2 inches long in the

form of the letter
" U "

inverted hangs upon each thread.

This is technically termed the drop pin. Should the
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thread break upon which the wire is suspended it

falls down and is caught between two revolving rollers

which are in close contact with each other. As the wire

passes between these rollers it necessarily presses them

an infinitesimal distance apart ;
but this distance

though exceedingly small is sufficient to relieve a

delicately adjusted lever which brings the machine to

a stop immediately. The work of warping is genial

employment for women ;
the wages earned are fairly

good, amounting to about 22s. per week on the

average. Usually the winders are promoted to the

work of warping.
In mill warping the bobbins are also placed in a

frame or creel, but the number is limited to about 200.

The threads are then gathered separately from the

bobbins and formed into a rope. This rope is made
fast to a peg upon a large upright wooden cylinder or

reel. The sizes of these cylinders or reels vary consider-

ably but a common size would be one of 8 to 10 feet high,

and 12 yards in circumference. This large cylinder is

made to revolve in either direction, backwards or for-

wards, as required. After the rope of threads has been

made fast to it the movement of the cylinder commences

and as it revolves, the rope by suitable mechanism, is

made to traverse from the bottom of the cylinder to the

top, thus avoiding the whole of the yarn being run in

one place on the cylinder. After the rope has got to

the top of the machine, the direction in which the cylin-

der is running can, if required, be reversed and the rope

begins to descend. By this means any suitable number

of threads and length may be warped. For example,
if a warp was required 360 threads, 500 yards long,

180 bobbins would be put into the creel, and 500 yards
would be run on to the cylinder. Then the motion

would be reversed, and similar ends and length would
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be run on to the top of the first, thus completing the

warp required. This rope, or warp, as it is called,

is then drawn from the machine and made into a ball

for delivery to the dyer and sizer.

In the section warper the yarn used is such as has

been previously sized, or yarn which does not require
to be sized. These processes of sizing will be explained
later. Here, again, bobbins are placed in a creel, and are

drawn off on to a cheese. This cheese is a block of wood
a few inches in diameter and length, and practically
forms a miniature of the beam, explained in beam

warping, but without the flanges. After a suitable

length has been placed upon this cheese others of a

similar character are formed. The whole of the cheeses

are then placed upon a shaft and run off on to the

weaver's beam. A cheese, therefore, really forms a

transverse section of the weaver's beam. Where beam

warping is used the cloth is usually made in the
"
grey

"

state, that is, it does not contain threads which have

been dyed. If the manufacturer is one who makes
coloured goods or cloth composed of coloured threads

the mill, or section warping, will be the one which he

will adopt. Manufacturers differ' in their opinion as

to the relative value of mill and section warping.

SIZING

The process following warping is that of sizing, which

consists in applying a paste to the yarn in order to

strengthen it and enable it to withstand the friction

to which it is subjected in the loom, where there is

considerable tension on the threads. For certain

classes of goods sizing has additional uses, first to add

weight to the cloth and, secondly, to give the cloth a
"

feel
"

or
"
handle

" which enhances its market value.

The necessity of sizing was realised in the old hand-loom
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days when it was done in primitive fashion. The art

of perfect sizing is obviously one of supreme importance.
All twist which is single must necessarily be sized, but

folded yarn will weave without size. A folded yarn is

one in which two or more single threads are twisted

together rope-like, the threads strengthening each other.

This is the kind of yarn referred to in section warping,
where it was stated that this peculiar process of warping
was suitable for yarn which did not require sizing.

The paste, or size, which is applied to the yarn, is in its

simplest form made from some farinaceous substance

such as wheaten flour, farina or potato starch, or sago
flour. This is boiled in water, and a small quantity of

tallow added to it, which keeps the yarn pliable.

Japanese wax and paraffin wax are used as softeners in

the light sizings, and castor oil and glycerine are at times

used. The amount of size used varies according to the

kind of cloth to be made. It may be as low as 5 or as

high as 200 per cent. Those cloths holding above 50

per cent, of size are known as heavily sized, and those

below that percentage vary from light sized up to about

20 per cent, and medium sized up to 50 per cent.

For cloths which require weight adding to them other

materials are used, such as China clay, chloride of

magnesium, muriate of zinc, etc., the latter being a

great antiseptic and strong preventive of mildew. The

prevention of mildew is of vital importance to the

manufacturer, for if the vegetable growth is found to

have developed, owing to sizing defects, after the

cloth has reached the distributing centres, the loss

falls on the maker. Size is mixed in strong wooden

becks, equipped with revolving dashers, or agitators,
which keep the mixture stirred up and ensures the

blending of the various ingredients. The usual number
of becks or tanks is four, each with pump attachment,
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to send the size mixing, which has to be thoroughly
boiled and with no granulation, on to the size box on
the slasher frame.

The slasher may be divided into three portions,
all coupled together, first, the sizing; secondly, the

drying ;
and thirdly, the winding. Sometimes the

process is called
"
taping," a term which was used in

the days of the tape frame well on for half a century

ago. A piece of cloth usually consists of several thou-

sand threads, and in order to form these, a number of

warper's beams of about 500 ends each are placed
behind the sizing machine. The threads from each

beam are then gathered together in one compact sheet

and run under a roller which is immersed in the boiling

size, which impregnates every inch of the fibre which

passes into it. Mr. C. P. Brooks admirably illustrates

this in his book on Cotton Manufacturing.

"
Supposing a warp is required of 2,480 ends three

beams, each 504, will be taken together with two of

484 each
; these are placed in the creel in two levels,

and the narrower ones are placed at the back. Jf

they were in front of the broader ones the sheet of

warp would overhang the narrow beams. The ends

are gathered in one sheet, the layers from the hinder

beams passing over the top beams and under the

bottom ones, all leaving the creel after passing
under the foremost beam and travelling into the sow
box. Two contiguous boxes or troughs are used for

holding the size the one farther from the creel,

called the size box, receiving the mixture directly
from the beck, a regulating valve being fixed on the

inlet pipe to prevent the box becoming too full.

The sow box is the larger one, and receives the size

from an aperture in the bottom of the size box, as
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well as from a separate pipe. In the bottom of the

sow box is fixed a boiling pipe of elliptical form,

perforated with small holes, through which steam is

forced into the size, causing it to boil, and thus always
be in the fittest state for application to the yarn.
At about half the height of the box two pairs of

rollers are fixed, the back pair having the bottom one

of wood, and the top one of iron, covered with flannel

and cloth ; the front bottom roller, or finisher, is

of copper, having resting on it a heavy iron one,

likewise covered with several layers of flannel and two
of cotton cloth. On the firm and even surface of

these rollers depends to a great extent, the quality
of the sizing. Between the wooden roller and the

end of the box nearest the creel is a copper immersion

roller, its use being to lower or raise the warp in the

size by means of a rack and pinion. The warp ends

coming up from the beams pass under the immersion

roller, thus being soaked under the surface of the

boiling size, thence between the first and second

pairs of rollers the object of these being to press out

all superfluous size and imbed into the thread that

which is required. Immersing the thread deeply is

advantageous for heavy sizing, although, by simply

dipping it, the fluid only attaches itself to the outside

of the thread. Better results could be obtained by
pressing the yarn whilst under the surface. Unless

well boiled, size retains a granular nature, causing

faulty cloth
;

to obviate this, many machinists insert

between the size beck and the sizing frame an extra

boiling apparatus so arranged by the intervention

of pipes to boil the size under pressure, impinging
steam against the particles of size as they enter the

box, thus breaking the globules. After boiling thus,

the size enters the box in the ordinary way. To
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lay the fibres on the yarn a few sizers have recourse to

revolving brushes acting on the thread directly after

passing the finisher roller. These revolve about 700

revolutions per minute, considerably faster than the

warp speed. They are considered advisable for

fine reeds and fancy goods."

After leaving the rollers the yarn passes over two
steam-heated revolving cylinders, of about 7 feet and
4 feet diameter respectively, and is then wound on

to the weaver's beam, in front of the machine. This

process of sizing is applied to yarn made on the beam

warper. To indicate the weaving lengths the warp
is marked by the measuring roller on the sizing

frame.

As stated in mill warping, the warp in that process is

gathered up into a ball. This ball form is simply for the

convenience of handling. The ball is taken to the sizer,

is unwound, and the rope of yarn is passed through the

boiling size, and is afterwards dried on hot cylinders,

the threads spread out and run on to the weaver's beam.

The differences between the two systems of sizing are

known as tape-sizing and ball-sizing. The work of

sizing is done by men who are well organised as a trade.

They are in receipt of good wages, usually about two

guineas or more per week.

LOOMING AND DRAWING

The beams holding sized warp, varying from 500

to 1,000 yards in length, are now taken into the

Looming Loom, where the threads of the beam are

attached to the healds and reed. The healds are for

the purpose of raising the threads as required in the

loom to form the pattern of the cloth. The reed may
be described as a kind of grate or grid, the bars being
made of extremely fine wire placed at suitable distances
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apart in strips of wood, by the aid of machinery. The

reed has a three-fold purpose first, to give support for

the shuttle as it passes from side to side of the loom
;

secondly, to keep the threads of the warp in their proper

place in the cloth, and thirdly, to bring up each succeed-

ing line of weft in close contact with the one which

preceded it. The loomers and drawers who attach the

beams to the healds receive about 30s. per week, and the

work is of a light character.

WEAVING

We have now reached the final stage by which the

cotton is converted into a woven fabric that of weaving.
It will be seen how the textile processes are conducted

in sequence, with the greatest expedition and economy
of labour. The machinery in the various departments
is driven by the powerful modern engine. It may be

taken that a condensing horizontal engine of 250 indi-

cated horse power will be required to drive 1,000 looms,

the steam being generated in double-flued steel boilers

where it not uncommonly attains a pressure of 120 Ib.

per square inch. The huge development of cotton

manufacturing has been one of the industrial phenomena
of the past 100 years. It was in 1801 that the first power
loom weaving shed, holding about 200 looms, was built

and worked on a successful basis. The great strength
of British weaving, as pointed out, resides in North

and North-east Lancashire. Here the majority of the

sheds are owned by private firms, but a few are owned

by companies formed under the Limited Liability

Act, which was passed in 1862, and enabled working

people to invest their money, with a limit to their

liability. The plain loom is the foundation of all

weaving ;
the fancies, etc., being developments in

mechanism, some of an intricate character. Art has
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become more and more the handmaiden of industry,
as will be seen in the references to education in a later

portion of this work. The width of cloth varies from

about 20 inches to 100 inches, though even this is some-

times exceeded, the average width being about 42

inches. We have seen with the completion of the

sizing how all is ready for the culminating process.

The beam with the healds and reed is taken to the

loom, the various parts being fixed in position on the

framework. The warp (which is held taut and straight

by the taking-up roller in front of the loom) passes over

the back rest to the healds, between which are large

and small lease rods, which divide the warp. The
weft is skewered in the shuttle, driven by the picking
stick from side to side and interwoven with the warp,
cloth being rapidly made. The various forms of looms,

and the appliances for making different patterns and

qualities of cloth are innumerable, and would occupy
of itself many volumes to adequately describe. Briefly

put, weaving consists of three operations first, to

divide the warp by lifting up certain threads and leaving
others down to form the desired interlacing of the

warp and weft
; secondly, to throw the shuttle between

these two sets of threads, leaving a line of weft in its

track
;
and thirdly, to bring this line of weft up to the

one which has preceded it. These operations are techni-

cally termed "shedding," "picking," and "
beating up."

"
Shedding

"
is done by three distinct sets of appliances

termed tappets, dobbies, and Jacquards, which are

limited to the formation of simple, medium and difficult

designs. These are again subdivided into many kinds

of each sort ; each with its own peculiar advantage to

some special make of cloth. Reference has been made
to the growth of artistic treatment of cotton cloths.

To give some idea of the various kinds of tappets
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there are, among others, positive, negative, wood-croft,

oscillating, etc. Some work outside the loom, some
inside and some overhead. In dobbies there are single-

lifts, double-lifts, open shed, centre-shed, and many
more. In Jacquards there are single and double lifts,

some described as single cylinder, others as double

cylinder, all having their various peculiarities, ad-

vantages and disadvantages, where so many kinds of

cloth are to be made. There are many kinds of picking

motions, such as under-pick, over-pick, scroll-pick, each

again particularly useful for different fabrics
;

but all

serving the same purpose, namely, to throw the shuttle

from side to side of the loom. The over-pick is the

commonest. The shuttle is usually made from cornel

or persimmon wood. It is about 13 inches in length
with iron tips at each end. Inside the shuttle is an iron

peg on which the cop is corkscrewed and the thread is

drawn by the weaver by suction, through the eye of

the shuttle.

The beating up is invariably formed in one way in

all looms
;

that is, to carry the reed forward, with the

line of weft in front of it, up to the edge of the cloth,

which is being woven. The reed then recedes for some
5 inches for another pick of weft, which is beaten up,
and so the weaving proceeds. The loom has also other

minor appliances. There is one, for instance, for stop-

ping the loom when the weft-thread breaks, or the

supply of weft runs out of the shuttle. Another portion
of the mechanism is for carrying the cloth forward

on to a roller as it is woven. A third enables different

kinds of weft to be automatically inserted in the cloth

by means of shuttles (each of which contains a different

kind of weft) being thrown across the loom in any
required order.

The weaving shed is a most interesting sight, often
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containing 1,000 looms, the rattle of the machinery
being almost indescribable to a visitor, yet to the busy
operative it is hardly realised. The shuttle in each

loom often passes across the sley 200 times a minute,
and a single loom will often weave 200 yards of cloth

in one week. This, of course, varies considerably accord-

ing to the kind of cloth which is being made. The art

of weaving is one which requires considerable skill,

the wages earned varying from 10s. to 30s. per week,

according to the number of looms which the operative
controls, and the class of goods which are being produced.
The number of looms operated by one weaver varies

from two to six, the average being three to four. The
shed and the preparing departments are directed by a

manager, who is a thoroughly experienced man, with

great technical knowledge, and an economical adminis-

trator, who has to keep strict eye on the details of

expenditure. The weavers are controlled by an over-

looker, who is responsible for the work which is turned

out by a section of the looms varying from 60 to 100,

according to the class of cloth which is being made.
The overlooker, or tackier, sees to loom repairs, to the

looms being supplied with warps, correctly gaited, etc.,

and he has an interest in doing all he can to keep up
the production and therefore also the earnings of the

weavers.

As will be shown later, the plain and fancy cloths made
in such infinite varieties are distributed throughout
the world, our two greatest markets being India and
China. The spread of the cotton trade throughout the

world is most remarkable. For a long time Lancashire

was practically the sole producer of cotton cloth, but

now the manufacturing system is rapidly becoming
adopted by all civilised countries. The competition,

too, is extremely keen, and the utmost vigilance is
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required if the manufacturer is to secure an adequate

profit upon the capital invested.

The actual fabrics themselves are divided into five

classes : plain, twill, figured, gauze, and double cloths.

The ordinary calico is an example of PLAIN cloth.

TWILLS are those where regularly defined lines run

obliquely across the piece. FIGURING is applied to cloth

with more or less elaborate designs, from the common

spot to a large floral effect. GAUZE fabrics are cloths

where the warp threads are made to cross each other

instead of running straight. A common form of

DOUBLE CLOTH is the woven bag, or pillow-case.

Another class may be referred to, though it is really one

of the foregoing. It is that of pile cloths, of which velvet

is the common form. But in addition to all this, these

various classes are subdivided into almost innumerable

varieties of each class. Take, for instance, that of

plain cloth. Amongst the varieties are shirtings,

printers, jaconettes, long cloths, dhooties, madapol-
lams, royal ribbs, poplins, etc.

;
all these being of a

perfectly plain weave but differing in texture and ap-

pearance, and adapted for the peculiar requirements of

people all over the world. India and China are the

large markets for shirtings, but the Chinaman, as a rule,

requires a better article than that which will find a

purchaser in the Indian market. Dhooties are goods
confined solely to the Indian trade. A plain dhooty
is a plain calico with coloured edges varying from J inch

to 3 inches in width, and at regular distances of from
2 to 5 yards coloured bars of weft of a more or less

elaborate character pass across the piece. These

dhooties form an important article of clothing in India,

the coloured portion being considered a phase of

ornament. Borders are sometimes also worked up into

more or less elaborate figures and they then pass from
7 (1461)
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the plain section to the figured class, necessitating the

use of other appliances to the loom, such as the Dobby
and Jacquard.
The texture of different classes of dhooties also

varies to a very great extent. In some the yarn is of a

very coarse kind and is heavily weighted with size
;

in

others the yarn is of the finest character, the difference

between the two cloths, although for the same market,

being very remarkable. Probably the requirements of

the various classes, from the very poor to the better

circumstanced, is the reason accounting for this. In

some cases, the coloured borders, in addition to being
elaborate in the way of figuring, are formed of coloured

silk threads instead of cotton, thus increasing the value

of the piece to a great extent. As nations become
more civilised the requirements change from that of a

common character to one embodying more or less

elaborate detail and better finished articles, and to

China and Japan there are now shipped large quantities
of the very best class of figured goods. From the

near Eastern markets quite different classes of fabrics

find sale. We find crimps and crepons in large
demand. These are goods which have a crimped or

creased appearance on the surface. For the home
trade the best qualities of plain goods as well as the

more finished fabrics are in demand, and during recent

years the production and sale of flannelettes has greatly
increased. These various classes of fabrics are in some
instances almost confined in their manufacture to

certain districts being in a sense their specialities ;

but as the spread of education and competition goes
on the distribution is more widely spread, manufacturers

being gradually forced into producing other classes of

articles than those to which they have been accustomed.

Blackburn is probably the largest centre for the
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making of shirtings, enormous quantities of these

goods being turned out daily. A large section of the

dhooty trade is also located in the same town, though
one or two of the smaller places, such as Darwen and

Great Harwood, seem principally adapted for this

particular kind of fabric. In the Rossendale Valley
the principal manufacture is of coarse goods which are

very heavily sized. In Preston and the immediate

neighbourhood the goods manufactured are generally

of a most elaborate kind, though in the town itself there

is probably the first firm of shirting makers in the

world. In Bolton district the classes of goods made
are chiefly fine cambrics, a great many quiltings, coloured

counterpanes, etc.

In the making of velvets a large proportion of the

weft threads are allowed to form to some extent loosely

upon the surface of the cloth. Under these weft

threads a fine knife is run, severing them, and causing
the ends to stand upright which gives the peculiar

surface which is associated with the velvet cloth. A
large use is now being made of cotton to imitate woollen

products. One of these is commonly known as flannel-

ette. This is an ordinary cotton fabric made from

coarse yarns. After being woven it is passed through
a machine which combs up, or teases, the fibre on the

surface giving it the peculiarly fluffy or woolly appear-
ance which is so well known. The heavy pile cloths

include corduroy, moleskins, cords, fustians, bull-hides,

etc.

From the Weaving Shed the weaver takes her
"
cuts

"

or pieces of cloth to the warehouse, where they are

received by the cut-booker, and her wages are made

up from the list prices. The cloth is put on the folding

machine which plaits it into yard folds. The cuts then

go (marked with the loom number of the weaver) to the
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cut-lookers, who stand at their benches and rapidly
examine the cloth to discover any imperfections. For

cloth faults due to the weaver, such as
"
floats

"
caused

by failure to interweave at some point, the weaver is
((

bated
"

or fined according to the seriousness of the

fault. Cracks in the cloth, uneven cloth, cockly

cloth, bare cloth, mashes, broken picks, etc., are al]

noted, as well as any short lengths, wrong widths,

wrong weights, incorrect headings, and come within

the observing and classifying duties of the cloth-looker.

The cloth headings consist of lines or bars of coloured

weft at each end of the cloth or in other places. They
are to distinguish the piece and to indicate where the

pieces are to be separated. Some of these headings
are very deep and attractive, with lines of gold thread

and coloured weft.

In the cloth warehouse the cloth is made up into

bundles. Some are sent directly to the shipper, others

go to the Manchester warehouses, where they are again

examined, whilst others go direct to the bleachers.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

The great advancement in technical education has

made, and will probably still further increase, the pro-
duction of cloths of an artistic character. In the

technical schools of Lancashire and other counties, in

which cotton spinning and manufacturing is conducted,

the textile classes are attended by large numbers of

students, some of whom have obtained important

managerial positions. There are thousands of students

from the operatives' ranks who can bear testimony
to the great advantages they have gained through the

courses of instruction given in these institutions.

Examinations are periodically held, and the prizes on a

very liberal and attractive scale are given by Local
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Authorities, County Councils, the City and Guilds of

London Institute, the Worshipful Company of Drapers,
and other bodies. The instruction given is not merely
theoretical. The latest machinery is set up in some
of the institutes and the whole details of both the

spinning and manufacturing processes are made manifest.

AUTOMATIC LOOMS

The intense competition in trade has had the effect

of stimulating invention, of patenting appliances for

making peculiar classes of goods, and for increasing

the production of machinery. One of the most impor-
tant of the latter kind is the Northrop loom, an English

invention, bought by an American firm, which is

largely in use in the United States and has been intro-

duced into Lancashire. Seeing that the automatic

principle will more and more come into use in the future,

it will be of value and interest to look into a Rhode
Island mill and see the loom at work. There are marked

differences in the systems and organisations of English
and American mills. A visit was made to the cotton

spinning and weaving districts of America by a body
of English manufacturers in 1902

; they found the

Americans were making greater headway than we in

England in the economy of production. They found

also that there had within the past quarter of a century
been phenomenal developments in manufacturing in

the Southern States, and that there was now a marked

growth of their competitive power. In some of the

sheds in the Southern States it was found that quite

young children were largely engaged, which meant of

course a large reduction in the wages bill as compared
with the North. The goods in which this labour was

chiefly employed upon was in sheetings, jeans, and

drills for the distributing centres in China, and it was
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obvious that the odds operated as heavily against the

New England mills as they did against those of England.
The American Trades Unions, however, are growing in

strength and the tendency is yearly in the direction of

equitable wages adjustment. It was found by the

Lancashire commission that the American spinning
mills did not get a great advantage over us, in the

cost of carriage for the raw material. As a matter of

fact, Mr. T. M. Young, who accompanied the English

deputation and who wrote the results in a series of

articles reproduced under the title, The American

Cotton Industry, found that the cost of bringing raw
cotton to the mills of New England was practically the

same as that of conveying it to the Lancashire spinner.

In South America some advantage is gained, but it is

inconsiderable. The great difference between British

and American manufacturing systems is the extensive

use in the States of the automatic loom, affecting a

marked reduction in the cost of production, yet mate-

rially advancing the wages of the weaver. These looms

were adopted by Germany, France, Belgium, and

Austria before they were introduced into Lancashire.

It was at a mill close to Fall River and within the

State of Rhode Island that Mr. Young found 2,000

Northrop looms and 743 other looms all 32 inches wide

or more, making twills and sateens largely from 28's

to 36's weft, spun from
"

strict good middling
"
cotton

of 1 inch to 1J inch staple. These looms were fed by
17,300 mule spindles and 60,000 ring spindles and the

mill was driven by a steam engine of 2,000 indicated

horse-power, the annual consumption of coal being
about 8,000 tons, and the cost of coal was then about

13s. 6d. per ton. Seeing that this automatic loom is

coming into great use, a description of it will be valuable.

Mr. Young says :
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" The essential difference between it and the

common or any other automatic loom is that when
the weft breaks or is exhausted, the shuttle is auto-

matically recharged with weft, and threaded without

being itself removed from the sley. There is a

cylindrical battery or magazine, like a magazine of a

revolver, over the shuttle box at the side of the loom,
and this magazine can be filled with

'

cartridges
'-

either bobbins of ring weft or cops of mule weft.

Ring weft for the Northrop loom is spun on specially
made bobbins, which are simply laid into the maga-
zines

; cops have to be skewered upon a steel spindle,
with a wooden head similar to that of the ring bobbin;

When the weft-changing mechanism is brought into

play by the action of the weft-fork, a bobbin, or a

cop on its skewer, is forced from the magazine into

the shuttle, which is always then at the end of the

sley immediately beneath the magazine ;
the spent

bobbin, or skewered cop, is forced out through the

shuttle and the bottom of the sley, and with the first

impulse of the picking-stick, the shuttle threads

itself and the weaving continues without interruption.
All that the weaver has to do, then, in regard to the

weft, is to keep the magazine charged with weft,

and as there is always a contrivance in these looms
which stops them when a warp thread breaks, the

weaver has no need to watch the warps ;
when he

sees the loom standing, he goes and finds the broken

end and ties it up and starts the loom again that is

all. The weft magazine may contain as many as

thirty charges, enough to keep' the loom running for

a couple of hours. The Northrop loom is the invention

of an Englishman, James Northrop, formerly of

Keighley ; but the Draper Company, of Hopedale,

Massachusetts, who bought the patents have spent
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very large sums of money in perfecting the machine
and adapting it to the varying exigencies of industrial

use."

It is clear this loom will have to be largely adopted in

Lancashire before long.

There are two things which have probably hindered

the adoption of the Northrop loom in this country.

First, its price, which is about four times that of our

ordinary loom, and secondly, the natural resistance on
the part of the operatives, who have now been organised
for many years. Still, it is slowly and surely making
progress and will continue to be gradually installed as

the ordinary looms are worn out. Near Manchester

there is at the present time a shed holding 1,000 loo.ms,

all properly laid out and equipped.



CHAPTER V

BLEACHING, PRINTING, AND DYEING

THE printing and dyeing of cotton fabrics is something
more than a mere mechanical operation. The develop-
ment of this branch of industry is due to the skill of

the cleverest chemists, foremost amongst these being

John Mercer, the inventor of the mercerising process

by which cotton cloth is made to resemble silk, and the

late Frederick Steiner, a famous French chemist, who
introduced a turkey-red dye, famous all over the world.

Before it can be dyed or printed upon, all cotton

fabric must be bleached, to rid it of all impurities or

everything present in the fibre except cellulose or, in

other words, a small quantity of margaric acid, pectic

acid, albuminous matter, and colouring substance. In

woven goods the artificial impurities may amount to

20 or 30 per cent. They consist of grease, starch and
other ingredients used in sizing, besides oil from the

machinery. The removal of these impurities in order

that nothing but pure white vegetable fibre may remain
is the result sought with the highest grade of bleaching

technically known as the
" madder bleach

"
because

it was first applied to goods to be printed with madder,
a substance much used in dyeing red. It is also used for

cloths which are to receive light and fine colours.

Previous to the bleaching operation proper, the pieces
are singed, in order that the fine loose down may be

burned off the surface of the cloth, as this down interferes

with the production of a fine impression in the printing

process. This operation is performed by rapidly passing
cloth in the open width over red-hot copper plates or

96
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between rows of Bunsen burners, while the cloth is drawn

rapidly over one or more of these hot plates by means
of rollers

;
a frame with iron bars depresses the cloth

tightly upon the hot plate. After passing over the

singeing plate or between the gas burners, the cloth is

immediately passed through a water trough, or through
a pair of wet draw bowls in order that any sparks may
at once be extinguished. The pieces are drawn direct

from the singeing house, guided by means of glazed
earthenware rings through the washing machine and

plaited down
"
in pile

" on a stillage in the bleach house,

where they are allowed to lie a few hours to soften. The
second process in bleaching consists in boiling the cloth

in milk of lime and is a very important one. As already

stated, the cotton fibre is made up of cellulose and a

small quantity of other substances. The object of the

lime boil, therefore, is to break up the combination

of the wax and cellulose. The selection of lime is also

a very important matter, as if the lime be old it will have
absorbed carbonic acid from the atmosphere, and this

will render it unfit for bleaching purposes. Having
been boiled in lime for about twelve hours, the cloth is

passed on into the kier. The cloth must be packed
in the kier very systematically, this being done by boys,
who go into the kiers when they are being filled, and with

their hands and wooden clogs on their feet carefully
tread down the cloth in such a way that it will not

get tangled in the boiling process. After the goods
have been properly boiled the waste liquor is run off

from the bottom of the kier and the cloth is drawn by
the draw bowls of the washing machine from the kier.

At the same time much of the lime and dirt is removed
from the cloth during its passage through the washing
machine, but as only a portion of the lime can be

removed in this way, the cloth is next subjected to a
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treatment with weak hydrochloric or sulphuric acid-

The next operation is boiling the cloth with caustic soda-

After the cloth has received another washing and passed

through a weak solution of chloride of lime and dilute

hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, it is ready for being

printed upon.
Until the invention of machinery, the operation of

printing was performed entirely by hand. The design
was applied by means of blocks of some hard, fine-

grained wood, such as pear or sycamore. Upon the face

of the block the design is carved much in the same
manner as a wood engraving. Sometimes the pattern
is formed by slips of flattened copper wire inserted along
its outlines, which are first traced upon the wood. The

copper slips are carefully bent to the required shape
and are then forced into the positions they are to occupy

by gentle hammering. The upper edges where the

copper stands above the wood are levelled with a file,

in order to form one even surface, and polished. The

spaces between these slips are filled up within the

boundaries of the design with pieces of thin felt. In

hand-block printing, the piece to be operated upon is

spread out evenly upon the printing table, which is

covered with blanketing. Close to the printer stands

a tube containing the colour. A wooden drum, like the

wood work of a sieve, is covered with waterproof tissue,

over which is stretched a fine woollen cloth, upon which

the colour is spread. This drum is placed so as to float

on the tubful of old paste.
The colour is spread on the drum-head. Then the

printer applies the face of the block to the drum-head,
then lays it carefully upon the cloth and strikes it

on the back with a hammer or presses heavily upon it,

so as to force the colour into the cloth. The great
drawback to this method of printing is the expenditure
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of time and labour involved. To print a piece of calico

of the ordinary length, 28 yards by 2 feet 6 inches, with

the ordinary size blocks requires about 672 carefully

managed applications. If there are four or five colours

the number of applications are from 2,600 to 3,300. To
a very large extent, therefore, block printing has been

superseded by machine printing. The machines now
in use can print designs embodying as many as twenty
different colours, and the largest machines can turn out

anything up to 500 yards of cloth per hour. The design
is first engraved on copper rollers. If there are several

colours to be printed, each colour has to have a separate

roller, and it is the duty of the man in charge of the

machine to see that all the designs are so fitted that they
will form a perfect whole. The machine consists of

a large iron bowl, or drum, against which are pressed
the engraved copper cylinders, the colour being supplied
to the cylinders by wooden rollers covered with cloth,

or sometimes by cylindrical brushes, called "furnishers."

The furnishers revolve in the colour, which is contained

in long troughs called
"
colour boxes." But as the

furnishers supply the whole surface of the engraved

cylinders with colour, as well as the engraved parts, the

surface colour has to be scraped off again, and this is

done by means of a steel blade, known as the
l<
colour

doctor." The cloth to be printed passes part way round

the bowl of the machine and between the engraved rollers

and the bowl, when it receives the colour. In order to

remove any lose threads or filaments from the roller, a
"

lint doctor
"

is used, working on the opposite side of

the engraved roller to which the colour doctor is applied.
The doctors are made of well-tempered steel, and they
have to be exceptionally sharp in order to effectually

remove the surplus colour without doing injury to the

engraved copper roller. The machine printer has many
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difficult duties to perform. Besides tuning up the

doctor and keeping the pattern rollers in register or fit,

he must carefully adjust the amount of pressure, so

as to bring out the print and yet not press the colour

too far through the cloth.

After being printed, the next operation is drying,
this being of great importance. The methods of drying

vary. In some cases, copper or tinned iron cylinders,
heated by steam, are used for the purpose and in others

flat hollow cast-iron boxes, called steam chests, over

which the cloth passes without quite touching. It is

necessary to state, however, that after bleaching and
before printing the cloth is prepared with oleine oil.

In the preparation of colour each works has a staff

of chemists who are constantly experimenting with a

view to securing more brilliant or faster colours. The

majority of colours are derived from coal-tar. The
two mordants, red and black liquor, are very largely used

by calico printers in what is called the dyed or madder

style, one of the oldest and most important of the various

styles of calico printing. In this style the thickened

mordants are first printed on, then dried, aged, dunged,
and dyed with alizarine, or other acid colouring matter.

Before they can be printed, mordants have first to be

made into what are technically called
"
colours." In

other words, they have to be made into a kind of paste

by means of some thickening matter, as starch, gum, etc.

These colours are not necessarily coloured substances,

though they do usually contain some kind of colouring.

This, however, is only for the purpose of sightening, so

that the printer may be able to see his work on the cloth.

This sightening is afterwards washed out of the cloth.

Prior to being dyed, the cloth must pass through the

ageing and dunging, or fixing, processes. The object
of the former is to decompose the acetates, so that the
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acetic acid is driven off, leaving the insoluble bases on

the fibre. Steam machines are used for this process.

After passing through the machine, the cloth is folded

up in loose bundles and left for twenty-four hours. The

decomposition of the mordants, which was started by
the action of the steam in the ageing machine, goes on

slowly whilst the cloth lies in the bundles. As this

ageing does not effect a complete precipitation of a

suitable mordant on the fibre, it must be followed by
the fixing process. Then follows the dyeing. After

dyeing, the cloth is well washed in cold water, and
afterwards dried. In the extract style of printing, the

mordants and colouring matters are mixed together
and printed on the cloth in one operation, after which

they are steamed. With the extensive use of the many-
colour printing machines, the extract style has become
more prominent, and it gives far more beautiful effects

of colouring. Colours for the extract style are printed
on cloth previously prepared with oleine oil. By this

means faster and brighter shades are produced.
The shades of colour in which the cotton fibre is dyed

and printed are almost innumerable, but they are almost

all made up of red, yellow, blue, black, and white sub-

stances. To obtain the shades, the various colours

have to be boiled, but it does not follow that all shades

are boiled. If a very dark shade is prepared it is a very

easy matter to obtain a lighter shade by reducing it.

This, in brief, is an outline of the bleaching, printing,
and dyeing processes.
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MARKET DISTRIBUTION OF YARN AND CLOTH

WHILST Liverpool is the great market for cotton, a

considerable quantity of the raw material comes direct

to Manchester, via the new Ship Canal, the cost of

transit being much cheaper for the cotton mills in the

Manchester district. The great central emporium for

the sale of both yarn and cloth is the Manchester

Exchange. Manchester is the Mecca of all connected

with the English cotton manufacturing business. At
the end of the eighteenth century the master attended

the weekly market at Manchester and sold his pieces
in the grey to the merchant, who afterwards dyed and
finished them. At times goods were sold outright to

the calico printers. Deliveries of prints would be made
at the Manchester warehouse from the print works on

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays in the busy season

of spring and autumn, and the pieces would be sold

to the drapers who flocked to the warehouses. At
one time the merchant or his representative rode

over the country showing their patterns to the mercers,
and the cloths were afterwards forwarded over the

roads by the waggons of the carriers. The foreign
trade was at the outset some 240 years ago founded

by British merchants or their agents who travelled, but

it was not very long before the representatives or

members of foreign firms came and settled themselves

in Manchester, and from that day to this they have

steadily increased in number. At the present time

great commercial houses from almost all the nations of

the world are directly represented on the boards of the
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Manchester Exchange on market days. The Exchange

presents the busiest aspects on Tuesdays and Fridays,
the principal market days, when the floor is crowded

with principals and agents spinners, manufacturers,

bleachers, dyers and printers, machine makers, and

representatives of all firms having direct or indirect

connections with the cotton industry. The capital

represented is stupendous. Yarn and cloth agents are

very numerous. The yarn agent finds the customer for

the spinner from whom he receives his commission.

Every firm is directly represented on the market

and very many have their own Manchester warehouse

and offices, some on a very large scale. Some of the

most influential cotton spinning and manufacturing firms

are merchants also, and send their travellers out to all

the towns and cities of this kingdom and foreign

nations.
" The cloth market," says Chapman in his

admirable work on The Lancashire Cotton Industry,
"

is

far removed in character from the highly developed

markets, since fabrics contain all the differences

that exist between yarns, and, in addition, all

those consequent upon the numerous operations
conducted in the weaving shed. Yet we find a rough

grading of certain classes of cloth, which the development
of machinery is constantly rendering more perfect.

Cloths purporting to be the same vary less now that the

differences due to human skill have been minimised,

and a great uniformity has been introduced in the

working of power looms.
" The cloth market is somewhat the same as it was at

the end of the eighteenth century. The grey cloth agent,
whose function is analogous to that of the yarn agent, is

a new feature and the Manchester warehouseman or

shipper takes far fewer risks and stocks less in proportion
to the business done than did his predecessor a century

8 (1461)
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ago." The export business in yarns and cloths is

principally in the hands of shippers, but there is a

certain number of firms who do their own marketing
abroad. There is a decided line of difference between

the home merchant and the shipping merchant dealing

with foreign orders.
"
Selling through independent

merchants' houses," says Chapman,
"

is to be expected
when the commodities dealt in tend to be of sorts that

sell themselves, that is, commodities more or less

gradable, for which a private market need not be won.

Lancashire manufacturers who push their own products
over the heads of the merchants are those who produce

special classes of goods and depend upon these goods

earning and retaining a popularity of their own. When
the goods to be sold have to make private markets or

when they are complicated and require to be explained
to would-be buyers by competent experts there is a

tendency for manufacturers to attempt themselves to

reach the consumers, or retailers, or the foreign agencies

through which such goods can be sold."





CHAPTER VII

TRADES UNIONS AND MASTERS' ASSOCIATIONS

TRADES Unions were formerly, in the eyes of the law,

illegal organisations. The unions of the operatives
were founded amid difficulty. Preston was the cockpit
for many of the early struggles as to wages. Spinners'
Associations were formed in Oldham, and other centres,

the Oldham Province being established in 1843, and

developing into one of the most powerful trades unions

in the country. In 1880 the Bolton Association of

self-actor spinners united with the old hand Mule

spinners' organisation of that town, and the neighbouring
associations of cotton spinners and winders coming into

line, there was established the Bolton Province. The

Amalgamated Association of Operative Cotton Spinners
of Lancashire and adjoining counties was constituted

in 1853, but it did not become powerful until after 1870,

when the new financial basis was laid down. A Union

of the Weavers of Great Britain and Ireland had been

founded in 1840 when the Stockport strike took place.

This proved a very imperfect union. In 1854 the

weavers of Blackburn became organised on a sound basis.

Other associations were formed in Preston, Darwen,

Accrington, Colne, Nelson, and other weaving centres,

and in 1884 the various Operative Weavers' Associations

became federated in the Northern Counties Amalgamated
Associations of Weavers. In 1830 the hands in the card

and blowing rooms became organised, and they have

grown into a powerful union. Other departments of

the textile industry have their associations and

amalgamations.
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The various branches of operatives are now closely

linked for mutual aims, and by International Conferences

are becoming sympathetically associated with the

operatives of the Continent.

The present organisations of the operatives are :

Amalgamated Association of Operative Cotton Spinners ;

Amalgamated Association of Card and Blowing Room
Operatives ; Amalgamated Northern Counties Associa-

tion of Warpers, Reelers, and Winders
; Amalgamated

Power Loom Overlookers ; Bleachers and Dyers ;

Society of Twisters and Drawers ; Society of Cloth-

lookers. Then there are the Amalgamated Associations

of Slashers and Tapers and other organisations.
The operatives' amalgamations appoint representa-

tives to the Legislative Council of the Textile Workers'

Association, which deals exclusively with legislative

questions affecting the cotton industry. The various

societies are also affiliated with the Trades Union and
the Congress of Labour.

At the present time a Trades Federation for offensive

and defensive purposes, composed, in some towns at any
rate, of weavers, overlookers, slashers, cloth-lookers,

twisters and drawers, is being constituted. It is no

part of this work to refer to trade disturbance by either

strikes or lock-outs. The tendency on the part of both

masters and men is in the direction of establishing

enduring relationships of peace, based on equitable

understandings and instruments.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR CORDIAL RELATIONSHIPS

In his manifesto of 1904, Mr. Macara said :

"
In England, the organisations of both the em-

ployers and the operatives are much more complete
than in any other country ; this has materially

improved the relationship existing between capital
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and labour, and is greatly to the interests of both.

Collective bargaining in a great industry such as

cotton is almost a necessity for working it to the best

advantage. The margin of profit that is obtainable

is not large and it is therefore better that all engaged
in it should be on an equal footing as regards wage
lists. The leaders of the English cotton operatives

are, generally speaking, most intelligent men, and

especially during recent years have recognised that

they have responsibilities in connection with the

maintenance of the industry, and have gladly assisted

the employers in forward movements to advance the

interests of the industry as a whole. The operatives'

organisations have contributed money liberally to

assist in such objects as combating the baneful effects

of shipping rings ;
in advancing the interests of the

ments ;
and ^e at present working with the

ployers to find^lme
effectual remedy to prevent

^British Cotton Growing Association, and other similar

mife

^recurrence of a Similar crisis to that now existing.

In^he meantime, the operatives are cheerfully sub-

mitting to the hardships entailed by th^ reduced hours

of labour so general at present. They have also from

time to time joined with "the employers in philan-

thropic efforts, notably in raising large funds for the

relief of the famine-stricken natives of India in 1897

and 1900
;

indeed the relationship existing between

capital and labour in England, especially in the

cotton industry, might, with advantage, be emulated

by all other countries."

This is a striking testimony to the growth of an

intelligent, earnest, and high-minded view of the need

for collaboration in the interests of peace, whose victories

are greater far than those of war.
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Representatives of the Employers' Federation are

constantly meeting representatives of the Operatives'

Associations. These meetings, including meetings
between local officials as well as those of the Federation,

will total up in any one year to well over 300. One of

the most important pieces of work accomplished by
the Federation was the settlement arrived at in the year

1893, when the Brooklands Agreement was adopted

by various operatives' organisations and the Federation,

after a stoppage of the Federation mills lasting twenty
weeks in connection with a demand by the employers
for a five per cent, reduction in the wages of the operatives

on account of the state of trade. This broad and states-

manlike agreement has been the means of preventing
scores of strikes, and it is one of the most important
factors in the developing of intimate relations between

the organisations of the employers and employed.
Another important achievement has been the

a&jpffP
11

by the Federation and the
Operates'

Card and .blowing

i'WfcalRoom Amalgamation of a uni'al list of prices

conditions of work in connection with the wor

Revolving Flat Cards. This agreement, arrived at

after three years' negotiations, has already almost done

away with disputes in this department of mill work.

Since 1899 many Conferences between representatives
of the Federation and of the Operatives' Unions have

taken place to discuss a Conciliation Scheme for the

regulation of wages on the basis of a sliding scale,

according to the state of trade. This scheme was

intended as an addendum to the Brooklands Agreement,
and to give effect to the first clause which contains a

joint recognition and admission by the two parties that

disputes and differences are inimical to their welfare,

and that it is desirable that means should be devised

and adopted whereby such disputes should be settled
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quickly and amicably, and strikes and lock-outs thereby
avoided.

In 1909, the Board of Trade, desirous of promoting
the negotiations between masters and men, appointed
Sir Edward Clarke, K.C., as chairman. There is every

hope that, by mutual concessions, there will before long
be arrived at the greatly hoped for instrument of an

enduring peace. For the moment the negotiations are

suspended.



CHAPTER VIII

MASTERS' ORGANISATIONS

THE cotton employers of various districts took early
concerted action for the protection of their interests,

and each cotton spinning and manufacturing centre

has its Masters' Association to-day. These have become

amalgamated and federated into very powerful bodies.

The principal organisations to-day are the Federation

of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations, and the North
and North-east Lancashire Associations of Master
Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers, one representing
the spinning section of the industry, as well as about

80,000 looms, the other the weaving (a few million

spindles are also included in this Association). There
is also a Parliamentary Association, which was founded
in 1899, and which corresponds to the United Textile

Workers' Association, composed of delegates from all

the textile workers' organisations. The most important
of these bodies is the Federation of Master Cotton

Spinners' Associations. Twenty-two years ago most
towns possessed a Masters' Association. Oldham
became the most important, on account of the large
number of spindles located there, and it was at length
felt by the employers that it was no longer possible for

disputes, etc., to be dealt with satisfactorily by one

Association, however large. It was decided to form an

amalgamation, and in February, 1892, the now famous
Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations was
established with a membership of seven districts, and

embracing firms owning 17,000,000 spindles. Now,
in its eighteenth year, it includes thirteen districts, and

ill
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40,000,000 spindles. One of the great achievements of

the Federation was the construction, as previously

mentioned, of the Brooklands Agreement, providing
for the adjustment of wages by a peaceful conference.

The Federation brought about the short-time movement
of 1904, the year of the shortage in American cotton,

and disastrous speculation. The same stress compelled
the Federation to unite closer together for common
support ; and, finally, the combined action of specula-
tors as against the spinners of the world in 1904, resulted

in the formation of the International Federation. Mr.

Travis observed,
" The words of our first King Edward

in summoning his first Parliament :

'

It is a most

equitable rule that what concerns all should be approved
by all, and common dangers should be repelled by
united action,' puts the situation in as concise a form
as possible." These words although applied to national

affairs are equally applicable to the business of cotton

spinning. With good organisation we can do anything
in reason. Without it we can do nothing but drift.

In the formation of this International Federation the

services of Mr. C. W. Macara, President of the English
Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations, have

been of enormous value. Mr. Macara, taking a most
statesmanlike view of the trade's needs, led the move-
ment to bind in one powerful international organisation
the spinners of the world, with the view to determine

common principles of action. Mr. Travis, in his speech
on organisation at Vienna, closed by summarising
what was undoubtedly Mr. Macara's ideal. He said :

"
I maintain that by good organisation, without attempt-

ing to exploit either the consumers of our goods, or the

workpeople who make them, we have no necessity in

the future, as we have so often done in the past, to work
our mills for long periods of time for no return at all,
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but by concentrated action we shall be able to ensure

to a reasonably managed and equipped mill a reasonable

profit in a very few months."

In the latter portion of the introduction to this book

quotations are made from the historical manifesto to

the textile trade of the world issued by Mr. C. W.
Macara in 1904. This momentous declaration, with

the object of bringing about an international union of

users of cotton, was made at a time when the spinning

spindles of the world reached the vast total of 104,000,000.

Mr. Macara pointed out that the English Federation

of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations was the largest

in the world, and that it was composed of spinners of

both American and Egyptian cotton. He said :

"
Although England is no longer the largest consumer

of American cotton, it is not through any reduction in

her consumption of it, but because other countries have

developed this industry so greatly, mostly for their

home requirements."
"
There is little doubt that the

expansion of cotton machinery throughout the world

has been so great that for four successive years the

supply of the raw material has been insufficient to

run the cotton spindles of the world." The pronounce-
ment went on to gravely refer to the multitude of

disasters which attended the dislocation of trade through
the paralysing inflations of cotton prices brought about

by speculations which produced sudden and violent

fluctuations.
" To endeavour to bring about an

international union of users of cotton is a work well

worthy of a serious attempt, for no combination of

holders of any raw material can long stand against a

combination of users of that raw material." He pointed
to what the English spinners had done, in bringing down
cotton prices, by limiting production at times of crisis,

and observed :

"
The recognition of an absolute
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community of interest should clear the path of all difficul-

ties in the way of a speedy development of international

action." He pointed to the imperative need, for the

protection of the interest of the spinner, of absolutely
reliable statistics being obtained of the annual con-

sumption of cotton, stocks in the hands of spinners
at stated periods, and of the cotton crops of the world.

Once that was obtained, the gambler's opportunity
vanished. The English organisations are much more

complete than those of the European Continent and

America, and Mr. Macara advocated that whilst the

Continental and American Associations are perfecting
their organisations an International Congress of the

Associations of Cotton Spinners might result in some
scheme being devised for joint action being taken in

many ways. Then he recites the first practical step
towards the international movement.
The year 1903 was one of the most harassing to all

responsible for conducting the cotton trade. There was
a great shortage of cotton, and an insufficiency of the

raw materials of other textile industries, and extensive

speculations.

The commencement of the international movement,
which was the outcome of Mr. Macara's wide view of the

imperative needs of the trade, was a meeting of the

General Committee of the Federation of Master Cotton

Spinners' Associations at Manchester on December

16th, 1903, when it was decided to send to all Conti-

nental and American Associations of cotton spinners
a cablegram stating that Lancashire suggested short

time in the cotton trade all over the world to check

speculation in the raw material, and asking if they were

prepared to adopt a similar course, limiting running to

forty hours per week. Subsequently a great mass meet-

ing of employers in all sections of the Lancashire cotton
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trade and representatives of the operatives (who were

on the platform and spoke) was held in Manchester on

December 29th, 1903, and addressed by Mr. Macara,
who exhorted the meeting to calmly consider whether

it was possible to devise some means to avert the terrible

suffering that appeared imminent through the cornering
of the raw material by gamblers. Thirty years before,

when the entire cotton crop of America averaged only
three and a half million bales, and Lancashire consumed

three-quarters of it, such a situation as that confronting
them could have been effectively dealt with. Since

1873
"
the American cotton crop instead of averaging,

as it then did, 3J million bales, now averages about

11,000,000 bales, and such has been the development
of the cotton industry throughout the world that an

international combination to reduce the consumption of

cotton is necessary if the existing position is to be

effectively dealt with." American and Continental

spinners being engaged in the production of coarser

fabrics consequently use much more cotton per spindle
than does the English spinner. M. Casimir Berger, Vice-

President of the French Spinners' Association, was

present at the meeting, and in reply to the cablegram

messages were read from various Continental Associa-

tions of Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers showing that

production was being limited and indicating a desire to

fall into line as far as possible in limiting production.
Mr. Macara, after reciting these proceedings in his mani-

festo to the trade of the world and referring to the

limitation of production to forty hours per week in

English mills shows how after the great mass meeting in

Manchester in December, 1903, he drafted and submitted
to the entire body of British Master Cotton Spinners a

scheme whereby uniform action might be arranged in

order to thwart the persistent manipulations by cotton
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gamblers. Though the scheme was not adopted, the

system of organised short time had been applied with

marked success by the Federation of Master Cotton

Spinners' Associations in England, and has been adopted
as occasion arose, by every cotton-using country in

the world. Mr. Macara enforced the supreme impor-
tance of opening out new cotton fields. In January,
1904, the then Prime Minister of England, the Rt.

Hon. A. J. Balfour, received in Manchester a depu-
tation of employers and leaders of the operatives

representing the English cotton industry, the object

being to discuss the possibility of taking steps to check

gambling in cotton. The loss sustained in operatives'

wages was computed at two million pounds sterling ;

that by workers in subsidiary and dependent industries,

two millions, and that by the employers two millions.

The first suggestion to Mr. Balfour was to summon an

international congress ; the second, to obtain infor-

mation as to the supply of raw materials by experts

appointed by the Board of Trade. After giving due

consideration to these matters Mr. Balfour did not see

his way to adopt the suggestions, and the English
Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations,

in conjunction with the Swiss Cotton Spinners' Associa-

tion, next decided to summon a Congress of Master

Cotton Spinners' Associations of Europe and America

to consider what steps were to be taken to prevent the

violent fluctuation and the high prices of raw cotton.

Impressive evidence is cited by Mr. Macara, in his

address to cotton employers of the world, of the effect

of'checking^production" in England. He says :

"
In 1903 when '

full time
' was being worked, the

deliveries amounted to 890,000 bales an average
of 69,000 bales per week for the three months. In
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1904 during the corresponding three months, the

deliveries were 582,000 bales an average of 45,000

per week. During the latter period, by the action

of the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' Associa-

tions, a large percentage of spinners using American

cotton a section representing two-thirds of the

entire English cotton spinning industry were running
'

short time,' and the demand for American cotton

as a consequence, fell off practically one-third of that

of the former year, i.e. 300,000 bales for the three

months, or at the rate of 1,200,000 bales per annum.

The total number of spindles using American cotton,

running
'

short time
'

in England, probably equals the

total number of spindles using American cotton on

the Continent of Europe, or in the Northern and

Southern States of America. From the foregoing
it will readily be seen what effect would have been

produced by a combination of spinners throughout
the world, using American cotton, joining in this short

time movement and so reducing the consumption

by one-third as has been done in England ; especially

as the spindles both on the European continent and

in America are engaged on much coarser counts and

therefore consume a much greater weight of cotton

per spindle than those in England. It is obvious that

the effect would have been such that no combination

to raise the price of the raw material could have long
withstood such a reduction in the demand by the users

of it. Another striking result of the short time move-
ment in England is that the supply of manufactured

goods has been kept within the limits of the demand."

Mr. Macara offered as suggestions for the first Interna-

tional Congress (1) The work of perfecting organisation.

(2) The establishment of an International Intelligence
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Department. (3) The bringing of spinner and planter
into more direct contact. (4) International Legislation
to prevent the abuse of speculative dealing.

In May, 1904, the first International Congress was
held at Zurich. The Swiss Association of Cotton Spin-
ners and Manufacturers had readily acted with the

English Master Cotton Spinners' Federation as joint

conveners of the Congress. Nine nationalities were

represented and on the nomination of Mr. Macara, who

expressed intense satisfaction at the magnificence of

the response, Herr John Syz, President of the Swiss

Association, presided. The note of the Congress was
soon struck,

" To safeguard legitimate trade," and Mr.

Macara enforced the supreme value of the federation

of forces national and international, to promote the

healthy evolution of trade. The question of cotton

growing in the colonies, possessions, and dependencies of

European countries was a prominent object of discussion

here, as it has been at the subsequent congresses, and
the Governments of the world were asked by a resolution

of the Congress to promote the growing of cotton for the

preservation and development of the cotton industry.
Resolutions were also passed urging the Governments
to take steps to check cotton speculations by those

outside the trade. An International Committee was

appointed and Mr. Macara was elected Chairman.

The second Congress was held at Manchester and Liver-

pool in 1905. The address of Mr. Macara, as President,

brought out the magnitude of the cotton industry
in clothing the inhabitants of the world.

" The annual

average price of the cotton crop of the world has varied

during the past ten years from under 4d. to as high as

7d. per pound, but taking an average of 5d. per pound,
and estimating the annual crop of the world at 16,000,000

bales of 500 Ib. each, the value of the raw material
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would amount to 160,000,000. In England, where the

cotton industry is more highly specialised than else-

where, the cost of converting the raw material, when at

an average of 5d. per pound, into finished fabrics is over

one and a half times the original cost, so that although
less may be spent by other countries in manipulating
the raw material, the annual value of the fabrics

produced from cotton must be about 350,000,000."

He enforced the need for the development of new
fields to increase the sources of supply. He dwelt upon
the imperative need of the Federation having its own
estimate made of the cotton crop of the world. The

purchase of cotton, damp in cotton, and the metric

system of weights and measures were all well discussed.

The value of the Conference was speedily apparent.
The first resolution dealt with the careless baling of

cotton, involving loss on users, and urging united action

to secure a remedy. Damp in cotton was discussed,

and a further resolution declared the need of securing
a more equitable basis between the buyer and the

seller.

The third Congress was at Bremen in 1906. It was

abundantly clear that having mitigated the difficulties of

a trying time by the adoption of short time running and

prepared the way for subsequent prosperity, the Federa-

tion had justified its existence. The International

Committee had during the year held meetings in London,
Paris, and Berlin, and had received every help and

courtesy from the heads of states. It was in Paris that

the Committee decided to secure the support of their

several Governments to the scheme inaugurated by
the King of Italy for the establishment of an Inter-

national Agricultural Institute, which is bound to be of

great value to the cotton and kindred industries. The

Congresses, too, it was shown had stimulated the work
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of the European Colonial Cotton Growing Associations.

The results of the Lancashire Private Cotton Investiga-
tion Commission appointed a few months previous to

the Bremen Congress, by a number of leading English

firms, to investigate the conditions under which

American cotton is grown, marketed and transported,
were submitted in a paper by Mr. H. W. Macalister,

Chairman of the Commission, who showed that there is

an unlimited field for the cultivation of cotton in the

Southern States. The Report which had been pre-

pared by the Commission and distributed throughout
the world created a profound impression. The Com-
mission attended a Conference of Planters and Spinners
in Washington. The main interest of the spinners in the

American Conference had been to urge and endeavour to

bring about improvements in the growing and handling
of cotton, and they found a ready response from the

growers. The discussions encompassed questions as to

cotton growing, rules of exchanges, etc., and the grow-

ing magnitude and value of the work of the Congress
was abundantly manifest. His Imperial Majesty, the

Emperor of Germany, graciously received the Committee

at Kiel, and manifested considerable interest in the

international movement in furtherance of its aims.

The fourth Congress was at Vienna in 1907, where the

delegates had a gracious reception from the Emperor
of Austria. Since the Bremen Congress the Committee

had had the honour of being received and entertained

at Windsor Castle by King Edward the Seventh, who
was accompanied by Queen Alexandra and Princess

Victoria, so that during the three years that had elapsed
since the inauguration of the International Movement,
the members of the Committee had been similarly

honoured by the heads of four European nations

France, Germany, England, and Austria. Japan joined
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the Federation at this Congress. The Cotton Contract

Commission formulated their proposals and a series

of discussions of supreme interest to the trade followed.

The fifth Congress was held at Paris in 1908, the

Committee being received by President Fallieres at the

Elysee. It was made clear that considerable progress
had been made during the year as to broadening the

sources for the supply of the raw material ;
efficient

ginning, baling, and transport ;
the new form of cotton

contract, an improved bill of lading, mill fire insurance,

organisation, statistics, etc. At this Congress Mr. Moritz

Schanz read a most valuable historical, scientific, and

statistical paper on cotton growing in the United States of

America, not only dealing with the systems of cultivation

and harvesting, but of forwarding and shipping ;
the

extraction of oils from the cotton seeds, and the conse-

quent subsidiary industries. The origin and develop-
ment of the factory system in the United States was an

interesting chapter in this most compendious and well

constructed paper.
The great event between the fourth and fifth Congress

was the attendance of a large European delegation
at the Conference of cotton planters and spinners held

at Atalanta, Georgia, U.S.A. Here the planters met face

to face representative spinners, manufacturers, and
cotton exchange men from practically all over the world.

The Conference did much to expedite reforms in ginning,

baling, and in the storage and handling of cotton.

The sixth Congress, held in 1909, was in Milan, and
a few days before, in Rome, His Majesty the King of

Italy graciously received the members with great

cordiality. Here, again, particulars of the progress of

the Federation were found in the addresses delivered,

and the records of British and foreign cotton growing
were very satisfactory. The obligations felt by all the
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members of the Federation to restrict production from

time to time to meet the perils and disasters of cotton

shortage and speculation, have been again and again
demonstrated and never more so than in the trials

which afflict the trade through cotton shortage and

speculation at the close of 1909. The returns received

by Mr. Schmidt, the Secretary of the International

Federation, prove a patriotic adhesion to the sound

principles of restriction to deal with shortages in the

raw material. The great event of the Milan Congress
was the official association of the International Cotton

Federation with the International Institute of Agricul-

ture, founded by the King of Italy at Rome. The

beautiful building for carrying on the work of the latter

was erected by His Majesty, and opened by him in May,
1908. It was an enormous advantage to this institute

that the sympathy of Mr. Macara and through him that

of the International Federation was enlisted by Mr.

Lubin, who had made a pilgrimage of the capitals of

Europe and received little encouragement. The

accession of the help of the Federation which recognises

practically the natural alliance of the Agricultural

and Textile Arts has been of enormous value, and

illustrates, historically, the economic interdependence
of nations, Finis Coronal Opus.
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ARITHMETIC.

BUSINESS ARITHMETIC. Part I. In crown 8vo, cloth, 120 pp., is.

CONTENTS. Simple and Compound Rules, Reduction of Weights
and Measures, Vulgar and Decimal Fractions, Proportion and

Square Root Short methods in Multiplication and Division of

Decimals to a small number of places, together with a knowledge
of the degree of approximation possible Short methods in Multi-

plication, Division, Prices of Articles, Practice Interest and Discount,

Percentages and Averages, Commission and Brokerage Areas and
Quantities The Metric System and Coinage of France.

ANSWERS TO BUSINESS ARITHMETIC. Part I. Cloth, is.

BUSINESS ARITHMETIC. Part II. In crown 8vo, cloth, 144 pp., is. 6d.

CONTENTS. Stocks and Shares Profit and Loss Bills Receiv-
able and Bills Payable, Interest, True Discount and Bankers'
Discount. The Use of Logarithms more particularly for Problems
on Compound Interest, Insurance, and Annuities The more
important European Weights and Measures other than the Metric
The Coinage of Germany and the United States and the Weights,

Measures and Coinage of India.

ANSWERS TO BUSINESS ARITHMETIC. Part II. Cloth, is.

PITMAN 'S COMPLETE COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. In crown 8vo,
cloth, 264 pp., 2s. 6d.

Contains Parts I and II above mentioned.

ANSWERS TO PITMAN'S COMPLETE COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC.
Whole cloth, is. 6d.

PITMAN'S SMALLER COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. By C. W.
CROOK, B.A., B.Sc. This volume includes those parts of Arithmetic
which are necessary in commercial life. In crown 8vo, cloth, net is.

ANSWERS TO SMALLER COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. Net Is.

RAPID METHODS IN ARITHMETIC. By JOHN JOHNSON. In crown
8vo, cloth, 87 pp., net is.

Gives the quickest methods of obtaining solutions to Arithmetical

questions of a business character.

METHOD IN ARITHMETIC. By G. R. PURDIE, B.A. A guide to the

teaching of Arithmetic. In crown 8vo, cloth, 87 pp., is. 6d.

METHOD ARITHMETIC. Illustrates the principles explained in
" Method in Arithmetic." 324 pp. 33.

ANSWERS TO METHOD ARITHMETIC. 67 pp. Net 2s. 6d.

CIVIL SERVICE AND COMMERCIAL LONG AND CROSS TOTS.
In crown 8vo, 48 pp., 6d.

Contains 1,200 tests and numerous examples,



PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL SERIES

BOOK-KEEPING.
PITMAN'S PRIMER OF BOOK-KEEPING. Thoroughly prepares the

student for the study of more elaborate treatises. In crown 8vo,
144 pp., cloth, is.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. The entering up and posting up the Cash,
Purchases, and Sales Books Ledger Making the Trial Balance
and preparing the Balance Sheet Explanation of Bills of Exchange
and their Uses The Treatment of Bad Debts, Dishonoured Bills,

Consignments Outwards and Inwards, Partnership Accounts, etc.

Many fully-worked Examples, carefully graduated additional

Exercises, Facsimiles of Commercial Documents and Definitions of

Business Terms. The rulings and balances are shown in red ink.

ANSWERS TO PITMAN'S PRIMER OF BOOK-KEEPING. In
crown 8vo, cloth, is.

EASY EXERCISES FOR PITMAN'S PRIMER OF BOOK-KEEPING.
This work provides useful additional exercises for students of the
Primer of Book-keeping, and may be used either with or without
that text-book. The answers to the exercises are given at the end
of the book. In crown 8vo, 48 pp., 6d.

BOOK-KEEPING DIAGRAMS. By JAMES McKEE. These diagrams
show most graphically how the varied items in a set of transactions
should be entered in the books of account, how the Ledger Accounts
are closed, and the Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet
drawn out. Real, Personal, and Nominal Accounts are illustrated,
and useful notes and reference numbers are added, so that the
student at any stage may use the diagrams with advantage. In
crown 8vo, 36 pp., 6d.

BOOK-KEEPING SIMPLIFIED. A text-book covering all business

requirements and affording a thorough preparation for certificate

and professional examinations. Special features of the book are
the large number of examples worked in full, and the printing of

rulings and balances in red ink. New Edition, enlarged, and
thoroughly revised. In crown 8vo, cloth, 272 pp., 2s, 6d.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. The Ledger Journal Posting Trial

Balance and Balance Sheet Closing Entries Cash Books, various
forms Cheques Purchases and Sales Books Bad Debts Bills

of Exchange Returns and Allowances Capital and Revenue
Accounts Trading Account Consignments Outward and Inward

Purchases and Sales on Commission Joint Accounts Partner-

ships Branch and Departmental Accounts Contracts Sectional

Balancing Ledgers Reserves Inaccurate Trial Balances and their

Correction Business Abbreviations Business Terms and Their

Meanings Upwards of 100 Exercises, including Examination

Papers of the Royal Society of Arts, London Chamber of Commerce,
Lancashire and Cheshire Union of Institutes, etc., etc.

ANSWERS TO BOOK-KEEPING SIMPLIFIED. Revised Edition,
In crown 8vo, cloth, is.
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BOOK-KEEPING (continued).

PITMAN'S ADVANCED BOOK-KEEPING. In crown 8vo, cloth,
187 pp., 2s, 6d.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. Auditing The Preparation of Profit and
Loss Accounts and Balance Sheets Bankruptcy, Insolvency
Accounts and Statements of Affairs Joint Stock Companies'
Accounts, the Register of Members and Share Ledger, and the

Register of Transfers, etc. The Trading Accounts of Joint Stock

Companies, and the Profit and Loss Account and the Balance
Sheets Liquidation The Tabular System in General The
Tabular System as used in Hotels, etc.

ANSWERS TO PITMAN'S ADVANCED BOOK-KEEPING. In crown
8vo, cloth, is.

PITMAN'S COMPLETE BOOK-KEEPING. A thoroughly comprehen-
sive text-book, dealing with all departments of the subject, and
embracing practically every kind of account. With about 20
facsimiles of Company Forms, etc. Enlarged Edition. In crown
8vo, cloth, 432 pp., 53.
The FIRST PART gives full explanation of Single Entry Method

of Converting Books from Single to Double Entry Complete
Instruction in the Preparation of Balance Sheet How to Deal with

Receipts and Payments by Cheques and Bills Principal Laws
governing use of Paper Money Returns and Allowances Bad
Debts Dishonoured Bills, etc.

The SECOND PART deals with Agency Accounts Productive

Wages Account Brewery and Colliery Accounts Accounts for

Professional Services Hotel Book-keeping Accounts to be kept
in hospitals and other charitable institutions Theoretical and
Practical use of the Journal Joint Stock Company Book-keeping
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Accounts Executors' and Trustees'
Accounts The Double Account System employed in Railways,
Public Works, etc.

The THIRD PART gives thorough explanations of various kinds of

Shipping Accounts, and the terms, books, and forms connected
therewith. Inward and Outward Consignments Accounts Current
Book Bankers' Account Current How to Draw Bills against Ship-
ment The Compilation of Shipping Invoices and Account Sales
Letters of Hypothecation and Letters of Lien, with Specimens
of these important documents Orders by Telegraph Code
Calculations of C.I.F. Invoices, etc., etc.

BOOK-KEEPING FOR RETAILERS. By H. W. PORRITT and W.
NICKLIN, A.S.A.A. (See page 12.)

INCOME TAX ACCOUNTS'1AND HOW TO PREPARE THEM. Notes
on Income Tax Law and Practice. The task of preparing the returns
to be presented to the Commissioners is one of considerable responsi-
bility and no little difficulty. The present work has been designed
as a help to book-keepers and others who are entrusted with the

duty Decompiling the returns, and it deals with just those points
that are likely to occasion doubt or trouble. In crown 8vo, cloth,
80 pp., 2s.
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BOOK-KEEPING (continued).

ANSWERS TO PITMAN'S COMPLETE BOOK-KEEPING. Enlarged
Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth, 213 pp., 2s. 6d.

Contains answers to all the questions, and fully worked solutions
to all the exercises in the text-book.

ADDITIONAL EXERCISES IN BOOK-KEEPING. Nos. I and II. In
crown 8vo, 48 pp., each 6d.

Containing papers recently set by the leading Examining Bodies
;

College of Preceptors ; National Union of Teachers, Elementary,
Junior, and Senior

;
Civil Service

; London Chamber of Commerce ;

Society of Accountants and Auditors
;

Institute of Chartered
Accountants

;
Institute of Bankers ;

Union of Lancashire and
Cheshire Institutes, etc., etc.

ANSWERS TO THE ABOVE EXERCISES. Nos. I and II. Each 6d.

PITMAN'S BOOK-KEEPING TEST CARDS. A series of carefully

graded tests in book-keeping by which the student's progress can
be satisfactorily gauged. There are three sets, Elementary, Inter-

mediate, and Advanced, and each set contains 20 cards with a

varying number of questions on each card selected from those

actually set by the different examining bodies. Each set is graded
in difficulty, printed on stout cards and put up in a strong cloth
case with two sets of answers arranged in book form. The Answers
are full and explicit, detailed workings being given and explanations
where required. ELEMENTARY, INTERMEDIATE, AND ADVANCED.
Per set, is. 6d.

PITMAN'S BUSINESS BOOK-KEEPING TRANSACTIONS. No. i. is.

Including 52 forms for Invoices, Cheques, etc., and 8 blank Exercise
Books enclosed in envelope. This work is planned to teach the

principles of Book-keeping and at the same time furnish an insight
into actual business methods. This is accomplished by the employ-
ment of a text-book giving particulars (with copious explanatory
notes) of the transactions of a trader, accompanied by facsimiles

of all documents which would be received, and of blank forms
such as Invoices, Cheques, Bank Paying-in Slip Book, Account
Books, etc., by which the trader would make and record his

transactions.

PITMAN'S BOOK-KEEPING TRANSACTIONS. No. 2. This new
work is arranged on a plan very similar to that which has proved so

successful in the case of Book-keeping Transactions, No. 1
; but, of

course, the transactions include items of a rather more advanced
character. There is a concisely-written text-book, giving clear and

explicit instructions in the principles of Book-keeping, full particu-
lars regarding the transactions of a trader, and the trader's books of

account, forms, documents, etc., the whole enclosed in a stout

envelope. The new work is arranged so as to give not only
instruction in Book-keeping, but 'also a good deal of reliable

information relating to business methods. Price 2s.
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BOOK-KEEPING (continued).

PITMAN'S HOTEL BOOK-KEEPING. A practical text-book explain-

ing the principles of book-keeping as applied to Hotel accounts.

With illustrative forms and exercises. In crown 8vo, cloth,

72 pp., 2s. 6d.

HOW TO TEACH BOOK-KEEPING. By H. W. PORRITT and
W. NICKLIN, A.S.A.A. The authors of this valuable book are

professional accountants who have also a large and varied experience
in the conduct of classes and the coaching of candidates for Book-

keeping examinations. The book abounds with practical hints as

to the management of classes, the treatment of backward pupils,
the examination and marking of papers, etc. There are also

specimen courses of lessons suitable for elementary, intermediate,
and advanced students, with fully-worked keys, balance sheets, and
so on. While primarily appealing to teachers, this book will

also be found useful to the learner who is unable to attend a class

or who wishes to extend his knowledge beyond what he is able to

gain in a class. In crown 8vo, cloth, 180 pp., net 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S BOOK-KEEPING ANNUAL. Volume I. This volume, the

first of its kind, contains the actual papers set at the 1909 Examina-
tions of the principal Education authorities, including The Royal
Society of Arts, The London Chamber of Commerce, The Union of

Lancashire and Cheshire Institutes, The National Union of Teachers,
with answers thereto, and full answers to the many questions on
Commercial Law and Business Practice. In crown 8vo, cloth,

212 pp., 2s. 6d.

HOW TO BECOME A QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT. By R. A. WITTY,
A.S.A.A. This book is intended for a guide for those who are

desirous of taking up Accountancy as a profession ;
but many of

its pages will be of use to those who are already accountants,
and who must have, in the ordinary course of things, pupils
and others who are seeking advice from them as to the best

methods to be adopted upon entering the profession. For this

reason considerable space is devoted to the preparation for exam-
inations, and general advice as to the commencement of practice.
Second Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth, 120 pp., net 2s.

ACCOUNTANCY. By F. W. PIXLEY, F.C.A., Barrister-at-Law. The
student of Book-keeping, who has thorougly mastered his subject,
cannot do better than devote himself to the higher branches of the

work, and study what is described under the general head of Ac-

countancy. The present work on Accountancy is an entirely new
book, and will be found to be full of interest and instruction. The
author is not only a barrister, but also a member of one of the most
eminent firms of accountants in the City of London. His theoretical

knowledge and his wide practical experience render him one of the

best living authorities upon Accountancy. He has treated the whole

field, which he has mapped out in a most thorough fashion, and
whatever he says may be relied upon as being the latest and most

up-to-date exposition of the subject. In demy 8vo, cloth, 318 pp.,

53. net.
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BOOK-KEEPING (continued).

IDEAL MANUSCRIPT BOOKS FOR BOOK-KEEPING. Specially
ruled and adapted for working the exercises contained in the
Primer of Book-keeping. The sets consists of : Cash Book and
Journal ;

Purchase Book ; Sales Book
; Ledger. Each 2d.

AVON EXERCISE BOOKS FOR BOOK-KEEPING. Specially adapted
for the exercise in

"
Book-keeping Simplified

"
or

" Advanced
Book-keeping." Fcap. folio. Journal, 3d. ;

Cash Book, 3d. ;

Ledger, 6d.

BUSINESS TRAINING.

OFFICE ROUTINE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS, ist STAGE. In crown
8vo, 64 pp., 6d.

Deals with the treatment of outgoing and incoming letters, Postal

arrangements, means of remitting money and forwarding goods.
OFFICE ROUTINE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS, 2nd STAGE. In crown

8vo, 64 pp., 6d.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. Business Forms, such as Invoices, Credit

Notes, etc. Telegrams The Telephone Banks and Banking,
Joint-Stock and Private Banks, Post Office Savings Bank, etc.

OFFICE ROUTINE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS, 3rd STAGE. In crown
8vo, 64 pp., 6d.

Deals with Explanation of Terms Promissory Notes and
Discount Terms used in Payment of Accounts, etc. Bills of

Exchange Stocks, Dividends, etc. Government Securities

Business Correspondence.
COUNTING-HOUSE ROUTINE, ist Year's Course. In crown 8vo,

cloth, 144 pp., is.

Treats of Advertisements, Correspondence, Forwarding of Goods,
Remittances, Receipts, Precis Writing, etc., etc.

COUNTING-HOUSE ROUTINE. 2nd Year's Course. In crown 8vo,
cloth, 144 pp., is. 6d.

Ddals with Inland and Foreign Invoices Railway Rates and
Cable Systems Bank Deposits and Current Accounts Bills of

Exchange The Markets The Shipment of Merchandise Business

Correspondence Printers' Proofs The County Court, etc.

GUIDE TO BUSINESS CUSTOMS AND PRACTICE ON THE CON-
TINENT. By A. E. DAVIES. Contains information of the utmost
value to all who have business relations with Continental firms, or

who have to visit the Continent for business or pleasure. In crown
8vo, cloth, 154 pp., net 2s. 6d.

HOW TO GET A SITUATION ABROAD. By ALBERT EMIL DAVIES.
Gives information of the most reliable character to those who
desire to obtain an appointment in a foreign country. Also states

the prospects of advancement in such a position ;
the varying

conditions of life in different countries ; the cost of living ;
the

opportunities afforded of perfecting one's knowledge of the foreign

language, etc. In frown 8vo, cloth, net is. 6d.
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BUSINESS TRAINING (continued).

MASTERS'NEW READY RECKONER. PITMAN'S EDITION. Contains

63,000 calculations. In foolscap 8vo, cloth, 358 pp., is.

GEOGRAPHICAL-STATISTIC UNIVERSAL POCKET ATLAS. By
Professor A. L. HICKMAN. Second Edition. This handy Atlas
contains sixty-four splendidly coloured maps and tables, including
pictorial charts of the heavens, the races of mankind, religions and

languages of the World, statistics of productions, educational tables,

coinage, public debts, shipping, coats of arms, railways and tele-

graphs, imports and exports, principal towns of the World, and a
mass of other useful information. In demy 18mo., cloth, 55. net.

HOW TO START IN LIFE. By A. KINGSTON. In crown 8vo, cloth,
128 pp., is. 6d.

A Popular Guide to Commercial, Municipal, Civil Service, and
Professional Employment. Deals with over 70 distinct kinds of

Employment.

PITMAN 'S MANUAL OF BUSINESS TRAINING. Contains fifty-seven

maps and facsimiles. Seventh Edition, thoroughly revised and

considerably enlarged. In crown 8vo, cloth, 282 pp., 2s. 6d.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. Conditions of Commerce Inward Corre-

spondence Outward Postal Information The Telegraph and

Telephone Business Letter Writing, etc. Office Books and
Business Forms Market Reports Railways and Canals For-

warding Goods by Rail Channels of Commerce Custom and
Excise Duties Importing Exporting Insurance Private Firms
and Public Companies The World's Currencies Banks and

Banking Bills of Exchange Bankruptcy and the County Court
Two hundred Questions on the Chapters.

PITMAN'S BUSINESS TERMS AND PHRASES with equivalents in

French, German, and Spanish, and a number of Facsimile Docu-
ments. In crown 8vo, cloth, 231 pp., 2s. 6d.

GUIDE TO INDEXING AND PRECIS WRITING. (See page 13.)

INDEXING AND PRECIS WRITING. A text-book specially adapted
to the present requirements of Candidates for Examinations.

By A. J. LAWFORD-JONES, of H.M. Civil Service, Medallist and First

Prizeman, Society of Arts, 1900. In crown 8vo, cloth, 144 pp.,
is. 6d.

EXERCISES AND ANSWERS IN INDEXING AND PRECIS WRITING.
By WM. JAYNE WESTON, M.A. (Lond.). A carefully selected list

of actual exercises and test papers with model workings. The
author's notes on the various exercises contain many useful hints

and some sound advice for the student. In crown 8vo, cloth,
144 pp., is. 6d.
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BUSINESS TRAINING (continued).

HOW TO TEACH BUSINESS TRAINING. By F. HEELIS, F.C.I. S.

This book contains chapters on teaching methods, the presentation
of the subject, the illustration of the lesson, home work, examina-

tions, individual and class tuition, tuition by correspondence,

apparatus required, etc., etc. There are also valuable and sugges-
tive notes of lessons, specimen courses, exercises, specimen forms,
etc. In crown 8vo, 160 pp., 2s. 6d. net.

QUESTIONS IN BUSINESS TRAINING. By F. HEELIS, F.C.I.S.

Questions taken from the actual examinations of such authorities

as The Union of Lancashire and Cheshire Institutes, The West
Riding County Council, and similar important bodies. With many
original questions specially framed for the purpose of testing a
student's knowledge. There will shortly be issued the Answers to

these Questions, and the two books will subsequently be published
in one volume. In crown 8vo, cloth, 108 pp., is.

SALESMANSHIP. A Practical Guide for Shop Assistant, Commercial
Traveller, and Agent. By W. A. CORBION and G. E. GRIMSDALE.
The authors deal at length with the influence of character upon
salesmanship, the relation of the salesman to the buyer, the know-

ledge and care of stock, suggestive salesmanship, the avoidance
or rectification of mistakes, system, etc. The lessons for the

guidance of the salesman are illustrated by concrete examples, so that
the work is eminently practical throughout. In crown 8vo, 186 pp.,
net 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S TRADERS' HANDBOOKS.

The new volumes have been prepared with the idea of assisting the
earnest business man who is engaged in trade to render himself
more efficient in his work. Each in crown 8vo, cloth, 260 pp.,
net 2s. 6d.

DRAPERY. By RICHARD BEYNON. The advice given in these pages
proceeds from an author who is well known in the trade, and who
has devoted his life to it. He has traversed the whole field of

Drapery in a thoroughly practical fashion, and writes with the
wisdom that comes from forty yeaijj' actual experience.

GROCERY. By W. F. TUPMAN. The author of this volume is well

known as the winner of the first prize of a fully stocked shop, valued

^500, in the Grocers' Competitive Examination last year, and he
has followed up that success by a course of lectures given at Bristol

and elsewhere. The main portions of the lectures are reproduced
in the present volume.

Other Volumes in preparation.
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COMMON COMMODITIES OF COMMERCE SERIES.

Each book in crown 8vo, cloth, with coloured frontispiece and many
illustrations, maps, charts, etc., net is. 6d.

This series is started with the object of enabling the business

man or trader, thoroughly to equip himself for the efficient perform-
ance of his specific work and to enlighten the general reader's mind

regarding some of our commonest commodities of commerce. In

each handbook a particular produce is treated by an expert writer

and practical man of business. Beginning with the life history of

the plant, or other natural product, he follows its development
until it becomes a commercial commodity, and so on through the

various phases of its sale in the market and its purchase by the

consumer. Volumes on Tea, Coffee, Cotton, Oil and Sugar start

the series.

TEA. From Grower to Consumer. By A. IBBETSON. The author is

well known in the Tea world through his connection with the

important house of Messrs. Joseph Travers & Sons. Mr. Ibbetson's

pages give much help and information regarding the conditions of

the Tea trade, the world's consumption of the product, and the

fluctuation in price, the crops of particular years, the mystery of

the art of blending, and so forth.

COFFEE. From Grower to Consumer. By B. B. KEABLE. Mr.

Keabls, like Mr. Ibbetson, is in the well-known house of Messrs.

Joseph Travers & Sons, and can substantiate his claim to be an

authority on Coffee. His book will be found, as in the case of that

of Tea, to trace the progress of this commodity throughout.

COTTON. From the Raw Material to the Finished Product. By
R. J. PEAKE. The author has had the supreme advantage of

being in close touch with Mr. C. W. Macara, Chairman of the

Committee of International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners
and Manufacturers, who has contributed advice and read the

proofs of the book as it passed through the Press. This little

handbook will be found to contain just the kind of information that

is required on the greatest of our national industries.

* SUGAR. By GEO. MARTINEAU, C.B.

* OIL (MINERAL, ESSENTIAL, AND FATTY). By C. A. MITCHELL.

* Ready Shortly.
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PRACTICAL PRIMERS OF BUSINESS.

Each volume in this series is intended to serve the purpose of an intro-

duction to the particular subject treated, and also to meet the

requirements of those who do not wish to gain more than a slight but
useful knowledge of the subject.

BOOK-KEEPING FOR RETAILERS. By H. W. PORRITT and W.
NICKLIN, A.S.A.A. The authors of this new book have had in their

professional capacity a great amount of experience in retailers'

accounts, and in this handy little volume they present a system of

book-keeping for retailers designedly simple, easy in operation, and
accurate in its results. The adaptation of the system to various
retail businesses is clearly discussed and explained. Numerous
illustrations and examples simplify the treatment. Additional

chapters deal with "
Incidental Matters," such as leases, rates,

assessment, and stock-taking, the various necessary forms of

insurance, the making out of income-tax returns, partnerships and
limited companies. In crown 8vo, cloth, 130 pp., net is.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND CORRESPONDENCE. By J. F.

DAVIS, D.Lit., M.A., LL.B. (Lond.). The purpose of this book is,

by means of a few simple rules, to enable a writer of either sex to

express himself or herself clearly and correctly in the mother tongue
as it ought to be written. The first part contains chapters on
accidence with examples from Commercial Correspondence. The
second part deals with syntax, parsing, analysis, and punctuation.
The third part treats of the construction of sentences ; precision
and order, and the choice of words

;
and closes with specimens of

business letters. The author, from his experience as examiner in

English to the University of London and the Institute of Bankers,
is peculiarly fitted to deal with this subject. In crown 8vo, cloth,
118 pp., net is.

THE ELEMENTS OF COMMERCIAL LAW. By A. H. DOUGLAS,
LL.B. (Lond.). In the present volume the general principles of

commercial law are presented. Examples and illustrations are

freely used, in order that the subject may be made as intelligible
and interesting as possible. In the first portion of the book the

general principles of contract are discussed in comprehensive fashion,
and later chapters deal with commercial relationships, partnerships,
the sale and carriage of goods, and negotiable instruments. The
author is a barrister-at-law who has attained the highest academic
distinction both at the Inns of Court and London University. In
crown 8vo, cloth, 128 pp., net is.
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PRACTICAL PRIMERS OF BUSINESS (continued).

GUIDE TO INDEXING AND PRECIS WRITING. By WILLIAM JAYNE
WESTON, M. A., and E. BOWKER. The present little work is intended

primarily for candidates for the Civil Service, the Society of Arts,
and similar examinations in the subject of Indexing and Precis

Writing. All, however, who are to be tested as to their ability to
select and present the essence of many documents would be able to
use the Guide with much advantage. The papers included deal
with a variety of subjects, and they are fully worked, so that the
student may see at a glance the best form of solution to a given
exercise. It may be added that the whole of the exercises included
in the book are reproductions of actual examination papers. In
crown 8vo, cloth, 116 pp., net is.

THE MONEY, AND THE STOCK AND SHARE MARKETS. By EMIL
DAVIES. The idea of the author of this volume is not so much to

give information to experts, but rather to assist the uninitiated in

the somewhat complicated subjects of stock and share transactions.

The author has for many years been actively engaged in the higher
branches of finance, and makes the present primer as comprehensive
and practical a work as possible. It is hoped that the second part,

dealing with the stock and share markets, will be of interest and
use, not only to business students, but also to the great body of

small investors. In crown 8vo, cloth, 124 pp., net is.

SHIPPING. By ARNOLD HALL and F. HEYWOOD. This book consti-

tutes a reliable guide to the routine in connection with the shipment
of goods and the clearance of vessels inwards and outwards. Part I

describes the work of a shipper, and explains his duties after the

receipt of the indent, in packing, forwarding, and insuring the goods,

making out and sending the invoices, telegraphing, the routine of

obtaining payment, customs formalities, claims for insurance, etc.

Part II gives precise information regarding the work of a ship-

broker, the entry and clearance inwards, the details in connection

with the Custom House and the Shipping Office, the entry outwards,

riggers, runners, and pilots, the Docks, Warehousing, Shipping,

Exchange, etc., etc. The book is illustrated with twenty-seven

reproductions of actual shipping forms, and there is a complete
8vo, cloth, 108 pp., net is.
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PRACTICAL PRIMERS OF BUSINESS (continued).

THE ELEMENTS OF BANKING. By J. P. GANDY. Besides giving a
brief history of Banking, this book deals practically with such
matters as Opening an Account, the various forms of Cheques,
Crossings, Endorsements, Bills of Exchange, the Rights of Holders
of those instruments, Promissory Notes, the Pass Book, and the

Collecting Banker. There are also chapters explanatory of the
Bankers' Clearing House, the necessary steps to be taken in the case
of dishonoured bills and cheques, etc. The Banker's obligations to

his customers, the rights and duties of agents and trustees, Partner-

ship Accounts and Companies' Accounts are all fully dealt with,
while Circular Notes and Letters of Credit receive adequate attention.
In crown 8vo, cloth, 140 pp., net is.

THE ELEMENTS OF INSURANCE. By J. ALFRED EKE. This new
work presents in a brief form a vast amount of information with

regard to the principles and practice of the important business of

insurance. Workmen's compensation insurance is fully dealt with,
and the book also treats of baggage insurance, bad debt insurance,
live-stock insurance, stock insurance, etc., etc. There are chapters
on carriage insurance, burglary insurance, marine, fire, and life

insurance, with full explanations of the various kinds of policies, and
in many cases reproductions of the documents. As to the creden-
tials of the author, it will be sufficient to say that the whole of

his business life has been spent in the study and practice of insurance,
and that he is connected with one of the largest insurance companies
in the country. In crown 8vo, cloth, 140 pp., net is.

*ADVERTISING. By HOWARD BRIDGEWATER. The author of

this little work is the Advertisement Manager of a well-known

daily paper, and the writer of many articles on the subject of

advertising. He speaks, therefore, with the authority which
comes of long experience. In the present work, Mr. Bridgewater
sets forth the principles to be observed in drawing up advertise-

ments, points out the errors that are to be avoided, gives hints on
the preparation of

"
copy," and the choice of suitable media,

describes the processes employed in reproducing illustrations of

various kinds, and discusses the questions of type display and the

frequency of insertion, etc., etc. The book is illustrated by exam-

ples of good and bad advertisements, representative of various

businesses. In^crown 8vo, cloth, net is.

Other Volumes in Preparation.

*
Ready shortly.
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BUSINESS MAN'S HANDBOOKS.
PITMAN 'S BUSINESS MAN 'S GUIDE. Fifth Edition, Revised. With

French, German and Spanish equivalents for the Commercial Words
and Terms. Edited by J. A. SLATER, B.A., LL.B., of the Middle

Temple, Barrister-at-law, and author of
" Commercial Law of

England."
'

The information is of such a character as will assist a
business man in an emergency and will clear up doubts and diffi-

culties of everyday occurrence. The work includes over 2,000
articles. In crown 8vo, cloth cover of special design, 500 pp.,
net 33. 6d.

PITMAN 'S PUBLIC MAN 'S GUIDE. A Handbook for all who take an
interest in questions of the day. Edited by J. A. SLATER, B.A.,
LL.B. (Lond.). The object of this book is to enable its readers to

find within a comparatively compact compass information on any
subject which can possibly bear upon matters political, diplomatic,

municipal, or imperial. There is no book of a similar nature

published, and this will be found invaluable to all public men and

platform speakers. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 444 pp., 33. 6d. net.

OFFICE ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT, INCLUDING SECRE-
TARIAL WORK. By LAWRENCE R. DICKSEE, M. Com. F.C.A., and
H. E. BLAIN, Tramways Manager, County Borough of West Ham.

This volume gives in detail, with the aid" of specially selected illus-

trations and copies of actual business forms, a complete description
of Office Organisation and Management under the most improved
and up-to-date methods. It has been specially written so as to be
of service either to those who are about to organise the office work
of a new undertaking, or to those who are desirous of modernizing
their office arrangements so as to cope more successfully with the

ever increasing competition which is to be met with. In demy
8vo, cloth gilt, 306 pp., net 53.

INSURANCE OFFICE ORGANISATION, MANAGEMENT, AND AC-
COUNTS. By T. E. YOUNG, B.A., F.R.A.S., and RICHARD MASTERS,
A.C.A. Mr. Young, who has held with marked distinction some
of the highest positions in the Insurance world, enjoys an
international reputation as an expert in the subject, while Mr.

Masters, from his long practical experience as an Insurance Accoun-

tant, is familiar with every detail of the book-keeping requisite to

a well-conducted office. Second Edition, Revised. In demy 8vo,

cloth gilt, 146 pp., net 33. 6d.

SHIPPING OFFICE ORGANISATION, MANAGEMENT AND
ACCOUNTS. By ALFRED CALVERT. Full information is given in

this new book of the methods of securing orders, getting in patterns,

circularising foreign firms, conditions of sale, fulfilling contracts,

making up and packing goods for shipment, arranging for insurance,

shipment and freight, chartering of vessels, pricing and invoicing
the goods, preparing the bills of lading, etc., etc. The book contains

many and varied shipping documents in facsimile. Put in a few

brief words, the new work gives an accurate insight into the thousand
and one technicalities associated with the intricate business of a

shipping house. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 203 pp., net 5s,
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BUSINESS MAN'S HANDBOOKS (continued).

* SOLICITOR'S OFFICE ORGANISATION, MANAGEMENT, AND
ACCOUNTS. By E. A. COPE, and H. W. ROBINS. In demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, net 5s.

* BANK ORGANISATION, MANAGEMENT, AND ACCOUNTS. By
J. F. DAVIS, M.A., D.Lit., LL.B. (Lond.). In demy 8vo, cloth

gilt, net 53.

PITMAN'S BILLS, CHEQUES, AND NOTES: A HANDBOOK FOR
BUSINESS MEN AND COMMERCIAL STUDENTS.
The attempt has been made in this book to trace the principal

negotiable instruments, viz., bills of exchange, cheques and promis-
sory notes, from their inception to their discharge, and to point
out the exact position occupied by every person who is in any way
connected with these documents. The Bills of Exchange Act, 1882,
and the Amending Act, Bills of Exchange (Crossed Cheques) Act,
1906, are printed in extenso in the Appendix. In demy 8vo, cloth

gilt, 206 pp., net 2s. 6d.

INSURANCE. By T. E. YOUNG, B.A., F.R.A.S., ex-President of the
Institute of Actuaries

;
ex-Chairman of the Life Offices' Association,

etc., etc. A complete and practical exposition for the Student and
the Business Man of the principles and practice of Insurance pre-
sented in a simple and lucid style, and illustrated by the author's
actual experience as a Manager and Actuary of long standing. This
book has been written expressly for (1) The Actuarial student,

(2) The student of Fire, Marine and Insurance generally, (3) The
Insurance Clerk, (4) The Business Man. It treats in an elemen-

tary and intelligible manner of the principles, processes and conduct
of Insurance business as a key to the interpretation of the accounts
and practice of offices and as a comprehensive foundation for

maturer study. Second Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 408 pp.,
net 5s.

MONEY, EXCHANGE, AND BANKING. Second Edition, Revised. A
Complete and Practical Treatise for Bank Officials, Men of Business,
and Commercial Students. By H. T. EASTON, of the Union of

London and Smiths Bank, Ltd., Associate of the Institute ol

Bankers, author of
" Banks and Banking,"

" The Work of a Bank,"
etc. A practical work, covering the whole field of banking and

providing new and valuable features of great use to the student, bank
clerk, or man of business. In addition to an important chapter
dealing with the arithmetic of the Exchanges, there is a very full

explanation of bank book-keeping, a complete glossary of all terms
used in the banking world, and a section dealing with the law relating
to banking considered not from a legal standpoint, but from the point
of view of the practical banker or business man. Second Edition,
Revised. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 312 pp., net 53.

* Ready immediately.
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BUSINESS MAN'S HANDBOOKS (continued). .

THE HISTORY, LAW, AND PRACTICE OF THE STOCK EXCHANGE.
By A. P. POLEY, B.A., Barrister-at-Law, and F. H. CARRUTHERS
GOULD, of the Stock Exchange. A complete compendium of the law
and the present practice of the Stock Exchange. Special attention
is devoted to the Rules of the Stock Exchange, and these are given
in full. Mr. Poley, who is well known as a writer upon legal subjects,
and whose work on solicitors is the leading authority upon the sub-

ject, deals fully with all the latest legal decisions touching the Stock

Exchange, while so far as the practice is concerned, this portion of
the book has been dealt with by a well-known member of the

Exchange itself. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 338 pp., net 5s.

PITMAN'S MERCANTILE LAW. By J. A. SLATER, B.A., LL.B.
As a practical exposition for law students, business men, and
advanced classes in commercial colleges and schools, this volume
will be found invaluable. Without being a technical law book,
it provides within moderate compass a clear and accurate guide
to the Principles of Mercantile Law in England, and as such will

especially appeal to the business man. Second, Revised and
Cheaper Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 448 pp., net 5s.

THE LAW OF HEAVY AND LIGHT MECHANICAL TRACTION ON
HIGHWAYS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. By C. A. MONTAGUE
BARLOW, M.A., LL.D., and W. JOYNSON HICKS. The Locomo-
tive Act, 1861

;
The Locomotives Act, 1865

;
The Roads and Bridges

(Scotland) Act, 1878
;
The Locomotives Amendment (Scotland)

Act, 1878 ;
The Highways and Locomotives Act, 1878 (so far as it

relates to locomotives) ;
The Public Health (Ireland) Amendment

Act, 1879, s. 6
;
The Locomotives on Highways Act, 1896

;
The

Locomotives Act, 1898, and The Motor Car Act, 1903 ; with Notes ;

and the Local Government Board Regulations, including Regula-
tions as to Tare Weight, together with a Summary of the English
and Scotch Reported Cases on Extraordinary Traffic. In demy
8vo, cloth gilt, 318 pp., net 8s. 6d.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF MARINE LAW. By LAWRENCE DUCKWORTH,
Barrister-at-Law. The method of treatment has been made
alphabetical for facility of reference. All the main principles
of Marine Law are thus brought together under their distinctive

headings, and the use of an elaborate index is dispensed with. The
latest authorities have been carefully consulted, and the latest

statutes and decisions are incorporated in the text. To all those

who have to deal with shipping in any shape or form, the present
volume will prove a most valuable handbook. Second Edition.

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 352 pp., net 5s.

COMPANIES AND COMPANY LAW. Together with the Companies
(Consolidation) Act, 1908. By A. C. CONNELL, LL.B. (Lond.).
In the present volume the law of Companies is treated on the lines

adopted by the new Consolidation Act. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt,

344 pp., net 55.

3
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BUSINESS MAN'S HANDBOOKS (continued).

THE LAW OF CARRIAGE. By J. E. R. STEPHENS, B.A. Of the
Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law. A clear and accurate account
of the general traders' rights and liabilities in everyday transactions
with carriers, whether by land or by water. Cases are quoted and
statutes cited, and a complete index renders the book easy of refer-

ence. The success of Mr. Stephens as a clear and able writer of

legal text-books is too well known to need anything more than the
mere mention of the fact. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 340 pp., net 5s.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ADVERTISING. By WALTER
DILL SCOTT, PH.D., Director of the Psychological Laboratory of

North-Western University, U.S.A.
The author of this work has made advertising the study of his

life and is acknowledged as one of the greatest authorities on the

subject in the United States. The book is so fascinatingly written
that it will appeal to many classes of readers. In large crown 8vo,
cloth, with 61 illustrations, 240 pp., net 6s.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ADVERTISING. A Simple Exposition of the

Principles of Psychology in their Relation to Successful Adver-

tising. By the same author. Professor DILL SCOTT has made a

very lengthy and careful examination of his subject, a task for which
his special training and his wide experience eminently qualify him.
In view of the publication of the present work he prosecuted
extensive inquiries as to the effect of various styles of advertising,
etc., receiving replies from about 2,300 business and professional
men. He gives us the result of his researches in this book. In

large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, with 67 illustrations, 282 pp., net 6s.

THE PRINCIPLES OF PRACTICAL PUBLICITY. Being a Treatise
on " The Art of Advertising." By TRUMAN A. DE WEESE. The
author was in charge of special Publicity for the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition at St. Louis (1904), and is Director of Publicity for one
of the largest advertising firms in America. The book will be found
a comprehensive and practical treatise covering the subject in all

its branches, showing the successful adaptation of advertising to

all lines of business. It has been written not only for the Manu-
facturer, the Merchant, the Business Man, and the student of

Advertising, but for everyone who is seeking to create a market for

a commodity or to increase the sales of his product. In large crown
8vo, cloth, with 43 full-page illustrations, 266 pp., net ys. 6d.

THE WORLD'S COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS. A descriptive account
of the Economic Plants of the World and of their Commercial Uses.

By W. G. FREEMAN, B.Sc., F.L.S., Superintendent, Colonial Econo-
mic Collections, Imperial Institute, London, and S. E. CHANDLER,
D.Sc., E.L.S., Assistant, Colonial Economic Collections, Imperial
Institute, London. With contributions by numerous Specialists.
This is a fully illustrated work dealing with the Vegetable Commer-
cial Products of the World. Twelve coloured plates are added, and
the addition of maps renders the work most valuable for information
and reference. In demy 4to, cloth gilt, 400 pp., net IDS. 6d.
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BUSINESS MAN'S HANDBOOKS (continued).

PITMAN'S OFFICE DESK BOOK. Contains most of the matters

upon which information is constantly required in an office. Gives
reliable information on points of Commercial Law, Banking, and
Bank Notes, Bills of Exchange, the Board of Trade, Joint Stock

Companies, Deeds, Taxes, Weights and Measures, Insurance, Im-

porting and Exporting, Foreign Exchanges, Methods of Calculation,

etc., etc., and also a useful Ready Reckoner. Second, Revised and

Cheaper Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth, 309 pp., net is

WHERE TO LOOK. An easy guide to the contents of certain specified
books of reference. Third Annual Edition, revised and augmented
with the assistance of a prominent Public Librarian, and the

Foreign Librarian, of Mudie's. Including a list of the principal
continental and American books of reference with a note of their

contents. In crown 8vo, cloth, 140 pp., net 2s.

PITMAN'S SECRETARY'S HANDBOOK. Edited by HERBERT E.

BLAIN, joint author of
" Pitman's Office Organisation and Manage-

ment." An entirely new work, written on an original plan, and

dealing in a concise yet sufficiently full manner with the work and
duties in connection with the position of Secretary to a Member of

Parliament or other public man
;
to a Country Gentleman with a

landed estate ; a charitable institution ;
witli a section devoted

to the work of the Lady Secretary, and a chapter dealing with
secretarial work in general. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 168 pp.,
net 33. 6d.

PITMAN'S GUIDE FOR THE COMPANY SECRETARY. A Practical

Manual and Work of Reference with regard to the Duties of a

Secretary to a Joint Stock Company. By ARTHUR COLES, A.C.I.S.,
Sometime Lecturer in the Technological Schools of the London
County Council. With an Introduction by HERBERT E. BLAIN.
The author has had many years' practical experience of Company
Secretarial work, which is dealt with very exhaustively and freely
illustrated with fifty-four facsimile forms. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt,

346 pp., 5s. net,

HOUSEHOLD LAW. By J. A. SLATER, B.A., LL.B. (Lond.). The
present volume has been prepared on lines similar to those adopted
by the author in his successful work on "

Mercantile Law.*" The
treatment of the subject is essentially popular, and the nature of the
information conveyed is such as every householder should be able

to satisfy himself upon without any considerable amount of research.

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 316 pp., net 53.

BANKRUPTCY AND BILLS OF SALE. By W. VALENTINE BALL,
M.A., Barrister-at-Law. The present volume deals with the law
of Bankruptcy and Bills of Sale in a manner similar to the treatment
of the other subjects which are included in Pitman's Commercial
Series. The principles are laid down with the utmost accuracy,
and full references are given to all the leading cases, especially those

of a recent date. A supplement is issued in every year when a
new edition does not appear. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 366 pp.,
net s.
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COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE AND

COMPOSITION.

PITMAN'S GUIDE TO COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE AND
BUSINESS COMPOSITION. By W. JAYNE WESTON, M.A. In-

tended for beginners in the study of commercial education, this book

gives simple but practical instruction in the art of business com-

position and the writing of commercial letters, and is suitable

either for private study or for use in class. It does not consist

merely of a collection of miscellaneous letters, but contains besides

revisionary exercises and many reproductions in facsimile of

commercial documents. In crown 8vo, quainter cloth, 146 pp.,
is. 6d.

INDEXING AND PRECIS WRITING. (See page 9.)

PUNCTUATION AS A MEANS OF EXPRESSION. By A. E. LOVELL,
M.A. A complete guide to the accurate use of stops in writing.
In crown 8vo, cloth, 80 pp., is. 6d.

THE AVON ENGLISH GRAMMAR PRIMER. This book has been

compiled to serve as a PRIMER, or beginner's book, in the study of

our own language. Special attention has been given to the synthesis
of sentences, as well as to their analysis. In crown 8vo, cloth,
219 pp., is.

A GUIDE TO ENGLISH COMPOSITION, with Progressive Exercises.

By the Rev. J. H. BACON, Rector of Great Gonerby, author of
" A Complete Guide to the Improvement of the Memory," etc. In

fcap. 8vo, 112 pp., paper, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

NOTES OF LESSONS ON ENGLISH. A comprehensive series of lessons

intended to assist teachers of English Composition and Grammar.
The amount of formal grammar is reduced to a minimum, while a

great variety of exercises for compositk n is provided. In crown 8vo,
cloth, 208 pp., 33. 6d.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND CORRESPONDENCE (DAVIS). (See

page 12.)

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE AND COMMERCIAL
ENGLISH. A new and practical Manual of Commercial Corre-

spondence in two divisions : first, Commercial Correspondence,
including about 340 letters

; and, second, Commercial English.
In crown 8vo, cloth, 272 pp. , 2s. 6d
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COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE, ETC. (continued).

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN FRENCH. This
work gives all the letters of

" Pitman's Commercial Correspondence"
in French, and also contains a List of French Commercial Abbrevia-

tions, French coinage, weights, measures, and other matter of

importance to the student of Commercial French, together with a
number of reduced facsimiles of actual French business forms
and documents. Notes are added to each letter. In crown 8vo,

cloth, 240 pp., 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN GERMAN. In
this work all the letters contained in

" Pitman's Commercial Corre-

spondence
"

are translated into German, with useful notes at the
foot of each letter. It also contains a list of German Business

Abbreviations, German coinage, weights, measures, etc., and reduced
facsimiles of a number of German documents and business forms.

In crown 8vo, cloth, 240 pp., 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN SPANISH. This
work contains a Spanish translation of all the letters in

" Pitman's
Commercial Correspondence," with copious notes on the idiomatic

phrases, etc., facsimiles of commercial documents, and a map of

Spain, with the names of the towns, rivers, etc., in Spanish. In
crown 8vo, 240 pp., 33.

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN SHORTHAND
(Reporting Style). This work gives in beautifully engraved
Shorthand all the letters included in

" Pitman's Commercial

Correspondence," with a chapter on the Shorthand Clerk and his

Duties. Every care is taken to secure a style of writing which shall

be a model. In crown 8vo, cloth, 240 pp., 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE LETTERS. In five

volumes, crown 8vo, cloth gilt ;
each about 250 pp.

English-German 2s. 6d. English 2s. 6d.

English-French 2s. 6d. English-Italian .... 33. od.

English-Portuguese .... 33. 6d.

Each volume contains a very large and widely varied collection of

business letters, arranged in groups and in series, and dealing at length
with (a) Business in Goods ; (6) Banking, etc. ; (c) Commission and

Consignment Business
;
and (d) The Transport and Insurance of

Merchandise. Each set of transactions is first presented in the
form of a precis or summary, and then the same transactions are

fully illustrated by letters. In the English-Foreign volumes the
information respecting the particular business treated, the precis
of the transactions, and the letters are given in English and in

either French, German, Italian, or Portuguese, according to the

language dealt with in the volume. In each of the five volumes
there are additional Exercises for practice, and a useful List of

Business Abbreviations in two or more languages, arranged in

parallel columns.
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COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE, ETC. (continued).

ELEMENTARY GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE. By LEWIS MARSH,
B. A. (Hons. ),

Cantab. Intended for students who are just beginning
the study of Commercial German. Facsimiles are furnished of

German commercial correspondence and business documents. In
crown 8vo, cloth, 143 pp., 2s.

THE FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT. By ALBERT EMIL DAVIES. For
the student, the youthful commercial aspirant, or the clerk wishful
of bettering his position, the book is a guide and counsellor. In
crown 8vo, cloth, 80 pp., net is. 6d.

PITMAN'S DICTIONARY OF COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE
IN FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH, AND ITALIAN. This volume
has been limited to the most common and ordinary terms and

phrases of a commercial nature. No intelligent person who has
a slight knowledge of the construction of French, German, Spanish,
or Italian, will find any difficulty in composing a commercial letter

in any of these languages, if a proper use of the work is made as

directed in the Introduction. In demy 8vo, cloth, 502 pp., net

75. 6d.

ENGLISH-GERMAN AND GERMAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY OF
BUSINESS WORDS AND TERMS. A new pocket English-German
and German-English Dictionary, with a list of Abbreviations in

general use, by FRITZ HUNDEL. Size 2 by 6 in., rounded corners,

roan, net 2s. 6d.

A NEW DICTIONARY OF THE PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH
LANGUAGES. Based on a manuscript of JULIUS CORNET, by
H. MICHAELIS. In two Parts. First Part : Portuguese-English.
Second Part : English-Portuguese. Colloquial, commercial, and
industrial terms have been plentifully introduced throughout the

book and irregularities in the formation of the plural and in the

conjugation of verbs have been carefully noted. Second Edition.

Two volumes, 153. each, net.

ABRIDGED EDITION. Two parts in one volume, net 155.

DICTIONARY OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS, with equivalents in

French, German, and Spanish. (See pages 30, 31, 32.) 2s. 6d.

COMMERCIAL DICTIONARY. In this book univocal words which

present no difficulty as to spelling are omitted, and abbreviations,

signs, anglicized foreign expressions, etc., are placed in their alpha-
betical order in the body of the book. The appendix contains forms
of address, foreign coinages, weights and measures, etc. In crown
8vo, paper boards, net gd. ; cloth, net is.

STUDIES IN ESSAY WRITING. By V. P. PEACOCK. This book deals,

in a very attractive manner, with the higher stages of the art of

English Composition. In crown 8vo, paper, net 6d., cloth, net 9d.
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COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY.
THE WORLD AND ITS COMMERCE : A Primer of Commercial

Geography. Contains simply written chapters on the general

geography of the world, the seven great industries, the commercial

geography of the British Empire at home and abroad, and of foreign
countries. The information conveyed is quite up-to-date. In
crown 8vo, cloth, 128 pp., with thirty-four additional maps, is.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. PART I. The World Generally The
Surface of the Earth Zones and Heat Belts Distribution of

Life Agriculture Herding and Ranching Fishing Lumbering
Mining Manufacturing Commerce.
PART II. The British Empire. The United Kingdom The

British Empire Abroad.
PART III. Foreign Countries.
A thorough description is given of the commercial position, the

mineral, agricultural and manufactured productions, and chief

commercial towns of each country.
PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED KING-

DOM. In crown 8vo, cloth, 128 pp., with 30 coloured maps and

plates, is.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. INTRODUCTION. Kinds of Commerce
Exchange and Exchanges Imports and Exports The Metric

System Manufactures The World generally. COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS. Common Metals and Minerals Commercial Products
of Animal Origin Common Plants and their Commercial Products.
THE UNITED KINGDOM. Position, Configuration and Coast Line

Manufactures Imports and Exports Means of Transport
Commercial Towns Trade Routes. ENGLAND AND WALES.
SCOTLAND. IRELAND. Mountains Metals and Minerals Pro-

ductions Animals Geographical Structure Climate Bogs
Lakes Fisheries.

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF BRITISH COLONIES
AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES. In crown 8vo, cloth, 144 pp., with
35 maps, is. 6d.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. THE BRITISH EMPIRE ABROAD. Naval
and Military Stations Canada and Newfoundland Australia,

Tasmania, and New Zealand the British Empire in Asia and
Africa the British West Indies, etc. FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Europe generally : France, Germany, Holland, Russia, Belgium,
Spain, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Italy, Switzerland, Austria-

Hungary, Portugal, Turkey, and Greece Minor European Coun-
tries Asia generally North America generally, the United
States Mexico and the Republics of Central America South
America generally, and the States of South America.

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE WORLD. For

Principal Contents see Books I and II immediately above. In
crown 8vo, cloth, 272 pp., with 72 maps and plates, 2s. 6d.

THE WORLD'S COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS. (See page 18.)

GEOGRAPHICAL STATISTIC UNIVERSAL POCKET ATLAS. (See

page 9.)
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COMMERCIAL HISTORY.

COMMERCIAL HISTORY. An introductory Treatise for the use of

advanced classes in schools. By J. R. V. MARCHANT, M.A., formerly
Scholar of Wadham College, Oxford, Examiner in Commercial

History to the London Chamber of Commerce. In crown 8vo,
cloth gilt, 272 pp.; 33.

PART I. The History of Commerce down to the end of the Middle

Ages Coloured Maps, Plates, Maps in black and white, fully
illustrated from ancient tapestries, sculptures, etc., etc.

PART II. The History of Commerce from the Middle Ages to the
Present Time. Maps, Plates, etc.

THE EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF ENGLAND, Edited by OSCAR
BROWNING, Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. 125 illustrations,

beautiful reproductions of eleven famous historical paintings,

genealogical tables, glossary, summary. 272 pp., is. lod.

COMMERCIAL LAW.

THE ELEMENTS OF COMMERCIAL LAW. By A. H. DOUGLAS,
LL.B. (Lond.). (See page 12.)

THE COMMERCIAL LAW OF ENGLAND. A Handbook for Business
Men and Advanced Classes in Schools. By J. A. SLATER, B.A.,
LL.B. (Lond.), of the Middle Temple and North-Eastern Circuit,

Barrister-at-Law. This work is intended for the service of advanced
students in schools

;
but it has been designed in an equally

important degree as a constant desk companion to the modern
man of business. It is believed that the method of treatment will

render the work a useful text-book for the various examinations
in Commercial Law. With five facsimiles. Bills of Exchange (at
3 mos.), do. (at sight), Bill of Lading, Charter Party, Cheque
crossings. Fourth Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth, 227 pp., 2s. 6d.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS IN COMMERCIAL LAW. By J. WELLS
THATCHER, Barrister-at-Law. This new book contains the whole
of the questions in Commercial Law set at the examinations of the

London Chamber of Commerce and the Royal Society of Arts, for the

years 1900 to 1909 inclusive, with the correct answers thereto.

In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s. 6d.
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COMMERCIAL LAW (continued).

PITMAN'S HANDBOOK OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW. Specially

designed for students for the Examination of the Institute of

Municipal Treasurers and Accountants (Incorporated), as well as

for all students engaged in the offices of Local Authorities in

England and Wales. By J. WELLS THATCHER, of the Middle

Temple, Barrister-at-Law. One of the Lecturers on Local Govern-
ment Law and Commercial Law for the Educational Committee of

the London County Council. In large 8vo, cloth gilt, 250 pp.,
net 35. 6d.

ELEMENTARY LAW FOR SHORTHAND CLERKS AND TYPISTS.
The plan followed in this work is that of giving such an account
of various branches of English law as shall serve to bring out the

precise significance of the chief terms customarily used by lawyers,
and often used by laymen. In crown 8vo, cloth, 213 pp., 2s. 6d.

LEGAL TERMS, PHRASES, AND ABBREVIATIONS. For typists
and Shorthand and other Junior Clerks. This work is supplemen-
tary to

"
Elementary Law," and its chief object is that of enabling

junior clerks in English legal offices to gain an intelligible grasp
of the meaning of the terms that they are called upon to employ
every day. In crown 8vo, cloth, 20,0 pp., 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S SOLICITOR'S CLERK'S GUIDE. By E. A. COPE. This
work is designed to serve for beginners and junior clerks in solicitors'

offices the purpose served as regards other callings by office guides
and other introductory technical books. In crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

CONVEYANCING. By E. A. COPE. Explains the essentials of a
contract relating to land, illustrates the nature, the form, and the
structure of the modern deed, the order of its contents, the impor-
tance of recitals, the clauses implied by virtue of the Conveyancing
and other Acts, the appropriate use of technical expressions, and
numerous other points. In crown Svo, cloth, 206 pp., net 33.

PITMAN'S BILLS, CHEQUES, AND NOTES. (See page 16.) Net 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S MERCANTILE LAW. By J. A. SLATER, B.A., LL.B.

(Seepage 17.) Net 53.

THE LAW OF HEAVY AND LIGHT MECHANICAL TRACTION
ON HIGHWAYS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. By C. A. MONTAGUE
BARLOW, M.A., LL.D., and W. JOYNSON HICKS. (See page 17.)
Net 8s. 6d.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MARINE LAW. By LAWRENCE DUCKWORTH,
Barrister-at-Law. (See page 17.) Net 5s.

BANKRUPTCY AND BILLS OF SALE. By W. VALENTINE BALL, M.A.,
Barrister-at-Law. (See page 19.) Net 53.

COMPANIES AND COMPANY LAW. By A. C. CONNELL, LL.B.
(See page 17.) Net 53.

THE LAW OF CARRIAGE. By J. E. R. STEPHENS, B.A., (See

page 18.) Net 53.
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COMMERCIAL READERS.

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL READER (Intermediate Book). A splen-'

didly illustrated reading book, written on the same general plan as

the Senior Book in the same series, but intended for younger
readers. It is divided into nine sections, dealing with the chief

branches of Modern Industry, such as Paper-making and the
Production of Books and Newspapers ; Steam and Machinery ;

Shipping ; Mining and Metal Works ; Electricity and its Uses ;

Cotton and what is made from it
; Woollen Manufactures, etc.

Each Section ends with the life story of some notable industrial

pioneer. In crown 8vo, cloth, 240 pp., is. gd.

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL READER (Senior Book). An Introduction
to Modern Commerce. The most important and valuable Reading
Book yet published for use in the Upper Classes in Day Schools
and in Evening Continuation Schools. Crown 8vo, cloth, 272 pp.,
25.

Contains over 160 black and white illustrations, which include

reproductions of famous pictures by Lord Leighton, P.R.A., Vicat

Cole, R.A., Sidney Cooper, R.A., and Marcus Stone, R.A., together
with portraits (reproduced from photographs) of Lord Rothschild,
Lord Armstrong, Lord Masham, Sir Alfred Jones, Sir George
Williams, Guglielmo Marconi, etc., etc., etc.

; six black and white

maps, and a coloured quarto Map of the World, showing the British

Empire, the chief Telegraph Cables and Steamer Routes, etc. ;

Glossary.

PITMAN'S FRENCH COMMERCIAL READER. Deals in an interest-

ing manner with the leading Commercial and National Institutions

of France. The reading. matter is most carefully selected, and while
the student of French is improving his mastery of the language, he
is at the same time getting a good insight into French commercial
methods. Thus, while reading about invoices, the actual document
is brought under his notice. Additional value is given to the book

by the inclusion of questions and exercises. Maps, illustrations,
and facsimiles of French commercial documents illustrate the

text, and, in addition, the book contains a selection of commercial

letters, a full list of commercial abbreviations in current use, and
an exhaustive vocabulary. In crown 8vo, cloth, 208 pp., 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S GERMAN COMMERCIAL READER. Prepared on similar

lines to the French Commercial Reader above. It furnishes a

practical introduction to German commercial institutions and
transactions, with questions and exercises which render it well

suited for use in schools. Students are afforded the fullest help
possible from plates, illustrations, maps, and facsimiles of German
commercial documents. The text has had the benefit of revision

by modern language masters in well-known schools.. In crown 8vo,

cloth, 208 pp., 2s. 6d.
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HANDWRITING.
PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL HANDWRITING AND CORRESPOND-

ENCE. A complete and reliable guide for the student of any kind
of handwriting, designed for use in class for self-tuition. In fcap.

quarto, quarter cloth, 2s.

Contains carefully graduated Exercises, together with Plain
and Practical Instructions for the Rapid Acquirement of a Facile

and Legible Business Style of Handwriting Furnishes also Explicit
Directions for the Formation of the Recognised Civil Service Style
Text Hand Legal Style Engrossing Style Block Lettering, as

Required for Business Purposes Valuable Hints on Business

Composition Specimens of Written Business Letters and Various
Commercial documents, such as Account Sales, Accounts Current,
Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes, I.O.U.'s, Invoices, Statements,

Receipts, etc. Lists of Business Abbreviations, and Particulars
of the Examination Requirements of the Society of Arts, Union of

Lancashire and Cheshire Institutes, Midland Union of Institutes

and other Examining Authorities.
The whole of the numerous exercises, copies and illustrations

are facsimile reproductions of the author's actual handwriting.
BUSINESS HANDWRITING. The object of this work is to enable

students to acquire the habit of writing with ease and rapidity,
in such a manner that the meaning of even careless writing may be
at once evident to the reader. The many illustrations and exercises

form a special feature of the work, and these are photographic
reproductions of the actual writing of the author and his professional
friends. In crown 8vo, quarter cloth, 84 pp., is.

PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL COPY AND EXERCISE BOOKS. These

Copy Books contain carefully graded sets of exercises in business
work. The copies are engraved in a clear style of writing, for the

purpose of guiding the student to a rapid and legible commercial
hand. In fcap. folio, 32 pp., each 6d.

No. i. Documents and Exercises relating to the Home Trade.
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. Commercial Terms and Abbreviations

Copying and Docketing Letters Copying and Arrangement of

Addresses Subscriptions and Signatures of Letters Letter-

Writing Composing Telegrams Home Invoices, Cheques, and
Receipts.

No. 2. Documents and Exercises relating to the Import and Export
Trade.

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. Shipping Invoices of various kinds
Account Sales Statements of Account Credit Notes Inland
Bill and Promissory Note Account Current Balance Sheets
Bills of Exchange Bank Deposit Slips Bills of Lading Advice
Notes Customs Declaration Forms and Despatch Notes for

Parcels Post Brokers' Notes Market Reports Price Lists
Letters of Advice Insurance Accounts, etc., with blank forms to
be filled up by the student, and also a list of Commercial Terms
and Abbreviations with their meanings.
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HANDWRITING (continued).

EXERCISE BOOK OF FACSIMILE COMMERCIAL FORMS. Designed
for the dual purpose of a copy book of commercial handwriting
and to enable the student to familiarize himself with the filling

up of business documents, etc. Among the forms given are :

Accounts Current, Account Sales, Invoices, Bills of Lading, Bills of

Exchange, Cheques, Consignment Notes, etc. In large post 4to,

printed in red and black, in wrapper, 32 pp., 6d.

PITMAN'S FACSIMILE COMMERCIAL FORMS. A collection of the
most common forms in everyday use in business to be filled up
by the student. 26 separate forms in envelope. 6d. Forms
separately, per dozen, 3d.

PITMAN'S OFFICE ROUTINE COPY BOOK, No. i, In large post 4to,
24 pp., 3d.

CONTAINS : Specimen Addresses Clerical, Commercial, Express
Delivery, French, German, Italian, Miscellaneous, Official, Private,

Railway, Registered, and Spanish, with forms for Transmitting
Money or Goods by Post or Rail.

PITMAN'S OFFICE ROUTINE COPY BOOK, No. 2. In large post 4to,
24 pp., 3d.

CONTAINS : Inland Invoices Statements of Accounts Receipts
Telephone Message and Reply A Credit Note Export Mer-

chant's Invoice Telegrams Cheques Letters Advising and

Acknowledging Payment.

PITMAN'S OFFICE ROUTINE COPY BOOK, No. 3. In large post 4to,
24 pp., 3d.

CONTAINS : Letters Ordering Goods Letters Advising Travel-

ler's Call House Agent's Letters Reply to an Inquiry Letter

enclosing Copy of Advertisement Application for Shares Letter

Advising Despatch of Catalogue Letter Advising Delivery of a

Cycle Letter Requesting a Special Favour Letter of Recom-
mendation Dunning Letters A Promissory Note Order for

Advertisement and Reply Banker's Receipt for Share Deposit.

CIVIL SERVICE AND COMMERCIAL COPYING FORMS. A collection

of papers set at various examinations, with suggestions for obtaining
the best results. In crown 8vo, 40 pp., 6d.

RULED FORMS for use with above. Books I and II. Each fcap.

folio, 40 pp., 8d.
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FRENCH AND ITALIAN.
PITMAN'S FRENCH COURSE, Part I. Grammar, with exercises,

carefully selected conversational phrases and sentences, corre-

spondence, short stories from French authors, and judiciously
chosen vocabulary with imitated pronunciation. In crown Svo,

paper, 6d. ; cloth, 8d.

PITMAN'S FRENCH COURSE, Part II. In crown 8vo, paper, 8d. ;

cloth, lod.

KEY TO PITMAN'S FRENCH COURSE, Parts I and II. In crown 8vo,
each is. 6d.

PITMAN'S PRACTICAL FRENCH GRAMMAR and Conversation
for Self-Tuition, with copious Vocabulary and Imitated Pronuncia-

tion. In crown 8vo, 120 pp., paper, is.
; cloth, is. 6d.

A CHILD'S FIRST STEPS IN FRENCH. By A. VIZETELLY. An
elementary French reader with vocabulary. Illustrated. In crown

8vo, limp cloth, 9d.

FRENCH BUSINESS LETTERS. A Practical Handbook of Commercial

Correspondence in the French Language, with copious notes in

English. In crown 4to, 6d.

COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN FRENCH. (See page 21.)
In crown 8vo, 240 pp., cloth, 2s. 6d.

FRENCH COMMERCIAL READER. (See page 26.) In crown 8vo,

cloth, 208 pp., 2s. 6d.

FRENCH COMMERCIAL PHRASES and Abbreviations with Trans-

lation. In crown 8vo, 6d.

FRENCH BUSINESS INTERVIEWS. With Correspondence, Invoices,

L etc., each forming a complete Commercial Transaction, including
Technical Terms and Idiomatic Expressions, accompanied by a

copious vocabulary and notes in English. This work can be com-
mended to all who desire to acquaint themselves with commercial
French. In crown 8vo, 80 pp., paper, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

EASY FRENCH CONVERSATIONAL SENTENCES. With literal

interlinear translation and imitated pronunciation. In crown Svo,
6d.

ADVANCED FRENCH CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES. Consisting
of everyday phrases, dialogues, proverbs, and idioms, with trans-

lation, for the use of schools and private students In crown Svo, 6d.

EXAMINATIONS IN FRENCH, AND HOW TO PASS THEM. Exam-
ination Papers recently set at some of the Chief Public Examinations

fully solved. In crown Svo, 6d.

FRENCH TOURIST'S VADE MECUM. A careful selection of every-

day phrases in constant use, with Vocabularies, Tables, and the
Exact Pronunciation of every word. An easy method of acquiring
a knowledge of French sufficient for all purposes of Tourists or

Business Men. Special attention has been devoted to the section on

Cycling and Photography. Handy size for the pocket, cloth, net is.

ITALIAN TOURISTS' VADE MECUM. On the same lines as the

French volume. Cloth, net Is.
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FRENCH AND ITALIAN (continued).

FRENCH TRANSLATION AND COMPOSITION. By LEWIS MARSH,
B.A. (Hons.), Cantab., Med. and Mod. Languages Tripos, Late
Exhibitioner of Emmanuel College ; White Prizeman ; Assistant

Master, City of London School
; and Special Instructor in French

and German to the London County Council. Students preparing
for public examinations will find this book exceedingly helpful.
It is divided into four Parts. In Part I the chief difficulties met with
in translation are classified and arranged, and the hints conveyed
are summarized in a number of

" Golden Rules "
at the end

;

while in Part II the author works through a good selection of

representative extracts according to the methods previously
described, and finally gives in each case a finished translation, the
aim throughout being to teach the student to deal intelligently
with different styles of prose and verse. Part III consists of 100

carefully graduated extracts to be worked out by the student

himself, all taken from classical French authors ; and these are

followed in Part IV by exercises in French composition based on the
extracts in the preceding part. At the end is a French-English
and English-French vocabulary. In crown 8vo, cloth, 187 pp.,
2s. 6d.

FRENCH PHRASES FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS. By EDWARD
KEALEY, B.A. A collection of useful phrases compiled on a new
system. This book cannot fail to be of the utmost utility and
assistance to those advanced students of French who are anxious
to increase their knowledge of idiomatic terms and expressions. The
author, who is Modern Language Master at Ampleforth College,

Oswaldkirk, has brought together the phrases which he has found
useful in his career as a teacher, and he has had every opportunity
of testing their value by the practical tests of public examinations.
In crown 8vo, is. 6d.

PITMAN'S DICTIONARY OF COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE/
IN FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH AND ITALIAN. (See page 22.)
Net 73. 6d.

DICTIONARY OF THE WORLD'S COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS. Second

Edition, Revised. With French, German, and Spanish equivalents
for the Names of the Products. By J. A. SLATER, B.A., LL.B.
In demy 8vo, 163 pp., cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT. By ALBERT EMIL DAVIES. (See

page 22.) In crown vo, cloth, 80 pp., net is. 6d.

PITMAN'S INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE LETTERS. English-
French. (See page 21.) In crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE LETTERS. English-
Italian. (See page 21.) In crown 8vo, cloth, 33.
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GERMAN.
PITMAN'S GERMAN COURSE. Part I, Grammar, with exercises,

carefully selected conversational Phrases and Sentences, Corre-

spondence, short stories from German authors, and vocabulary
with imitated pronunciation. In crown 8vo, paper, 6d. ; cloth, 8d.

KEY TO PITMAN'S GERMAN COURSE. Part I. In crown 8vo,
is. 6d.

PITMAN'S PRACTICAL GERMAN GRAMMAR and Conversation
for Self-Tuition, with copious Vocabulary and imitated pronun-
ciation. In crown 8vo, paper, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

GERMAN BUSINESS INTERVIEWS, Nos. I and 2. With Correspond-
ence, Invoices, etc., each forming a Complete Commercial Transac-

tion, including Technical Terms, Dialogues for Travellers, and
Idiomatic Expressions used in Shipping and Mercantile Offices,

accompanied by a copious marginal Vocabulary and Notes in

English. In crown 8vo, each, paper, is.
; cloth, is. 6d.

ELEMENTARY GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE. By LEWIS MARSH,
B.A. (See page 22.) In crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN GERMAN. (See page 21.)
In crown 8vo, cloth, 240 pp., 2s. 6d.

GERMAN COMMERCIAL READER. (See page 26.) In crown 8vo,

cloth, 208 pp., 2s. 6d.

GERMAN BUSINESS LETTERS, With copious marginal vocabulary
and notes in English, and some letters in German script characters.

In crown 8vo, 6d.

GERMAN COMMERCIAL PHRASES. With abbreviations and
translation. In crown 8vo, 6d.

EXAMINATIONS IN GERMAN, and How to Pass Them, being Exam-
ination Papers recently set at the Chief Public Examinations, fully
solved. In crown 8vo, 6d.

EASY GERMAN CONVERSATIONAL SENTENCES. With literal

interlinear translation and imitated pronunciation. In crown 8vo, 6d.

ADVANCED GERMAN CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES. In crown
8vo, 6d.

GERMAN TOURIST'S VADEfMECUM. With vocabularies, tables,

etc., and the exact pronunciation of every word
; being a careful

selection of phrases in constant use. In crown 8vo, cloth, net is.

DER NEFFE ALS ONKEL. Schiller's Comedy, fully annotated.
In crown 8vo, paper, 6d., cloth, is.

ENGLISH-GERMAN AND GERMAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY OF
BUSINESS WORDS AND TERMS. (See page 22.) Size 2 by 6 in.,

rounded corners, cloth, net 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S DICTIONARY OF COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE
IN FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH AND ITALIAN. (See page 22.)

F"1 In demy 8vo, cloth, 500 pp., net 73. 6d.

DICTIONARY OF THE WORLD'S COMMERCIAL^ PRODUCTS
(SLATER). With equivalents in French, German, and Spanish.
(See page 30.) 2s. 6d.

PITMAN 'S INTERNATIONAL!MERCANTILE LETTERS. English-
German. (See page 21.) In crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
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SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE.

SPANISH BUSINESS LETTERS. A handbook of commercial corre-

spondence in the Spanish language. In crown 8vo, 6d.

SPANISH BUSINESS INTERVIEWS. With Correspondence, Invoices,
etc. In crown 8vo, paper, is.

; cloth, is. 6d.

EASY SPANISH CONVERSATIONAL SENTENCES. With literal inter-
linear translation and imitated pronunciation. In crown 8vo, 6d.

ADVANCED SPANISH CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES. Consisting
of everyday phrases, dialogues, proverbs, and idioms, with
translation. In crown 8vo, 6d.

PITMAN'S PRACTICAL SPANISH GRAMMAR. With Conversation
for Self-Tuition, copious vocabulary, and imitated pronunciation.
In crown 8vo, paper, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

SPANISH COMMERCIAL PHRASES. With abbreviations and
translation. In crown 8vo, 8d.

SPANISH TOURIST'S VADE MECUM of Spanish Colloquial Conversa-
tion, with vocabularies, tables, etc., and the exact pronunciation
of every word. Cloth, net is.

COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN SPANISH. (See page 21.)

SPANISH SHORTHAND. (See page 36.)

PITMAN'S DICTIONARY OF COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
(See page 22.) Net 73. 6d.

DICTIONARY OF THE WORLD'S COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS. (See

page 30.) 2s. 6d.

THE FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT (DAVIES). (See page 22.) Net
is. 6d.

A NEW DICTIONARY OF THE PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH
LANGUAGES. (See page 22.)

PITMAN'S INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE LETTERS. English-

Portuguese. (See page 21.)

LAW.
See under " Commercial Law " and "

Business Handbooks."
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SHORTHAND.

(Abridged List. Complete Catalogue on application.)

PHONOGRAPHIC TEACHER. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.
KEY TO THE " PHONOGRAPHIC TEACHER. ' '

Price 6d. ; post-
free 6d.

EXERCISES IN PHONOGRAPHY. Price id. ; post-free i|d.

PROGRESSIVE STUDIES IN PHONOGRAPHY. Price is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND WRITING EXERCISES AND EXAMINA-
TION TESTS. In crown 8vo, cloth. Price is. 6cl. ; stiff boards, is.

KEY TO PITMAN'S SHORTHAND WRITING EXERCISES AND
EXAMINATION TESTS. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 267 pp., 33. 6d.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND INSTRUCTOR. A Complete Exposition of

Sir Isaac Pitman's System of Phonography. Price 33. 6d.

KEY TO " PITMAN 'S SHORTHAND INSTRUCTOR,
' ' Price is.

; cloth,

is. 6d.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND MANUAL (being Part I of "Pitman's
Shorthand Instructor"). Price is. 6d.

; cloth, 2s.

KEY TO "PITMAN'S SHORTHAND MANUAL," Price 6d. ; post-
free yd.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND GRADUS
;

a Series of Writing Exercises.

Price 2d.
; post-free 2^d.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND REPORTER (being Part II of "Pitman's
Shorthand Instructor"). Price 2s.

; cloth, 2s. 6d.

KEY TO " PITMAN'S SHORTHAND REPORTER "
(being Part II of

" Pitman's Shorthand Instructor"). Price 6d. ; post-free 6^d.
REPORTING EXERCISES. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.
KEY TO "REPORTING EXERCISES." In the Reporting Style of

Pitman's Shorthand. Price is.

GRAMMALOGUES AND CONTRACTIONS. Price 2d. ; post-free 2d.
PITMAN 'S SHORTHAND PRIMER. In three books. Price 6d. each

;

post-free 6^d.
KEY TO " PITMAN 'S SHORTHAND PRIMER,

' ' Books I, II, and III.

Price 6d. each ; post-free 6|d.
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND READING LESSONS, No. i. Price 6d. ;

post-free 6|d.
PITMAN'S SHORTHAND READING LESSONS, No. 2. Price Qd. ;

post-free lod.

KEY TO "PITMAN'S SHORTHAND READING LESSONS," Nos. 1

and 2, in ordinary print. Each 2d.

COMPEND OF PHONOGRAPHY. Price id.
; post-free id.

PITMAN'S "FONO" HEAD-LINE SHORTHAND COPY BOOKS.
Book A \ For " The No. 1 \ For " Pitman's

B Phonographic ,, 2 I Shorthand
C

j Teacher." ,, 3 I Primer, Book I."

Price 2d. each ; post-free 2|d.
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SHORTHAND (continued).

SHORTHAND COMMERCIAL COURSE. Cloth, 240 pp. Price 35. 6d.

KEY TO SHORTHAND COMMERCIAL COURSE. Cloth. Price is. 6d.

GRADUATED TESTS IN PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. Price 6d.
; post-

free 6|d.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND CANDIDATE'S DICTATION EXERCISES.
Cloth is.

PITMAN'S PROGRESSIVE DICTATOR. Cloth, 228 pp., 2s. 6d.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND DICTIONARY. Ninth Edition. Price,

cloth, 4s.
;

"
Library Edition," roan, coloured edges, 53.

PITMAN'S ABRIDGED SHORTHAND DICTIONARY. Price, roan,

gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

REPORTER'S ASSISTANT. Price is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

PHONOGRAPHIC PHRASE BOOK. Price is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

RAILWAY PHRASE BOOK, Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.
LEGAL PHRASE BOOK. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.
MILITARY PHRASE BOOK. Price is.

INSURANCE PHRASE BOOK. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.
BANKING PHRASE BOOX. Price 6d., post free 6^d.

TECHNICAL REPORTING. Price is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

INTERLINED SPEED PRACTICE BOOKS. No. 1. Speeches. No. 2.

Sermons. No. 3. Commercial. Price id. each ; post-free 2d.

KEYS TO "INTERLINED SPEED PRACTICE BOOKS," Nos. 1, 2,

and 3. In Reporting Style. Price 2d. each ; post-free 2|d.

GRADUATED DICTATION BOOKS. No. 1. Political Speeches,
No. 2. Sermons. No. 3. Commercial. No. 4. Speeches (Com-
mercial) and Addresses. In crown 8vo. Price 4d. each ; post-free

4 ^d.
KEY TO " GRADUATED DICTATION BOOK IN SHORTHAND, Nos.

1 and 2." In Reporting Style. In crown 8vo. Each 6d. ; post-free

7d.

BRIEF REPORTING NOTES IN SHORTHAND. Price 6d. ; post-free

yd. ; cloth, is.

PITMAN'S REPORTING PRACTICE. In crown 8vo, cloth. Price

25.

ACQUISITION OF SPEED IN PHONOGRAPHY. By E. A. COPE. In

ordinary print. In crown 8vo. Price 2d.
; post-free 2d.

SHORTHAND IN THE OFFICE. Price is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

SHORTHAND COMMERCIAL LETTER WRITER. Price is. ;
cloth,

is. 6d.

KEY TO THE SHORTHAND COMMERCIAL LETTER WRITER."
Price 6d. ; post-free yd. ; cloth, is.

THE SHORTHAND COMMERCIAL LETTER WRITER AND KEY in

one volume. Cloth, 2s.
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SHORTHAND (continued).

OFFICE WORK IN SHORTHAND. Price is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

KEY TO " OFFICE WORK IN SHORTHAND. ' ' Price 6d. ; post-free
7d. ; cloth, is.

OFFICE WORK IN SHORTHAND AND KEY, in one volume. Cloth,

2S.

BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE IN SHORTHAND. Price is. ; cloth,

is. 6d.

KEY TO " BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE IN SHORTHAND," Price

6d.
; post-free yd. ; cloth, is.

BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE IN SHORTHAND AND KEY. In one

volume, bound in cloth. Price 2s.

TRADE CORRESPONDENCE IN SHORTHAND. Price is.

KEY TO "TRADE CORRESPONDENCE IN SHORTHAND." Price

6d.
; post-free yd.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND TEACHER'S HANDBOOK. Tenth Edition.

In crown 8vo. Price, cloth, is. 6d.

LIFE OF SIR ISAAC PITMAN, Inventor of Phonography. With
about 50 illustrations. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 73. 6d.

SHORTHAND READING BOOKS.

(Printed from engraved characters except where otherwise stated.}

In the Learner's Style.

JESOP 'S FABLES. In words of one syllable. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.
EASY READINGS. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.
LEARNER'S SHORTHAND READER. Price 6d.

; post-free 6*d.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND READING LESSONS, No. i. (See page 27.)

In the Corresponding Style.

PHONOGRAPHIC READER. Price 6d.
; post-free 6d.

THE* CHIMES. By CHARLES DICKENS. Price is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

THE BATTLE OF LIFE. By CHARLES DICKENS. Price is. ; cloth,

is. 6d.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS. From the Authorised Version of the Bible.

Price is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

SELF-CULTURE. By J. S. BLACKIE. Price is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

KEY to ditto, in ordinary print. In post 8vo. Price, cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. By OLIVER GOLDSMITH. Illustrated.

Price 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d
GULLIVER'S VOYAGE TO LILLIPUT. By JONATHAN SWIFT. Price

is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. By DANIEL DEFOE. Illustrated. Price 2s. ;

cloth, 2s. 6d.

TALES AND SKETCHES. By WASHINGTON IRVING ;
with Key in

ordinary print. Price is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

THE SILVER SHIP OF MEXICO. A tale of the Spanish Main. An
abridgment of J. H. Ingraham's story. Price is. ; cloth, is. 6d.
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SHORTHAND READING BOOKS (continued).

SELECT READINGS, No. 1. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d,
SELECT READINGS, No. 2. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND READING LESSONS, No. 2. (See page 27
)

CHRISTMAS CAROL. By CHARLES DICKENS Price is."; cloth

is. 6d.

THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH. By CHARLES DICKENS. Price

is. 6d. ; cloth 2s.

THE HAUNTED MAN.- By CHARLES DICKENS
;
with 23 illustrations

by S. J. Loxton. Price is. 6d. ; cloth 2s.

TALES FROM DICKENS. Price is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

THE SIGN OF FOUR. By SIR A. CONAN DOYLE. Price is. 6d. ; cloth,
2S.

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS. By JULES VERNE,
abridged. Price is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

SELECTIONS FROM AMERICAN AUTHORS. Price is.
; cloth, is. 6d.

THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW. By WASHINGTON IRVING
with Key in ordinary print. Price 6d ; post-free 6d.

MUGBY JUNCTION AND OTHER STORIES. By CHARLES DICKENS.
Price is. 6d. ;

cloth 2s.

RIP VAN WINKLE. By WASHINGTON IRVING
;
with Key in ordinary

print. Three illustrations. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.

GLEANINGS, No. I. Price 6d. ; post-free 6d.

GLEANINGS, No. 2. Price 6d. ; post-free 6*d.

THE HOLY BIBLE. Containing the Old and New Testaments.

Lithographed in the Easy Reporting^Style. Authorised Version.

Price, cloth, red edges, IDS. ; roan, gilt edges, I2s. ; morocco, gilt

edges, 153.

THE NEW TESTAMENT. In Easy Reporting Style with two coloured

maps. Authorised Version. Price, roan, red edges, 43. ; morocco,

gilt edges, 5s.

THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. Easy Reporting Style. Price,

roan, red edges, 43. ; morocco, gilt edges, 53.

CHURCH SERVICES. Easy Reporting Style, 935 pp. Price, roan,
bevelled boards, gold lettered back and side, 53. 6d. ; morocco
ditto, gilt edges, 75. 6d.

THANKFUL BLOSSOM. By BRET HARTE. Price is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

ADAPTATIONS OF PHONOGRAPHY TO FOREIGN LANGUAGES.
Dutch Phonography, 53. ; Esperanto Phonography, is. net

; French

Phonography, is. and is. 6d.
;
German Shorthand, is. 6d. and 2s.

;

Italian Phonography, 2s. 6d. ; Japanese Phonography, Part I, is 6d.,

Part II, 2s. ; Examples and Exercises, is. ; Spanish Shorthand,
33. 6d., Key, 2s. ; Welsh Shorthand, 2s.
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NOTE-BOOKS, ETC.

In ordering through a bookseller please state " FONO ' '

series and
the register number which is printed on each copy, and be careful to

accept no other. Imitations are often sold which are vastly inferior in

quality of paper and strength of binding.

FONO REPORTER'S NOTE-BOOKS.
No. 1. Red lines, suitable for pen or pencil ;

with the Grammalogues,
alphabetically arranged, printed inside the .cover. 80 pp., id.,

post-free id. ; six copies, post-free gd. ; twelve copies, post-free
is. 3d.

No. 2. Red lines, suitable for pen or pencil ; with the Grammalogues
inside the cover. 160 pp., 2d., post-free 3d. ; six copies, post-free
is. 3d. ; twelve copies, post-free 2s. 4d.

No, 3. With the Contracted Words inside the cover. 200 pp., 3d. ;

post-free 4d.
No. 4. With List of Longhand Press Contractions and Press Telegraph

Regulations printed inside the cover. 160 pp., superior paper,
elastic binding, 4d. ; post-free 5d. Cloth cases for holding this,

and also No. 3 Note-book, can be had from 6d. to 33.
No. 5. Single or Double Lines. 200 pp., 8 by 5, elastic binding to

open flat, 6d. ; post free yd. Cloth cases for holding this Note-book
can be had at is. each.

No. 5 R. 200 pages, 8 in. by 5 in., elastic binding to open flat. Exactly
like No. 5, except that the lines are ruled in red instead of blue, as
in the ordinary No. 5 Single Lines. Price 6d.

; post-free 8d.

No. 5 W. This book is ruled in red, and is like No. 5 R, except that
there is greater space between the ruled lines. Price 6d. ; post-free
8d.

No. 5 M. Exactly like No. 5 W, but with a ruled margin at the left

side of the page for the purpose of reference marks, numbers, etc.

Price 6d. ; post-free 8d.

No. 6. Unruled, to open at the side. Elastic binding, 240 pp., 6d. ;

post-free yd.
No. 20. Single lines, stiff boards, marginal red line. 200 pp., 8 in. by

5 in., elastic binding, 8d. ; post-free pd.
No. 21. PITMAN'S S-0 (Side-Opening) REPORTER'S NOTE-BOOK.

Elastic binding ; opens flat. 200 pp., 6d.

ELASTIC-BOUND NOTE-BOOKS. Made of the very best paper,
to open flat on the desk, strongly bound. As supplied to His

Majesty's Government. Nos. 12 and 15 are made of slightly
thinner paper.
No. 7. Single lines, half-cloth, 150 pp., 8 by 5, is.

8. (red) 200 ,
8 , 5, is. 6d.

180
10. ,, cloth, 250
12. Single lines, stiff boards, 400
15. ,, (stitched), 250

51, is. 6d.

5^ 2s.

5, is.

5, is. 6d.
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NOTE-BOOKS, ETC. (continued).

POCKET NOTE-BOOKS. Elastic binding, made of the very best

paper.

No. 17. Single lines, half-cloth, 120 pp., 7 by 4, pd., post-free,
lod.

18. Double lines 120 7 ,, \\, gd., post-free
rod.

PITMAN'S NOTE-BOOK COVER AND TRANSCRIBING SLOPE.
9 in. by 5 in. With Note-book, 2s.

No. 19. REFILLS for above. 9 in. by 5 in. Red, marginal ruling.
140 pp., 6d.

A LIBERAL REDUCTION IS ALLOWED ON A QUANTITY.

TYPEWRITING.

PITMAN'S TYPEWRITER MANUAL. Illustrated with numerous
facsimile plates. Lists of abbreviations. Fully explains the Touch
Typewriting Method. Fourth Edition In large post 4to, cloth, 35.

PITMAN'S EXERCISES AND TESTS IN TYPEWRITING. Contains

upwards of eighty exercises, forty tests, a list of the chief towns
in the United Kingdom, specimen addresses, draft directions for

practice in business composition, postal information, lists of foreign
words, phrases and sayings, business terms, newspaper expressions,
etc. In foolscap folio, 158 pp. Price 33.

PITMAN 'S TYPEWRITING EXAMPLES, Forty-eight facsimile exam-

ples, embracing a variety of typewriting work. In foolscap folio,

2s. 6d.

Ditto. Printed in oblong note-book for standing by the side of the

machine, 2s.

Ditto. Note-book form, in covers, is. 6d.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER MANUAL. Illustrated. With facsimiles

and Exercises. In large post 4to, quarter cloth, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

PITMAN'S PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING. A
Scientific Method of Mastering the Keyboard by the sense of Touch.

Single Keyboard Edition, is. 6d. Double Keyboard Edition, is. 6d.

*MODERN TYPEWRITING AND MANUAL OF OFFICE PROCEDURE.
Contains over 100 illustrations. Price 2s. 6d.

*TEACHERS' HANDBOOK AND KEY TO MODERN TYPEWRITING.
Price 2s. 6d. Interleaved with ruled paper, price 33. 6d.

PRACTICAL TYPEWRITING AND EXAMINATION GUIDE (MORTON).
Price 2s. 6d.

*
(These two books are also published in one vol. Price 53.)
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PERIODICALS.

The Magazine of Commerce and

the Business Man's Magazine.
A magnificently illustrated Monthly Magazine for Business Men

and Commercial Teachers, who desire to keep abreast of the times.

It gives the month's happenings in the commercial world and contains

special articles on important bnsiness subjects. (Established 1902.)

Monthly, 6d. net.

Pitman s Journal.

Contains six pages of Shorthand in the Learner's, Corresponding, and

Reporting Styles, with Key, besides special articles of interest to all

connected with commercial education. Subscription, which may begin
at any time, 6s. 6d. per annum, post-free. (Estab. 1842), 32 pp.
Weekly id., by post i|d.

Pitman's Shorthand Weekly.
Illustrated. Gives every week eight pages of bright and entertaining

matter printed entirely in shorthand. The ordinary letterpress pages
contain helpful articles to students of shorthand and commercial
subjects. Annual subscription, 6s. 6d. ;

half year, 35. 3d. ; quarter,,
is. 8d. (Established 1892.) Weekly id. ; by post, id.

The Success Ladder.

Edited by JOHN FENWICK. A monthly magazine of cheer, progress,
optimism, encouragement, and helpfulness for everybody. Monthly
4d. net.
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CATALOGUES, ETC.

Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., have pleasure in calling attention to

the following Catalogues of Books published by them. They will be

pleased to send on application any of these Catalogues, all of which
are constantly brought up-to-date. Specimen page catalogues of text-

books on Book-keeping, Law, Business Training, Commercial Corre-

spondence, and Languages, can
^

also be had post-free on

application.

[A] COMPLETE LIST OF ALL PUBLICATIONS. 96 + 50 pp.

[C] PITMAN'S EDUCATIONAL BOOKS (Primary). Illustrated. 56pp.

[D] Ditto, un-illustrated. 44 pp.

[E] PITMAN'S LIST FOR INFANT SCHOOLS. Books for the Child

and the Teacher. Illustrated. 16 pp., with Supplement.

[F] SOME TEXT-BOOKS specially adapted for Evening and Com-
mercial Schools. 24 pp.

[G] PITMAN'S BUSINESS HANDBOOKS. 16 pp.

[HI PITMAN'S SHORTHAND, TYPEWRITING, STATIONERY AND
COMMERCIAL LANGUAGES CATALOGUE. 40 pp.

[N] A CATALOGUE OF THEOLOGICAL AND RELIGIOUS
LITERATURE. 16 pp.

[O] A CATALOGUE OF GENERAL LITERATURE. 16 pp.

Any who may happen toT5e=:H5=^f*neighbourhood of St.
^Paul's

Cathedral are cordially invited to visit Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons' Show

Room, at 14 Warwick Lane, where their publications may be examined

at leisure,
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